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A finite group G is thin if for each 2-local subgroup M of G and each odd 
prime p, the Sylow p-subgroups of M are cyclic. 
Let .F be the following set of finite simple groups: L,(q), L,(p), p = 1 f 2a3b, 
Us(p), p = -I + 2a3b, p prime, b = 0 or 1, Sz(2”), Us(2”), L,(4), 2F,(2)‘, 
34(2), Mn 7 A. 
The following result is the main theorem of this paper. 
THEOREM. Let G be a thin$nite simple group. Then G E F. 
A group G is of characterstic 2 type if F*(M) = O,(M) for each 2-local 
subgroup M of G. It seems likely that in the near future the problem of deter- 
mining the finite simple groups will be reduced to the determination of the 
characteristic 2 type groups. The principal model for the investigation of the 
characteristic 2 type groups is Thompson’s work on N-groups. There Thompson 
considers the parameter e(G), defined to be the maximum of the p-ranks m,(M) 
as p ranges over all odd primes and M ranges over all 2-locals of G. He then 
subdivides his arguments into the cases e(G) = 1, e(G) = 2, and e(G) > 3. 
This subdivision arises from the difference in the uniqueness theorems obtained 
in the three cases. 
One expects that in the general characteristic 2 type classication this same 
subdivision would naturally occur for the same reason. Hence the thin group 
classification may be regarded as one step in the classification of the finite simple 
groups. 
A second motivation for this work is to supply another model for characteristic 
2 type investigations. Thompson’s work on N-groups has been extended by a 
number of authors to a classification of groups in which all 2-locals are solvable. 
This manuscript suggests that Thompson’s techniques can be successfully 
extended to situations in which 2-locals are not solvable. 
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Most of the techniques in this paper are extensions of Thompson’s ideas. 
That is certain uniqueness theorems are established which make it possible to 
carry on weak closure arguments on elementary abelian normal subgroups of 
maximal 2-locals. In addition certain ideas of Sims and Glauberman are exploited 
which make possible “pushing up theorems.” The author would like to thank 
Professor Glauberman in particular for generously sharing some of these ideas. 
We also appeal to Janko’s classification of thin groups with solvable 2-locals 
to produce a nonsolvable 2-local. It is helpful to have Gorenstein and Harada’s 
classification of groups of sectional 2-rank 4, and a theorem of Harada which 
bounds the sectional 2-rank in certain situations. Work of Timmesfeld on 
TI-sets is also useful. The list Zj- of thin groups came from Janko with some 
assistance from G. Mason. 
It seems likely that our proof can be improved in several directions. First, given 
the wealth of techniques available, more careful analysis should produce large 
simplifications. Second, large portions of the proof should admit generalization. 
Possibly it would be most economical to consider the case e(G) < 2 rather than 
to subdivide the cases e(G) = 1 and 2. 
1. NOTATION 
A finite group G is a r-group if G is thin and each proper simple section of G 
is in 9. G is a r%-group if each simple section of G is in y and for each odd 
prime p, the Sylow p-subgroups of G are cyclic. 
& is the set of maximal members of the set of 2-local subgroups of G under 
inclusion. We refer to the members of A? as maximal 2Jocals. For XC G, 
d5qX)={MEA-:XCM}. 
Let T be a 2-subgroup of G. Define 3?(T) to be the set of T-invariant subgroups 
X of G such that O,(X) # 1, X = 02(X), and X/O,(X) is simple or a p-group. 
Z(T) is the set of nonsolvable members of s(T). x*(T) is the set of X in 3(T) 
such that k a M for each ME d?(XT). 8*(T) = 3*(T) n 9(T). Often T 
is chosen to be a Sylow 2-subgroup of G and we write 3 = x(T), 9 = P’(T), 
etc. Let #%’ be the set of subgroups Y of G with Y = SX, S E Syl,(Y) and 
X E 3(S). Let g * be the set of maximal members of g under inclusion. 
Let M be a 2-local. V(M) is the subgroup of M generated by all normal 
elementary abelian 2-subgroups V of M with O,(M/C,( V)) = 1. If F*(M) = 
O,(M) then by Lemma 5.9 in [27], O,(M/C,( V(M))) = 1. 
Let G be of characteristic 2 type and fix T E Syl,(G). Define ,3? to be the set 
of pairs (L, I’) with L E P*(T), V a normal elementary abelian 2-subgroup 
of N,(L) with [V, L] = I’ f 1 and O,(N(V)/C( V)) = 1. Let 9 be the set of 
pairs (L, I’) E d with V/C,(L) a semisimple L-module. 
Let I’ be a GF(2)-module for a group G. B(G, I’) is the set of elementary 
abelian 2-subgroups A of G with m(V/Cv(A)) < m(A). &(G, V) is the set of 
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elementary abelian 2-subgroups A of G with C,(A) = C,(B) for each subgroup 
B of A with m(A/B) < h. Set a(G, V) = max{K: &(G, V) # ia}. Notice 
a(G, V) < m(G). Let r(G, V) be the set of subspaces U of I, with Co( 77) of odd 
order. Define m(G, V) = min{m(V/U): U < V, U $ r}. Irr(G, V) is the set 
of submodules I = [G, I] of V with I/U(G) irreducible. 
Given a group G, a(G) d enotes the collection of elementary abelian 2-sub- 
groups of G of maximal order. J(G) = (a(G)). For X, Y < G and v a set of 
primes, H,(X, rr) is the set of X-invariant rr-subgroups of G. I@(X, rr) is the set 
of members of klr(X, r) maximal under inclusion. 
The remaining notation is reasonably standard. 
2. PRELIMINARY LEMMAS 
(2.1) Let p be a prime and n > 1 un integer such that (p, n) # (2,6) or 
(2” - 1,2). Then there exists a prime divisor q of p* - 1 such that q does not 
divide pi - 1 for any i < n. 
Proof. See for example [19]. 
(2.2) Let G be a group with F*(G) = O,(G) = Q and G/Q E D2.3n. Let 
T E SyI,(G). Then either 
(1) There is a nontrivial characteristic subgroup of T normal in G, or 
(2) O’(G) z A, and T has class 2. 
Proof. This is personal communication from G. Glauberman and is 
essentially contained in [lo]. 
(2.3) Let G be a group with F*(G) = O,(G) = Q and O’(G/Q) g Sz(2”) OT 
Z,, , p > 3 a prime. Then there is a nontrivial characteristic subgroup y(T) of 
52,(T) such that two of Z(T), J(T), and Z(g(T)) are normal in G. 
Proof. See [II]. 
(2.4) Let G E Y, G simple and let X < G with F*(X) = O,(X) = Q and 
X/Q a nonabelian simple group. Then either 
(1) GgL&4) u~~XEA,E,,, 
(2) G E 3D,(2), X/Q g L,(8), and Q is extraspecial of with 4. 
Proof. As G possesses a nonsolvable 2-local, G z&(p), us(p), J1 , L,(4), or 
90,(2). In the first two cases G has dihedral, wreathed, or semidihedral Sylow 
2-groups, so that Aut(Q) is solvable for each 2-subgroup Q of G. G $ J1 by 
inspection of the list of 2-locals on page 148 of [20]. So G is L,(4) or 3D,(2), and 
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X is contained in a nonsolvable maximal parabolic M of G. If G g L,(4) then 
M s A,.&, so (1) holds. If G z 3D,(2) then M/O,(M) E L,(8) with O,(M) 
extraspecial of width 4 and M irreducible on O,(M)/Z(M). So (2) holds. 
(2.5) Let G be a simple Y-group of sectional 2-rank at most 4. Then G E F. 
Proof. By the main theorem of [14], G is isomorphic to L,(q), L,(q),. U,(q), 
G(q), 34(d, sP,(q), L,(q), u,(q), L,(q), or Li,(q), q odd, L,(2’% ~Qs(2”), u3(2”), 
A, , Ml, , Ml3 , M3, , W3 , J1 , J3 , HJ, MC, LY, or G is of Ree type. 
Let q = P”, P odd, and G z G,(q), 3%q), sp,(q),L,(q), u,(q),L,(q), or K(q). 
Then G has a subgroup H isomorphic to SL,(p”) * SLz(pm). In particular H 
has noncyclic Sylowp-groups so G is not thin. If G z L,(q) or U3(q) then G has a 
subgroup H isomorphic to 2, * SL,(q) where d = (q - l)/(q - 1,3) or 
(q + l)/(q + 1, 3), respectively. As G is thin, we conclude G E 9’. 
The normalizer of a suitable 4-subgroup in A, has noncyclic Sylow 3-sub- 
groups. As A, < A, for m > 7, we conclude G is not A,, m > 6. 
Suppose G s Ml, . By inspection of the character table of M,, , G has an 
element x of order 3 whose centralizer H is of order 36. Hence O,(H) # 1. But 
27 divides the order of G, so x is not in the center of a Sylow 3-group of G. 
Therefore H has noncyclic Sylow 3-groups and G is not thin. 
From the discussion proceeding 9.3 in [7], Mz, has a 2-local subgroup 
isomorphic to A,E,, . Hence as Mz, < MZ3 , neither Mz, nor M,, is thin. 
ByLemma7.2in[13],HJand J3h ave 2-locals (2, x A,)El;, , and (2, x A,)E,, , 
so neither group is thin. 
The centralizer of an involution in MC or Ly involves A, so these groups are 
not thin. 
If G is of Ree type then the centralizer of an involution has noncyclic Sylow 
3-groups. 
This completes the proof of 2.5. 
(2.6) Let G be thin with m(G) > 2, and X a subgroup of odd prime order p in 
Z(G). Then O,(G) is cyclic. 
Proof. We may assume G = EH where H = O,(G) and Es E4 . As G is 
thin, C,(e) is cyclic for each e E Es. Hence X = Q,(C,(e)). Suppose H is not 
cyclic. Then E acts faithfully on H, so by 5.3.13 in [12] we may assume His of 
exponent p. Now C,(e) = Q,(C,(e)) = X for each e E E#, so H = (CH(e): 
e E E#) = X, a contradiction. 
(2.7) Let G be thin with m(G) > 3. Then O(F(G)) is cyclic. 
Proof. We may take G = HE where H = O(F(G)) is a p-group and 
E g E, . As Z(H) = (C,(,,(A): 1 E : A ) = 2) there is a hyperplane A of E 
withX- CZcH)(A) # 1. Now apply 2.6 to HA. 
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(2.8) Let G be thin and L a component of G. Then L a G. 
Proof. Assume g E G - N(L). Then [L, LQ] = 1. Let 1 # Q be a 2-subgroup 
of L such that +V=(Q)) contains an odd prime p. Then N,.(Q)LQ < No(Q) has 
noncyclic Sylow p-subgroups, a contradiction. 
(2.9) Let V be a noncyclic elementary 2-group TI-set in G and g E G with 
VnN(VQ)= U#l.SetX=(V,V~)andN=(UX).Theneither 
(1) [V, V] = 1, or 
(2) There exists x E X with Vg = Vx. Moreover N = U x Ux and 
X/N= D,, , m odd, L,(2”), OY Sz(2*). 
Proof. See 2.4 in [25]. 
(2.10) Assume V is a noncyclic elementary abelian 2-subgroup which is a weakly 
closed TI-set in G. Moreover assume G is a simple F-group of characteristic 
2 type. Then G EF. 
Proof. By the main theorem of [24], G has sectional 2-rank at most 4, or 
GE Mz4, L,(2”), Sz(2”), U,(2”), or L,(2n). n/r,, < Mz, and by 2.5, A&% is 
not thin, so Mz4 is not thin. Let p be a prime divisor of (2” - l)/(Zn - 1, 3). 
Then for m, n > 2, the normalizer of a Sylow 2-subgroup T of L,(2%) has 
noncyclic Sylow p-groups. N(T) h as noncyclic Sylow 3-groups in L,(4), m > 3. 
L,(2) g A, is not thin by 2.5, so L,(2) is not thin for m 3 4. The proof is 
complete. 
(2.11) Let A be a subgroup of prime order q in G. Then any one of the following 
imply G is generated by some pair of conjugates of A. 
(1) G g L,(2%) OY Sz(2”) and q is a divisor of 2” - 1. 
(2) G g L,(p) and q = 3. 
(3) GgJ,andq=3or7. 
Proof. Assume first G g L,(2”) or Sz(2”). We may represent G as a 2-tran- 
sitive permutation group on Sz = (0, I,..., s} where s = 2” or 2an, respectively. 
A fixes two points of 0, say 0 and 1, and we may identify conjugates of A with 
unordered pairs (a, /3) of points from G. Now for A9 # A, H = (A, Ag) # G 
when H < GO or Gr , or when H g L,(2h) or Sz(27, k dividing n and q dividing 
21-’ - I, respectively, or when H = L,(2L), q divides 2” + 1 and G = L,(22”~). 
Let 0, 1 # ol E fi, Co(A) = (x), and As = (01, ax). Except in the last case 
(YX E CLH n C(A), so x E H and then H = G. Moreover in the last case H is 
contained in a unique subgroup K E L2(s), s = 2”i2. There are s - 1 conjugates 
of K containing A and hence (s2 - l)(s - 2)/2 pairs (A, AY) contained in 
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such conjugates with A # Au. On the other hand there are (9 - 1) $(s2 - 1)/2 > 
(s2 - 1)(s2 - 1)/4 h c oices for (CY, W) so H = G for some such choice. 
Next assume G E L,(p), p > 5. From Dickson’s list of the subgroups of G 
on page 285 of [8] we determine the classes of proper subgroups H = (A, As). 
By Sylow’s theorem, H n AC = AH, so N(A) is transitive on conjugates of H 
containing A. Let n(H) be the number of conjugates A” with H = (A, A”). 
Then there are j No(A) : No(A) n N,(H) j n(H) conjugates AZ of A with 
(A, A”) = HQ, some g E G. It is now easy to determine there are p - E = 
/ N(A)1 = m groups Au with 1 H / = 12, 2m groups with 1 H / = 3p, if p = 1 
mod 3, and m groups with j H I = 60 if p2 = 1 mod 5. This is a total of at 
most 4m. On the other hand there are m(p + 2~)/2 conjugates Ag # A and 
(p + 26)/2 > 4 as p > 5. 
Finally assume G z J1 . We use Janko’s list of subgroups of J1 on page 148 
of [20] and argue as in the last paragraph. 
(2.12) Let p and q be odd primes and G a group with F*(G) = L E Z,, , 
L,(29, SX(~~), L,(p), or J1 . Let A be a subgroup of order q in G and H the sub- 
group of L generated by N,(A) and those g in L with I [A, Ag] : O,([A, Ag] j # 1 or 7. 
Then either 
(1) L = H, or 
(2) IL\ =7andIAj =3. 
Proof. Assume H #L. If L is cyclic the result is clear, so L is nonabelian 
simple and G < Aut(L). 
Assume first A <L. Then L E L,(2”) or Sz(2’“) and A induces field auto- 
morphisms on L. Now by a Frattini argument there is a subgroup X = [A, As] 
ofL of order (2” + 1)/(2”/p + 1) or (2” + 2(n+1)!2 + 1)/(2”/y + 2(a/9+1)/2 + 1). 
But NL(X) is the unique maximal subgroup of L containing X, so L = 
(X, N,(A)) < H, a contradiction. 
So A <L. Let y E G - H. There A acts faithfully on the 2, 7-group [A, Au]. 
We conclude either L E L,(2”) or Sz(2”) and q divides 2” - 1, or L z L,(p) 
and q = 3, orL g J1 and q = 3 or 7. Now appeal to 2.11. 
(2.13) Let L z L,(2”), Sz(2”), L,(p), or J1 , q an odd prime, T E Syl,(G), and 
B a q-subgroup of L with BT = TB. Th en any involution in G = Aut(L) acts on 
some conjugate of B. 
Proof. If L E J1 then as BT = TB, 1 B / = 3 or 7. Now N(B) is of even 
order so as G has one class of involutions 2.13 holds in this case. Let L E L,(p). 
Then q divides p f 1 and N(B) contains involutions in L and G - L. As G has 
two classes of involutions, 2.13 holds. So L 2 L,(2”) or Sz(2”). Then q divides 
2% - 1. So B is inverted in L and if n is even, N(B) contains an involution in 
G - L. Again N(B) contains an involution in each G class. 
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3. 9%‘-GROUPS 
In this section M is a 9V-group, T E Syl,(M), Q = O,(M), and M = M/Q. 
(3.1) If S is a nonabelian simple section of M then S is isomorphic to L,(2”), 
Sz(2”), J1 , or L,(p) for some odd prime p. 
Proof. Observe all other members of F have a noncyclic Sylow p-subgroup 
for some odd prime q. In particular for p = q if S = L.&P), e > 1, u,(p), or 
L&I), q odd, for q dividing (2n + 1)/(2” + 1, 3) if S = Us(2”), for q = 3 if 
S = L,(4). As L,(9) < M,, q = 3 for this group. By [16], 2F,(2)’ has noncyclic 
Sylow 3 and 5-groups. By 18.7. (ii) in [6], 3D,(2) has a noncyclic Sylow 7-group. 
(3.2) E(M) = & x E, where& is trivial or a Suzukigroup andL2 is trivial or 
3 E rr(L2). Moreover each component of M is simple and normal in a. 
Proof. Let L be a component of M. Then 3 E n(L) unless E is a Suzuki group, 
in which case 5 E r(L). Also the multiplier of L/Z(L) is a 2-group so z is simple. 
As odd Sylow groups of M are cyclic the result follows. 
(3.3) mm = E(m). 
Proof. Let L/X be a simple section of M with L = Lm. F(M) is cyclic, so 
e = Em centralizes F(M). Hence L acts faithfully on E(M). By 3.2, E(M) = 
i;l x z2 with zi 4 M, so z is isomorphic to a subgroup of Aut(Er) x Aut(L,). 
As the outer automorphism group of zi is solvable, the result follows. 
(3.4) Let p be an oddprime in a(E(M)). Then O”‘(&?) is simple. 
Proof. Let P E Syl,(M), and E = [P n E(M), E(M)]. As p E m(E(M)) and 
p A E(m) is cyclic, z is a component of M. As P is cyclic, p acts faithfully on z. 
Now by inspection of Aut@) if P is not contained inz then g,(P) is not contained 
in L, a contradiction. 
(3.5) Assume S, is involved in M and set X = 03’(M). Then 1 is isomorphic to 
-G , L(2’9, J1 , or L2( P). 
Proof. If 3 E +E(m)) we appeal to 3.4. So assume otherwise. Let P E Syl,(M). 
Aut(Sz(2”)) does not involve S, , so by 3.2, P centralizes E(M). Hence by 3.3 we 
may take M to be solvable. Then F*(M) = F(M) is cyclic, so @F(M) is 
abelian. Thus P < [N(p), P] < F(M), so X = p. 
(3.6) Letp be a prime. Then eitherp E *(E(m)) or Mpossesses a Hall 2, p-group, 
M is transitive on such groups, and any 2, p-subgroup is contained in some Hall 2, 
p-group. 
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Proof. We may assumep # a(E(M)). Let E/Q = E(m) and S = T n E. By a 
Frattini argument, M = ENM(S) and N,(S) contains a Sylow p-subgroup of M. 
Moreover if H is a Hall 2, p-group then H n E is conjugate to S in E. So passing 
to N,(S) and appealing to Phillip Hall’s theorem we get the first two remarks. 
If X is a 2, p-group then by coprime action a Sylow p-group of X normalizes a 
Sylow 2-group of Ns(X n E), so the last remark follows from induction on 1 X 1 
and Hall’s theorem. 
In the remainder of this section assume F*(M) = Q. Hence F*(XT) = 
O,(XT) for any T-inveriant subgroup X. Set 9” = E(T), 9 = Z’(T), etc. 
(3.7) M = (T, %). 
Proof. 3.2, 3.3, and 3.6. 
(3.8) Let L, K E 9 with L < K. Then L/O,(L) E A, and K/O,(K) E L,(p), 
P > 7, 0~ J1. 
Proof. L 4 LT, so if KT = LT then K = 02(KT) = L. Thus LT # KT 
and passing to KT/O,(KT) we may take O,(K) = 1 and K = P*(M). If K is a 
Bender group, then NK( T n K) is the unique maximal subgroup of K containing 
TnKand N,,,(TnK) is solvable. T n K < LT, so LT < N(N,(T n K)) = 
N,( T n K) is solvable, a contradiction. 
If K z L,(p) then A, is the only proper nonabelian simple section of K by 
Dickson [S], p. 285. So assume K E J1 . Then the result follows from Janko 
1201, p. 147. 
(3.9) Let L E 9 and K = (L”>. Then 
(1) IfLczc.Y* thenLg M. 
(2) 
a > 7. 
If L # K then L/O,(L) gg A,, K E 9*, and K/O,(K) E J1 OY L,(p), 
Proof. As L = L”, K = K*. By 3.3, zg E(M). As all nonabelian simple 
sections of Suzuki groups are Suzuki groups and the remaining simple 
9V-groups possess no Suzuki sections, we conclude with 3.2 that %? is simple. 
Now appeal to 3.8. 
(3.10) Let YE ?V, S E Syl,(Y) and Y,, = 02’(Y). Then there exists T E Syl,(G) 
andXES(T)withY,<XandS<T. 
Proof. If (YaG) is solvable then the result holds by 3.3 and 3.6. Hence as 
components of E(m) have no common simple sections apart from 2, , we may 
take ( YaG) = X where X is a component of E(z). Now for S < T E Syl,(G), 
X-ES?-(T). 
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(3.11) Let V be a noncyclic elementary 2-group which is a TI-set in M. Assume E 
is a normal elementary 2-subgroup of M with V n E # 1. Let G = (VM), 
U = V n Q < V, N = (UG> and (I? = G/O,(G). Assume 02(G) E 5(T). Then 
VG = V”, N is abelian, and one of the following hold: 
(1) G&x I&. 
(2) G g L,(2’“) OY ,%x(2”) and m(v) = n. 
(3) G s L,(2”) or Sx(2”) and j P j = 2. 
(4) e,L,(2) andm(P) = 2. 
(5) G z O,-(2”) and 1 P / = 2. 
Proof. Let D = {vg:g E G, v E V - U}. By 2.5 in [25], VG = I/n’, N is 
abelian, and D is a class of root involutions of G. 02(G) E 6, so 02(G) s 
L,(p),L,(W, s42”), J1 , or -G . Thus the root involution property forces 
(17 EZ &,. , L2(2”), S+“), L,(2), or O,-(2”). In the first and last cases (1) and (5) 
hold. 
If (p, Pg) is a 2-group then as 1 # L’ < V n N( Vg), by 2.9 [V, V”] = 1. In 
particular if G s L,(2), then m(P) = 2. 
Hence we may assume G z L,(2”) or Sz(2”) and 1 P j > 2. Let g E G and 
TJ E V - U with j v”rY 1 maximal. Then G is the only subgroup of G containing 
(fi, $) of 2-rank 2 or more. Therefore G = (P, PO”>. Now by 2.9, m( 8) = n. 
(3.12) Let q be an oddprimepower and Xi E 3, i = 1,2, with j X,T : T i = q. 
If q = 3 assume 9 does not involve L,(p), p > 5. Then X, is conjugate to X2 in 
NM(T). 
Proof. LetL = (X1 , X-a>. By 3.6 and 3.2 we may take L E 8. Now if q > 3 
or z is not L,(p), p > 5, then (XT : X E %’ n L; / XT : T 1 = q\ is solvable, 
so the result holds. 
4. Z-MODULAR REPRESENTATIONS OF 9T-GROUPS 
In this section G is a SF-group with O,(G) = 1 and V is a faithful n-dimen- 
sional GF(2), G-module. 
(4.1) Let X z S, , L = E(X), and z and t involutiotls in L and X - L, respec- 
tively. Then 
(1) L has two nontrivial irreducible GF(2)-modules U and V. Both have 
dimension 4 and admit X. 
(2) U is the natural module for O,-(2). m([ U, z]) = 2 and m([ U, t]) = 1. 
(3) V is the natural module for L,(4). m([V, z]) = m([V, t]) = 2. 
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(4.2) Let Xc PGL,(7), L = E(X), and x and t involutions in L and X - L, 
respectively. Then 
(1) L has 3 nontrivial irreducible GF(2)-modules Vi , 1 < i < 3. 
(2) V, and V, are the natural modules for L,(2) and do not admit X. z induces 
a transvection on V, and V, . 
(3) dim( V,) = 8 and Vs admits X, m([ V, , z]) = 4 and m([V, , t]) = 3. 
a(X, V,) == 1. 
The proofs of 4.1 and 4.2 are due to S. Smith and arc omitted. The number 
and degrees of the representations are determined by modular character theory. 
Then, with the exception of V, , the modules are easily constructed and the 
appropriate information read off. V, is constructed as follows: Let N be the 
tensor product of V, and V, . Then N = V3 @ NO where dim(N,J = 1. 
(4.3) Let L = F*(G) e L,(2z), 1 3 2, and assume m = m(G, V) < 21. Let t 
be an involution in G with m([V, t]) = m and assume G = L(t) acts irreducibly 
on V. Let T E Syl,(L) and H a Hall 2’-group of NL(T). Set CT = C,(T). Then L 
acts irreducibly on V and one of the following holds: 
(1) 1 I is the natural module for L and m = 1. 
(2) 1 = 2r, V is the natural module for O,-(2’) and m = 1 ;f t EL while 
m==rif t$L. 
(3) 1 = 4r, t $Landm =6r.n ==4l,m(U) =r,andi H: C,(U)/ =2’- 1. 
Moreover a(G, V) = 1 in case r = 1. 
(4) l=3randm=4r.n=8r,m(U)=r,and/H:CH(U)I =2’-1. 
Moreover a(G, V) = 1 in case r = 1. 
Proof. Let F = GF(2t), N the natural L, F-module, and A = Aut(F). First 
V@F=@IP 
EA” 
for some irreducible L, F-module M, and A, a set of coset representatives for 
-vA( IV) in A. Moreover 
W=@Nb 
bEB 
for some B _C A. This allows us to calculate the necessary information about V. 
(4.4) Let F*(G) = L s L,(22m) and V the natural module for O&-(29. Then 
a(G, V) = m. 
Proof. Let F = GF(2”2). We may regard V as an F, G-module. Assume 
a(G, V) > m, and let -4 E O’(G, V). If A 4 L then m(A) < m + 1 and hence 
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A E SYl2(W) f or a E A - L, and m(A) = m + 1. But C,(a) # C,(6) for 
h E A n L#, a contradiction. 
So A is contained in a Sylow 2-subgroup T of L. T is partitioned by 2” + 1 
subgroups Ti of order 2” such that C,(t) = C,( Ti) is of F-dimension 2 for each 
t E Tie. Also C,(T) is of F-dimension 1. Hence it suffices to show there exists 
B < A with m(B) = m(A) - m = j and B < Ti for some i. 
Choose i such that / A n Ti 1 is maximal. Then 
/ A n Ti# / > ) A# l/(2” + 1) = (2”‘i - 1)/(2” + 1) > 2j - 1, 
so we may choose B < Ti . 
(4.5) Let GE D,, , k odd, and let m = m(G, V). Then omz of thefollowing holds: 
(1) m > 3. 
(2) m = 2 and k < 5. 
(3) m = 1 and k = 3. 
Proof. Let (g) = O(G) and t an involution in G. We may take V = [g, V]. 
G = (t, tg), so 0 = C,(g) = C,(t) n C,(tg). Hence as tg E tC, 12 < 2m. So 
G < GL2,(2). Assume m < 2. Then G < GL,(2) E A,, so k < 7. Moreover 
an element of order 7 is not inverted in A, , so k = 3 or 5. Similarly if m = 1 
then G < GL,(2) g S, , so k = 3. 
(4.7) Let G g L,(p), p > 7. Then n > 10 or p = 17, n 3 8, and V does not 
admit PGL,( 17). 
TABLE 4.6 
fz 2” p-1 factorization 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
4 
8 
16 
32 
64 
128 
256 
512 
1024 ’ 
2048 
4096 
3 3 
7 7 
15 5.3 
31 31 
63 32 . 7 
127 127 
255 17.5.3 
511 73 . 7 
1023 31 . 11 .3 
2047 23 . 89 
4095 32.5.7.13 
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Proof. Let P E Syl,(G) and U = [V, P]. P acts semiregularly on U#, so 
m(U) is a multiple of the multiplicative order d of mod p. Assume n < 9. Then 
d < 9, so from Table 4.6, p = 17,31,73, or 127, and m(U) = d. In particular P 
acts irreducibly on U, so by Proposition 19.8 in Passman [22], (p - 1)/Z = 
/ N,(P) : P 1 is a divisor of d. We conclude p = 17 and d = 8. Moreover if V 
admits H G PGLa(17) then 16 = 1 NH(P) : P ) would divide d, a contradiction. 
(4.8) Let L = F * (G), t a involution in G and m = m([ V, t]). Then 
(1) IfL~L,(2~)thenm > Iift~Landm > 1/2ift$L. 
(2) If L s SZ(~~) then m >, 21. 
(3) If L s J1 then m 3 9. 
(4) If L c L,(p), p > 7, then m 3 4. 
Proof. Part (1) follows from 4.3. IfL g J1 then t inverts a group P of order 19 
(e.g., Janko [20], p. 147), so m > m([V, PI)/2 > 9, since from Table 4.6, 18 
is the order of 2 mod 19. Similarly if L s SZ(~~) let p be a prime divisor of 
24z - 1 which does not divide 2i - 1 for i < 41. Then t inverts a group P of 
orderp, so m 3 4112 = 21. 
So assume L s L,(p), p > 7. We may take G to act irreducibly on V, and 
m < 3. G is generated by 3 conjugates ti , 1 < i < 3, of t, so V = &[V, ti] 
is of dimension at most 9. Hence by 4.7, p = 17 and G s L,(17). Now t inverts 
a subgroup P of order 17, so m 2 m([V, PI)/2 = 4 from Table 4.6. The proof is 
complete. 
(4.9) Let A be a noncyclic elementary abelian 2-subgroup of G such that 
G = (AC), F*(G) is simple, and C,(a) = C,(A) for each aE A#. Then 
G s L,(2), L,(2z), or SZ(~~), and if G acts irreducibly on V then V is the natural 
module for G. 
Proof. Set U = C,(A). Then r,,,(G) < N(U). This yields the first remark. 
3.6 in [l] is useful in that connection. If G is a Bender group the second remark 
follows as in 2.4 of Timmesfeld [25]. S o assume G g L,(2) and acts irreducibly 
on V. Then a(G, V) = 2, so 4.2 completes the proof. 
(4.10) Let F*(G) be simple, let F = GF(2”), assume G acts faithfully on a 
vector space FV over F and t is an involution in G inducing a transvection on pV. 
Then either 
(1) (tc) z L,(2) and dim(,V) 3 3. 
(2) (tG) E 04-(2z), dim(,V) > 4, and I divides m. 
(3) (tG) g L,(2z) and 1 divides m. 
Proof. We may assume G = (tC). Let s E t o. As t induces a transvection on 
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FV, st has order 2, 4, or a divisor of 22nL - 1. This implies G s L,(2), PGL,(7), 
O,-(29, Ls(29, or Sz(2z). 
If G g&(2”) we may choose s with j st / = 2z + 1 divides 22” - 1, so I 
divides m. So assume Gis not La(29. Set n = dim(FV). If n = 2 then G <L&29, 
so a Sylow 2-subgroup of G is abelian, a contradiction. If n = 3, G < Ls(2”). 
Thus C,(x) is 2-closed for each involution x in G, so G g L,(2) or SO and 
we may assume the latter. Let t E T E Syl,(G). Q(T) is contained in the root 
group 2 oft inL,(2m). Thus G = (Q(T), @(Tg)) < (Z, .ZQ> s L,(29, a contra- 
diction. 
So n > 4. But if G is isomorphic to PGLa(7) or to SZ(~~) then G is generated 
by three conjugates ti , 1 < i < 3, of t, so [I’, G] = ([V, t,]: 1 < i < 3) is of 
dimension at most 3, a contradiction. 
So G s Ob-(2z). Now we may choose s with j st / = 2z + 1. Then 2’ + 1 
divides 22m - 1, so 1 divides m. 
(4.11) Let G = A x H where A is cyclic of odd order, t is an involution in H 
with H = (P), and F*(H) is simple. Define 
k = min{i : j A 1 divides 2i - l} 
732 = m([V, t]). 
Assume A acts semiregularly on V. Then either 
(1) n > 4k and m > 2k. 
(2) n > 3k, k = m, and H s L,(2). 
(3) n > 4k, k = m is divisible by 1, and H s 0,-(2z). 
(4) n > 2k, k = m is divisible by 1, and HE L2(2z). 
Proof. Let U = VI/V2 be a G-chief factor of V and let D be the ring of 
linear transformations of U commuting with G. Then D is a division ring with 
A < Z(D). Let F be the subfield of D generated by A. Then F = GF(2”) and we 
may regard U as an H, F-module rU. 
Assume t does not induce a transvection on J? Then m 3 m([ U, t]) > 21i 
and n > 2m 3 4k. So we may take t to induce a transvection on rU. Now appeal 
to 4.10. 
(4.12) Assume F*(G) is simple and 3 6 n(G). Let A be an elementary abelian 
2-subgroup of G. Then either 
(1) m(V/CV(4) > m(A) + 1, 0~ 
(2) G c D,, , m([G, V]) = 4 and m([V, A]) = m(A) + 1 = 2. 
Proof. We may take G = (AC). By 3.1 either G s Dzv or G s Sz(2’). In 
the first case the result is a consequence of 4.5, and in the second of 4.8. 
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(4.13) Let L a G and assume L has no composition factors which are 290~~s. 
Then there exists a nontrivial G-submodule U = [U, L] of V with O,(G/Co( U)) = 1. 
Proof. Let H be a normal subgroup of G maximal subject to U = 
[L, C,(H)] f 1. Maximality of H implies H = Co(U), and passing to G/H we 
may take H = 1. Let Q = O,(G). Then [Q, L] < Q n L < O,(L) = 1. Thus by 
the Thompson lemma, [C,(Q),L] f 1. Hence Q = 1 by maximality of H. 
(4.14) Let L = 02(L) be a simple normal subgroup of G with V = [V, L]. Set 
U = (Irr(L, V)) and 0 = U/C,(L). Let O,(G) = 1 and Irr = Irr(L, V) Then 
(1) C,(L) = (C,(L) : I f5 Irr). 
(2) 0 is a semisimple L-module. 
(3) O,(G/G(rr>) = 1. 
(4) C,(U) = WQ 
Proof. Set 2 = (C,(L) : I E Irr). Th en U/Z = (LZ/Z : I E Irr) is a semi- 
simple L-module and hence the direct sum of nontrivial simple L-modules. In 
particular C,,,(L) = 0, so Z = C,(L). This yields (1) and (2). 
Set D = C,(U) and suppose O,(G/D) # 1. Then as O,(D) = 1 there is an 
element d E D” of odd order. As L is simple it acts faithfully on U, so D n L = 1. 
Hence [d, L] E D n L = 1 so V = [d, V] @ C,(d) is an L-invariant decomposi- 
tion of V. As V = [V, L], [d, V, L] = [d, V]. But then Irr (L, V) n [d, V] is 
nonempty, impossible as d centralizes U. 
So O,(G/D) = 1. Let E = C,(o). Then [E, L] < E n L = 1. Hence if X 
is a subgroup of odd order in E then [U, X, L] = [X, L, U] = 1, so by the 
3-subgroup lemma, [U, x] = [L, U, x] = 1. Therefore 02(E) < D, so E/D < 
O,(G/D) = 1. That is E = D. 
(4.14) Let T E SyI,(G) and Z = C,(T). Assume V = (Zo). Then V = 
[K Gl + G(G). 
Proof. As V = (ZG>, V = [V, G] + Z. Hence there exists a T-invariant 
complement to [V, G] in V and then also a G invariant complement U. [U, G] < 
U n [V, G] = 0, SO U < C,(G). 
(4.15) Assume G c L,(2), V is indecomposabZe, and either [V, G] or V/C,(G) 
z’s of rank 3. Then m(V) < 4. 
Proof. Assume [V, G] is of rank 3, while m( V/[V, G]) > 1. Let x be an 
element of order 3 in G and U = C,(x). Then m(V/U) = 2. However there 
exists g E G with G = (x, x0). Hence G centralizes W = U n UO and as 
m( V/[ V, q) > 1, W # 0. This contradicts V indecomposable. 
The second half of the lemma follows by duality. 
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(4.16) Let G z L,(2) and V indecomposable of rank 4. Let T E Syl,(G). Then 
(1) If C,(G) = 0, then a(G, V) = 2 and m(G, V) = 2. 
(2) If G = [V, GJ, then a(G, V) = m(G, V) = 2, and C,(G) = C,(T). 
Proof. Assume C,(G) = 0. Then [V, G] is of rank 3. Let H be a subgroup of 
G of order 21. Then V = C,(H) @ [V, Gl. Let C,(H) = (v). Then H = Co(o) 
so 1~1~ 1 = 8 = 1 I/ - [V, G] I. Hence V - [V, G] = vG and a Sylow 2-sub- 
group of G is regular on vG. This implies (1). 
So assume V = [V, q and let 2 = C,(G). Let t be an involution in G. G is 
generated by 3 conjugates ti of t, so if t induces a transvection on V then [V, G] = 
([V, ti] : 1 < i < 3) is of rank at most 3, a contradiction. So m(G, V) = 2 and 
C,(t) = [V, t]. An easy calculation now completes the proof of (2). 
L,(2) has two permutation representations of degree 7, but these representa- 
tions are conjugate in PGL,(7). H ence we refer to either as the representation of 
degree 7. 
(4.17) Let G s L,(2), U the permutation module of the representation of degree 7, 
and V = [U, Gj. Then V is indecomposable, m(G, V) = 2, and a(G, V) = 1. 
Proof. This is an easy calculation. 
(4.18) Let G G L,(2) and V = (v”) where 1 vo I = 7. Assume there exists a 
4-group U < V with iY C vG. Then m(V) = 3. 
Proof. As U# C vG and G is 2-transitive on vc, V* = vo is of or&r 7. 
(4.19) Let G g L,(2), T E Syl,(G), 2 = C,(T) and V = [Z, G] indecom- 
posable of rank 6. Then V is of index 2 in the permutation module of degree 7. 
Proof. By 4.2 there is a submodule Ii of V of rank 3. Let v E Z - U, 
H = CG(v U) and X E Syl,(H). Then T and X have orbits of length 1, 1, 2, 4 
and 1 , 1,3,3 on v U, respectively. As vH is of order 1 or 3 and T has only one orbit 
of length 2 on VU, we may choose v to centralize H. Now as 1 G : H 1 = 7, 
V = (v”) is a homomorphic image of the permutation module W of degree 7. 
As W = C,(G) @ [W, G] with m([W, G]) = 6 = m(V), the lemma follows. 
(4.20) Let GE L,(2) with m(G, V) < 2. Then V = C,(G) + U where U 
satis$es one of the following: 
(1) m(U) = 3. 
(2) m(U) = 4. 
(3) U = U, @ U, with m(UJ = 3. 
(4) U is the indecomposable of index 2 in the permutation module of degree 7. 
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Proof. Suppose Z = C,(G) # 1 and set r = V/Z. Then m(G, v) < 2, so 
B is known by induction. We may assume V is a counter example, so V does not 
split over Z and hence there exists a submodule W = [W, GJ with m(W) = 4. 
By 4.16, m(G, W) = 2. Let t be an involution in G with m([V, t]) = 2. Then 
V = WC,(t) so m(G, V/Z n W) < m([V/Z n W, t]) = 1. Hence V/Z n W = 
W/Z A W @ Z/Z n W, so that (2) holds. 
Therefore 2 = 1. If V is not indecomposable then (3) holds. Hence V is 
indecomposable. Let A be an irreducible submodule of V. By 4.2, m(A) = 3. 
1 + m(G, V/A) = m(G, A) +- m(G, V/A) < m(G, V) = 2, so m(G, V/A) < I. 
By 4.15, m(G, V/A) = 1, so V/A = B/A @ C/A, with m(B/A) = 3 and 
[G, C] < A. As [G, V] 4 C, m(G, C) = 1, so C = A @ Z = A. 
So V is indecomposable of rank 6. Let T E Syl,(G). By 4.19 it suffices to 
show C,(T) 4 A. But T = (ti , tz) where ti is an evolution with m( V/C,(&)) = 2, 
so m(C,(T)) > 2. Hence as m(C,,(T)) = 1, C,(T) 4 A. 
(4.21) Let G g L,(2) with V = [C,(T), G], m(G, V) < 3, and a(G, V) = 2. 
Then V is the direct sum of isomorphic submodules of rank 3. 
Proof. By 4.20, 4.17, and 4.16, we may take m(G, V) = 3. Suppose 
Z = C,(G) # 0. If a(G, V/Z) = 2 then by induction V/Z is semisimple. If 
a(G, V/Z) = 1 then m(G, V/Z) < 2, so as V/Z = [C,,,(T), (;1, 4.20 and 4.16 
imply V/Z is semisimple or indecomposable of rank 6. In the second case as 
V = [C,(T), G] there exists z’ E C,(T) with V = [z-, Gj and j vG / = 7. Hence 
as m(V) > 7, V is the permutation module of degree 7, a contradiction. So V/Z 
is semisimple. Next if 0 # U is a submodule of V then as V/U = [C,,,(T), (;1, 
4.20 and 4.16 imply C,,,(G) = 0. Hence Z is contained in every submodule of V. 
But now V/Z = @ V,/Z with m( V,) = 4, so by 4.16, C,(T) = Z, contradicting 
V = [G, C,(T)]. 
So Z = 0. Let U be an irreducible submodule of V. If a(G, V/U) = 2, 
by induction V/U is semisimple. If not then m(G, V/U) = 1, so as V/U = 
[V/U, Gj, ~ V : U I = 8. In the latter case 4.19 and 4.17 supply a contradiction. 
Thus V/U = VI/i7 @ V,/U with / Vi : U 1 = 8. a(G, Vi) = 2, so by 4.20, Vi is 
semisimple. Hence V is semisimple and the result is clear. 
(4.22) Let G = E(G) be simple, V irreducible, and 1 = m(G). Then one of the 
following hold: 
(1) fz > 2(1t- 1). 
(2) V is the natural module for L&29 or 0,-(2z,2) and n = 21. 
(3) G g L,(2) and n = 3. 
(4) G gg L,(8) and n = 8. 
Proof. By 4.2 we may assume G is notLa(2). Hence as n > 2m(G, V), 4.3 and 
4.8 complete the proof. 
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(4.23) Let E(G) = L be simple or trivial and assume G acts faithfully on no 
proper submodule of V. Then 
(1) If L = 1, then V is semisimple. 
(2) IfL # 1, there is a submodule Z of C,(L) with VIZfaithful and semisimple. 
Proof. This is essentially 5.7 in [26]. Suppose V = U @ IV, N is a maximal 
submodule of W, M = U + N, and K = C,(M). Then M is maximal in V and 
Kf 1. O,(G) = 1, so O,(K) = 1. 
Suppose F(K) # 1. Then by maximality of M, ii/l = C,(F(K)) and V = 
M @ [V, F(K)] with [V, F(K)] g V/M irreducible. In particular if L acts 
faithfully on some proper submodule Nr of V then choosing U = 0 and Ai, < I\i 
we conclude V has an irreducible direct factor V, with V, n Nl = 0. 
Now choose U to be a maximal semisimple direct factor. Then we may assume 
W is not semisimple and hence choose a maximal submodule N of W. Then if 
F(K) # 1, U@ [V,qq 1s a semisimple direct factor of V, contradicting the 
maximality of U. We conclude L = F*(K) and in particular (1) is established. 
Moreover V/N is semisimple so we may assume Vjlv is not faithful. Hence 
F = F(C,( V/‘lN)) # I and V = [V, F] @ C,(F) with [U, F] = 0. Now L acts 
faithfully on C,(F), so by the second paragraph there is an irreducible direct 
factor VI of V with VI n U < V, n C,(F) = 0, contradicting the maximality 
of u. 
(4.24) Let L = E(G) g 1, Lz(25 L,(p), or J1 and 1 = m(G). Assume 4 < n < 
2(1+ 1). Then one of the following hold: 
(1) n > 21 and V = (C,(e): e E E#) f or any elementary 2-subgroup E of G 
of rank 1. Moreover G is not irreducible on V. 
(2) G z PGL,(7) and n = 6. 
(3) G E L,(2) and V h as an irreducible s&module of rank 3. 
(4) F * (G) E L,(229 or L,(2), V has a unique noncentral chief factor U, 
and U is the natural module for L2(22e), Or-(29, or L,(2). 
Proof. This is essentially 5.8 in [26]. By 4.23 we may choose a faithful semi- 
simple section U of V. Let U = U, @ *.. @ U, be a decomposition of U into 
irreducibles. 
Let E be an elementary 2-subgroup of G of rank 1. m(E/Ce(L)) < m(L) and 
m(C,(L)) < m(C(L)), so as m(E) = m(G) we conclude A = C,(L) is of rank 
m(C(L)) and a complement B to A in E is of rank m(L). 
Let W = Uj and G = G/C(W). As G is irreducible on W, O,(c) = 1. By 
5.34 in [26] there exists a subgroup X = X1 x ... x X, ofF(G) with xi = (xi) 
of prime order pi and AX = (gr, sr) x ... x {x, , &> with (a1 ,..., &) = 2 
and (xi , &) z D,,, . Moreover we may choose B to centralize x. 
If E = I pick &to be a hyperplane of 2 generated by elements ai with 
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m(C,(C)) = d maximal. If L # I pick C = 2. Then n, = m( IV) = 2td where 
t = m(C). By 4.22, d > 2m(E/C) unless L g L,(22e) and d = 4e or AXL s S, 
and d = 2 or L g L,(2) and d = 3. Hence n, = 2td > 2m(EjC) unless 
AXLE L,(2”) and d = 2k or AXL gL,(2) and d = 3. Moreover nj > 
2(m(E/C) + 1) + 1) if E E L,(p), p > 7, or J1 or if t > 0. 
But ‘& m(E/C,(Uj)) > m(E) = I and 2(Z + 1) > n 3 Cj n, , so as tz > 4 
we conclude either U = IV is irreducible and s = 0 or n > 21 and 
I’ = (C,(e) : e E E##j or G s L,(2) and n = 6. Of course (1) holds in the second 
case and (3) holds in the third case, so we take U = W. Now I = m(L) so 
n < 2m(L) + 2 and we conclude from 4.22 that as (2) and (3) do not hold, U is 
the unique noncentral chief factor of V. NowF(G) acts semiregularly on U#, so 
i F(G)1 divides 1 U / - 1. Now by 4.22, I U 1 - 1 also divides / L 1, so as G is thin 
F(G) = 1. Therefore (4) holds. 
(4.25) Let G act irreducibly on V, 1 = m(G), m = m(G, V), and L = E(G) s 
Lp(p) OY J1 Assume m < I+ 3. Then one of the following hold. 
(1) L g L,(p) is irreducible on V and 1 = 2. 
(2) Mz PGL,(7), n = 6, m = 2. 
(3) MS 2, X O,-(2), n = 12, m = 3. 
(4) Mr 2, x L,(2) or D,, x L,(2), n = 12, m = 4. 
(5) Jl gx Z,, x O,-(2), 71 = 20, m = 5. 
(6) Mz D,, x O,-(2), n = 24, m = 6. 
(7) M s I& x A, , n = 12, m = 6. 
Proof. Let t be an involution in G with m([V, t]) = m and let d be an 
elementary 2-subgroup of C,(l) of maximal rank. Set B = C,(L). Then by 
5.34 in [26] there exists a subgroup X = X, x ... x X, ofF(G) with X, = (xi> 
of prime order pi and BX = (4 , x1) x ... x (b, , x,) where B = (bl ,..., b,) 
and (4 , Xi) s &, . Also AX = BX x L’ for some complement U to B in A. 
As Xi 4 G and G acts irreducibly on V, X, acts without fixed points on V, so 
that m([V, b]) = n/2 for each b E B# and IT = C,(bi) @ C,(b,q). Set V,, = C,(B), 
n, = m( V,,) and m,, = m([V,, , t]). Let 12 = m(L). Proceeding by induction on r, 
n = 2rn0 and if t E U then m = 2+“mo . If t $ U then m = n/2 = 2r-%,, and we 
may take t E B. 
Let S E Syl,(L) and W = C,(S). Then H = O(F(G)) is semiregular on We, 
so~H~divides~Wj-l.AsGisthin(~H~,/L~)=l,soifH#lthenthere 
is a prime divisor of j W 1 - 1 not in r(L). 
Assume~~B.Then2~-1n,=m~Z+3<r+k+3.r~1,sor=1and 
n, < K + 4. From 4.22 we conclude L z A, or L,(2) and no = 3,4, or 6, 
Thus m(W) = 2 or 4, so from the previous paragraph H = X is of order 5. 
n =~ 12, and L z L,(2). But now for u E U# n L, 4 = m([V, u]) < m. 
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So t E U and m = 2’m,. m < 2 + 3 < r + k + 3, so m, < (r + k + 3)2-r. 
From 4.8 we conclude r < 3, L s L,(p), and if r # 0 then p < 7. In particular 
k = 2. If r = 2 or 3 then m = 1, so that m(W) = 4 or 8 and 1 H / divides 
24 - 1 = 15 or 28 - 1 = 17 . 5 . 3. As X < H, has r prime divisors, 3 E T(H), 
a contradiction. 
So r < 1 and m < 6. Let d be the number of L-chief factors on V and V, an 
irreducible L-submodule. Then d < dm([ V, , t]) < m < 6. If d = 1 then r = 0 
so 1 = 2 and (1) holds. If d = 2, r < 1, so m < Z< 3 and hence V = V, @ V, 
with m([ Vi , t]) = 1. Now m(W) = 2, so H = 1, and as G is irreducible on V, 
(2) holds. 
So d > 3 and hence m([ Vi , t]) < 2. Thus L s A, orLa(2). Further considera- 
tion of the action of AH on W forces one of the remaining possibilities in 4.25 to 
hold. 
(4.26) If A is a noncyclic elementary subgroup of G with C,(A) = C,(B) for 
each hyperplane B of A, then &(A, 2’) C Co(A). In particular if G is solvable then 
a(G, V) = 1. 
Proof. Let X = [X, iz] E I/I,(A, 2’). Then X = ([C,(B), A] : / A : B 1 = 2) 
and [C,(B), A] centralizes U = C,(A). Hence C,(A) < C,(X), so that 
[X, V] n C(A) = 1. Therefore [X, V] = 1, so as G is faithful on V, X = 1. 
(4.27) Let G g L2(22m) and U the natural module for 0,-(2m). Then 
(1) If U = [V, G], then V = U @ C,(G). 
(2) If U = V/C,(G), then V = U @ C,(G). 
Proof. We prove (1). (2) follows by duality. We may assume [ V : U / = 2 
and G has no fixed points on V - U. 
Let fj = 22* and X and Y subgroups of G of order Q + 1 and Q - 1, respec- 
tively. Then U = [V, X] so V = U @ (v) where (v) = C,(X) is fixed by 
No(X). As No(X) is maximal in G, NG(X) = Co(v), so 1 vG 1 = / G : No(X)1 = 
q(q - 1)/2. This leaves & + 1)/2 points in V - U, and Y centralizes one such 
point w. By 4.14 a Sylow 2-sugroup of G does not fix w, so as Y is contained in 3 
maximal subgroups of G, two of which contain Sylow 2-groups of G, we conclude 
C,(w) < *i,(Y). As / G : Y ] = & 4 1) > & + 1)/2 we conclude No(Y) = 
C,(w), so that V - U = vo u wc. But now w is the unique point in V - U 
fixed by Y, < Y of order 2” + 1, whereas V = [V, Y,,] @ C,(Y,) with 
1 C,(Y,)/ = 2p, so that Y, fixes Q points in V - U. 
(4.28) Let L = F*(G) z L2(211E), 2 = C,(L), and V/Z the natural module for 
L,(29. Let t be an involution in G. Then C,(t) covers C”,=(t). 
Proof. If t EL or t $ L let X be a subgroup inverted by t or order 2” + 1 or 
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2+a + I, respectively. Then V = 2 0 [V, xl, so as [V/Z, X, tl = ~v~z(~h 
[V, X, t] < C,(t) covers Cviz(t). 
(4.29) Let F*(G) s A, , T E Syl,(G), V = [C,(T), Gj, and U a submodule 
of V with U and V/U the modules for O,-(2), Then V is semisimple. 
Proof. Let 2 = C,(T), H = C,(Z n U), and Q = O,(H). Then 
j C,~,(Q)~ = 2, so as Z < U, Z = C,(Q)a H. Now as [H, Z n U] = 
[H, ZlJjUj = 1, [H, Z] = 1, so for z E Z - U, / zG 1 = j G : H 1 = 5. Hence as 
m(V) = 8, (a”) # V, so as V = U(zG) and G acts irreducibly on U, (zG> is a 
complement to U in V, and V is semisimple. 
(4.30) Let C,(G) = 1 and A a subgroup of order q in G. Then any one of the 
following imply m( V/C,(A)) 3 m(G, V). 
(1) G g L2(22e) and q divides (22e - 1)3. 
(2) GgL,(p) andq = q = 3. 
(3) G g J1 and q = 3 or 7. 
Proof. By 2.11 there exists As with G = (A, As). Then 0 = C,(G) is of 
index at most 2m(V/C,(A)) in V, so that m(V/C,(A)) < n/2. But of course 
m(G, V) >, n/2. 
(4.31) Let L = F*(G) E L&2”) or SZ(~~), T E Syl,(G), H = No(T r\ L), A 
a subgroup of H of order 2” - 1, and v E V. Assume V = (vG), H = Co(v), and 
j C,(A)\ = 4. Then V is irreducible of index 2 in the 2-transitive permutation 
module for G over H. 
Proof. Let ZJ be the 2-transitive permutation module for G over H. Then 
U = C,(G) @ [U, G]. As [U, G] satisfies the hypothesis of V, we take 
V = [U, G] and it remains to show V is irreducible. But (v) = C,( T n L), 
so the remark follows. 
5. EXTREME PAIRS 
An extreme pair is a pair G, V, where G is a group with O,(G) = 1 and V is a 
faithfu1 GF(2), G module with G = (B(G, V)), and B(G, V) is the set of 
elementary 2-subgroups A of G with m(A) > m( V/C,(A)). 
In this section assume G is a F%?-group and G, V an extreme pair. The 
principal results of this section are the following: 
THEOREM 5.1. One of the followiq holds: 
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(1) GgL,(2”), V/C,(G) is the natural module for G and B(G, V) = 
Sol,. 
(2) G z O,-(2), V = [V, G] 0 C,(G), [V, G] is the natural module for G 
and B(G, V) = (t)G u AC, where t induces a transoection and A E Syl,(C,(t)). 
(3) G = Gl x G, and V = V, @ V, @ C,(G) where Gl g L,(2), G, s D,, , 
Vi = [G, VJ, dim(V1) = 3, dim(V,) = 4, and B(G, V) = AC u Y(G, , V) 
where A E E, and m( V/C,(A)) = 3. 
(4) G rL,(2), V = V, 0 V, 0 C,(G), m( V,) = 3, V, z VI , and 
P(G, V) = AC with m(A) = 2 = m(V/Cv(iz)). 
(5) GE&(~) and NV, GI/Cr,,dG)) = 3. 
COROLLARY 5.2. Either 
(1) m(A) = m(V/Cv(A))for each A E~(G, V), or 
(2) G=&(2), V = [V, G] @ C,(G), and m([V, G]) = 3. 
5.2 is a result of 5.1 as follows: Assume m(A) > m(V/Cv(A)). Then 5.1.5 
holds. Now m(A) = 2 and m(V/CJA)) = 1, so m(G, V) = 1 and we appeal to 
4.16. 
In the remainder of this section G is a counter example to Theorem 5.1 of 
minimal order and, subject to this constraint, m(V) is minimal. 
(5.3) F*(G) is not simple. 
Proof. Assume X = F*(G) is simple. Then G/X is abelian, so as G = 
W(G V)>, G/X is a 2-group. By 4.5 and 4.8, 3 E r(X), so by 3.1, Xe 2, , 
LP% -%( Ph or JI . 
Assume X E 2, . Then G E S, and clearly 5.1.1 holds. Let A E P(G, V). If 
Xr J1 or L,(p), p > 7, then by 4.8, m(V/C,(A)) 3 m(G, V) > m(G), a 
contradiction. So X g L,(2”) or L,(2). 
Assume X=&(2”). Suppose first t E A - X. G/X is cyclic so A = 
(t)(A n X). If A = (t) then by 4.3, Gg O,-(2). Moreover G is generated by 
4 conjugates ti of t so [V, G] = ([V, ti] : 1 < i < 4) is of rank 4 and hence 5.1.2 
holds. So take a E (A n X)#. By 4.8, m([V, A]) > m. But m(A) < m(C,(t)) = 
(m/2) + 1, so m = 2. Moreover C,(A) = C,(b) for each b E A#, which is not the 
case. 
So G = X. Let a E A#. By 4.8, m([V, A]) 3 m = m(G), so A E Syl,(G) and 
C,(a) = C,(A). G = (A, AQ) for g E G - N(A), so m(V/C,,(G)) = 2n and G 
acts irreducibly on V/C,(G). Now 5.1.1 holds by 4.9. 
So X r&(2). If / A / = 2 then m(G, V) = I so 5.1.3 holds. Hence.1 A 1 = 4 
and we may take m(G, V) = 2. Now a(G, VT) = 2, and we appeal to 4.20 and 
4.17. 
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(5.4) Let X be a simple normal subgroup of G. Then there exists A EY(G, V) 
with [X A] # 1. 
Proof. Assume not. Then X is in the center of (P(G, V)) = G, so X is of 
prime order p. Let P E Syl,(G). As P is cyclic and X < Z(G), P < Z(N,(P)). 
Hence G has a normal p-complement, impossible as G = (9’(G, V)). 
(5.5) Let X be a simple normal subgroup of G. Then X= 2, , L,(2), or L,(2”). 
Proof. Let B E P(G, I’) with [X, B] # 1, and set D = C,(X) and U = C,(D). 
Then BX acts on U. m(D) + m(B/D) = m(B) > m( V/C,(B)) 2 m( U/C,(B)) $- 
m( V/U), so m(D) >, m( V/U) + m(u/C”(B)> - m(W). 
Assume D # 1 and m(U/C,(B)) >, m(B/D). Then D E~(G, V) and 
H = (Y(C(X), V)), V is an extreme pair. In particular by minimality of G, 
3 E n(H), so 3 $ r(X). Hence by 4.12, m( U/C,(B)) - m(B/D) > 1 with equality 
only if 1 X j = 5 and m( [X, U]) = 4. But by minimality of G, m(D) < m( V/ U) f 1 
with equality only if H g L,(2), m(D) = 2, and m([H, V]) = 3. We conclude 
H g L,(2), m([H, V]) == 3, X- 2, , and m([X, U]) = 4. V = [H, V] @ C,(H) 
with [X, V] < C,(H) < U, so [X, U] = [X, V]. 730~ V = [H, V] @ [X, V] @ 
C,(HBX) with HBX g L,(2) x D,, . Let C = C,(C,(HX) [X, V]) and 
A E .P(G, V). Then either A E .Y(C(X), V) C H < C or [A, Xj # 1 SO that by 
symmetry between A and B, A < BXC. So G = (P(G, V)) < BXC. Finally 
H = Aut([H, V]) SO C = H(C n C([H, V]) = HC,(V) = H. So G = BXH 
satisfies 5.1.3. 
Thus either D = 1 or m( U/C,(B)) < m(B/D). In the first case as B E~(G, V), 
m( U/C,(B)) < m(B/D), so this inequality holds in any case. Set Q = O,(BX) 
and W = C,(Q). [Q, x] = 1, so BX/QW is an extreme pair and hence by 5.3 
minimality of G, X r L,(2”), L,(2) or 2, . 
(5.6) F*(G) is simpZe. 
Proof. Let X a G, X simple. By 5.5, 3 E n(X), so as G is thin, X is the 
unique normal simple subgroup of G. Hence Co(X) < X, so X = F*(G). 
Notice 5.5 and 5.6 complete the proof of Theorem 5.1. 
6. FACTORIZATIONS OF 97-GROUPS 
In this section let M be a Y%?-group with F*(M) = O,(M) = Q. Let 
T E Syl,(M) and V = V(M). 
(6.1) Let H = C,,,(V) and i@ = M/H. Assume A E G?(T) - H and let X = 
J(M). Then one of the following hold: 
(1) X z L,(2*), V/C,(X) is th e natural module for L,(2”), and A E Syl&%). 
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(2) Xz O,-(2), V = [V, Xj @ C,(X), [V, x] is the natural module for 
O,-(2) and A = (t) or CT(t), where t induces a transvection on V. 
(3) J&L,(2) and [X, iqZ(T)] = 1. 
(4) X gL,(2), m([V, X]) = 3, m( V/C,(X)) < 4 and A is a uniquely 
determined 4-group or of order 2. In the latter case V = [V, x] @ C,(X). 
(5) XzL,(2), V = V1 @ V, @ C,(X) with m(V1) = 3, V, is X-isomor- 
phic to V, , and d is a uniquely determined 4-group. 
Proof. AS AEQ?(T), IAl > I(AnH)V/ = IAnHIIV:VnAI, SO 
IAl = jA:AnHl > IV:VnAl = lV:C,(A)I. Hence 3, Viis an 
extreme pair with A E 9(X’, V). Now 5.1 completes the proof together with the 
following observations: First case 5.1.3 cannot hold. Otherwise there exists 
AEU(T)with /aI = 8. H owever1A/<l(AnY)C,(AnY)whereYgX 
and YE L,(2). Second if 5.1.5 holds then by 4.15 and 4.16 either (3) or (4) 
holds. 
(6.2) Let X = 02(M) E T(T). Then one of the following holds. 
(1) PIW”)~ Xl = 1. 
(2) J(T) a M- 
(3) X/O,(X) E Z,, , L,(2%) or L,(2), and M/C( V), V is an extreme pair. 
Proof. Let H = C,(V) and Z = SZ,(Z(T)). Then H ,< C(Z) so we may 
assume X 4 H. Now as X/O,(X) is a cyclic p-group or simple either J(T) < Q 
or J(T) 4 H. In the former case J(T) = J(Q) 4 M and in the latter we appeal 
to 6.1. 
(6.3) Let X = 02(M) E 9”(T). Then either 
(1) There is a nontrivial characteristic subgroup of T normal in M. 
(2) X= A, and T has class 2. 
(3) Q = C,(V), XQ/Q z L,(2”) or L3(2), and M/Q, V is an extreme pair. 
Proof. By 6.2 we may take M/Q g D,.,, . Now appeal to 2.2. 
(6.4) Let X = 02(M) E 9’(T) and H the subgroup generated by the normalizers 
of nontrivial characteristic subgroups of T. Then either 
(1) M=H. 
(2) Xz A, and T has class 2. 
(3) Q = C,(V) and XQ/Q z L,(2’“) with M/Q, V an extreme pair. 
Proof. By 6.3 we may take M/Q e L,(2). But now M = (Ml, M2) where 
1 Mi : T / = 3, 02(Mf) = Xi E%(T) and Xi & A,. Hence by 6.3, M = 
(M, 9 M2> < H. 
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7. PUSHING UP THEOREMS 
In this section G$ F is a simple F-group of characteristic 2 type and 
T E Syl,( G). 
(7.1) Let X E X*. Then {NG(X)} = &(XT). 
Proof. Let HE A(XT). As XE 9*, Xg H, so by maximality of H, 
H = N,(X). 
(7.2) Let Y E 2!* and S E Syl,( Y). Then either 
(1) S E S&(G) and S a Y, or 
(2) :NG(02(y))~ = I. 
Proof. Suppose 1 # B 4 Y. By 3.10, Y < X E g n N(B) with 1 X j2 = 
’ N(B)jz . By maximality of Y, Y = X. In particular if S d Y then S E Syl,(G), 
so we may assume S is not normal in Y. Let HE &‘(Y) and K = (02(Y)H). If 
K is solvable then as S is not normal in Y, K = 02(Y). Then by maximality 
of H, H = Ai,( So assume K is not solvable. Then by 3.3 and 3.2, K E .F. 
Kow Y < KS E ?V, a contradiction, or K = 02(Y) and H = N,(K). 
(7.3) Let E’ E ?yy* and S E Syl,(Y). Then one of the following hold: 
(1) SE Syl,(G) and S4 Y. 
(2) J~G(S> < NG(OV’)). 
(3) Y/O,(Y) z L,(2), Y = J(Y) O,(Y) and Y/O,(Y), V(Y) is an extreme 
pair. 
Proof. Assume S is not normal in Y, let X = 02(Y) and M = No(X). By 7.2, 
{M} = d(Y). Hence if B is a nontrivial normal characteristic subgroup of S 
normal in Y then Nc(S) < N,(B) < M. Hence by 6.3 we may assume 
X/O,(X) E L,(2”), 2, , or L,(2). By Theorem 1 in [5] and 2.5, Y/O,(Y) s L,(2). 
(7.4) / A’( T)j > 1. 
Proof. Assume (M} = J?‘(T). As G $ F, G has no strongly embedded 
subgroup, so there exists HE & - {M} with S = T n H # 1. Choose S to be 
maximal subject to this property. Then {Ml = J(N,(S)), so N,(B) < M for 
each nontrivial characteristic subgroup B of S. By 3.7 there exists YE g n H 
with SE Syl,(Y) and Y d M. Without loss we take YE %‘*. S $ Syl,(G), 
so by 7.3, Y/O,(Y) e L,(2). Now 6.4 yields a contradiction. 
(7.5) Let 1.6 ‘Y*, SE Syl,(Y), Z = Q,(Z(S)), C,(Z) < M with O,(M) # 1 
and K = 03’(M). Assume S 6 Syl,(M) and either 1 [V(Y), Y]\ # 8 or 
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J(O,(C,(z)> = J(O,(Y)). Then KS/O,(KS) AL, 0~ PGUP), P > 7, 
PGL,(7), or S5 . 
Proof. Let N = NG(02(Y)). By 7.2, {N) = d(Y), so No(B) < N for each 
nontrivial normal subgroup B of Y. By 7.3, Y/O,(Y) g L,(2), and Y/O,(Y), 
V(Y) is an extreme pair. Let X = C,(Z). If I[ V( Y), Y] + 8, then by 6.1, 
J(S) O,( Y)/O,( Y) is the 4-group in S/O,(Y) distinct from 0,(X)/O,(Y), so that 
J(0d-V) = J(W’N. Th us in any case we may assume J(O,(X)) = J(O,(Y)). 
Claim O,(X) EII*(X, 2). For if not we may choose O,(X) u Q E&(X, 2). 
Then Q < N(J(O,(X)) < iV, so as O,(X) EII*(X, 2) we have a contradiction. 
Indeed if X < A < M with ! A / = 3 .2” then X = A. For ,g = X0,(A) 
so that O,(X) < O,(A) E&,(X, 2). 
Let S < R E Syl,(M) and KR = KR/O,(KR). By 3.5, R- Z,,, , L,(2”), 
L,(P), or J1 . OdK) OdX) EE~X 1 x , so O,(K) < O,(X). S$ S&(M), so 
S < R and R 4 N. Hence J(O,(X)) # JO,(K)), so O,(X) # 1: R/Ioreover 
NM(O,(X)) < M n N p 02(X) so 02(X)4 N~rr(Os(x)). Finally X is maximal -- 
among subgroups of KR of order 3 .2”” and S < ii. We conclude KS g L2(p) 
or PGL,(p), p > 7, PGL,(7), or S, . 
(7.6) 9(T) is nonempty. 
Proof. By Janko [21] there exists L = Lm < G with O,(L) j- 1. By 3.2 we 
may take L E ?V. Let S E Syl,(N(L)) and choose L so that S is of maximal order 
and Y = LS E ?V*. We may assume .9(T) to be empty, so S # Syl,(G) and, by 
7.5, V = [Y, V(Y)] is of order 8. Set U = .9,(2(S)) and let XE S(S) n Y with 
1 XS : S j = 3 and [X, U] # 1. By 6.3 there is a nontrivial characteristic 
subgroup B of S normal in XS. 
We may assume S < T. Then 2 = sZ,(Z( T)) < C,(V) < S, so 2 < L’. Also 
S is Sylow in C,(U) for each u E C,( Y)# and U = C,(Y) x (I; n V) with 
U n V of order 2, so j 2 1 = 2 and U = C,(Y) ;< 2. As S < N,(B), maximality 
of S implies N(B) is solvable. Therefore N,(B)X = XN,(B). Hence 1 # 
2 n [X, Z] < U n [X, Z] so that Z = U n V. Also W = [X, Z] a T. 
Finally let A = C,(Z). By maximality of S, C(Z) is solvable, so AT = TA. 
Hence as W4 T, (WT-4) = (WA) = Vand hence V jl T, a contradiction. 
(7.7) Let YE @. Then either 
(1) Y<XXE?VwithjXjz= 1 Tj. 
(2) W,(Y) = L,G?. 
(3) Y/O,(Y) s z, . 
Proof. Let Y ,( XE g;/*. We may assume 1 X I2 # j T /, so by 7.3, 
X/O,(X) g L,(2). Now Y/O,(Y) g L,(2), Z, , Z, , or S, and we may assume one 
of the last 2 cases holds with a Sylow 2-subgroup S of Y maximal subject to this 
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constraint. Then S E Syl,(X) and Y/O,(Y) s Sa . But by 6.3 there is a nontrivial 
characteristic subgroup B of S normal in Y. By 3.10, Y < WE g n N(B) with 
I WI, = IW)I,.As IWh > ISI, maximality of S completes the proof. 
8. A UNIQUENESS THEOREM 
In this section G $9- is a simple r-group of characteristic 2 type, T E Syl,(G), 
and L E 9*(T). M = N,(L) and Q = O,(LT). The major result of this section 
is the following uniqueness theorem. 
THEOREM 8.1. Let J < LQ with JQ = QL und O,(J) # 1 then {M) = A’(J). 
Until Theorem 8.1 is established let J be a counter example with R = O,(J) 
maximal. 
(8.2) N,(B) < Mfor each nontrivial characteristic subgroup B of R. 
Proof. If R = Q this is a result of 7.1. If R < Q then R < N,(R) and by 
maximality of R, {M} = .A’(JNo(R)), so the lemma follows. 
Let H E J(J) - {M} and K = (02(J)“). 
(8.3) R EL~$(J, 2). 
Proof. Let R < P E Mg(J, 2) and S = N,(R). By 8.2, S < M, SO by 
maximality of R, R = S = P. 
(8.4) K = 02(J). 
Proof. Assume not. Set KR = KR/O,(KR). By 8.3, O,(KR) < R. Thus 
1 < ER. If R = O,(KR) then K = N,(R) = K n M < NK(J), contradicting 
J < KR. So R # 1. Moreover J 4 NE(#), so 1 E L2(2n) and either if s L2(2Vn), 
r = / R !, or n = 2 and R G J1. Now there exists k E K with (R, k)/O,((R, k)) z 
D22, p > 3. Hence B = Z(R) or J(R) is normal in (R, k), so by 8.2, k E M. Now 
k E N(J), a contradiction. 
Set X = 03’(H). 
(8.5) (1) K/O,(K)= Sz(2”“). 
(2) R E Syl,(XR). 
(3) XR/O,(XR) s L2(2n)*, n odd. 
Proof. Let Y = C,(K/O,(K)). Then Hg(J, 2) = Syl,(Y), so by 8.3, 
R E Syl,(Y). If Y < M then by a Frattini argument, H < M. So Y 4 M. Hence 
by 8.2 and 6.4, X < Y and X/O,(X) z L,(29*. In particular 3 E r(Y), so 
3 $ r(K), yielding (1). Moreover 5 E m(K), so 5 $71.(X) and hence n is odd. 
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(8.6) {H) = A(JX). 
Proof. Let A E &(JX). By symmetry between H and A, A = N,(K) = H. 
Let R < SE Syl,(H). As K/O,(K) z Sz(2”), S = (S n K)R. Set U = 
0,(X5), U, = Q&Z(U), Us = J(U), and U, = Z(p(U)), the group appearing 
in 2.3. Then each Ui is a nontrivial characteristic subgroup of U and by 2.3, Ui 
and Uj are normal in KU for some {i,i} _C { 1,2,3}. Then Vi and Uj are normal in 
JX, so by 8.6: 
(8.7) NG( ui) < H 3 NG( uj)* 
Let XS < I with O,(I) # 1, S < P E Syl,(l), and Y = 03’(1) $ H. This is 
possible by 7.7. 
(8.8) U~ll;(Sx, 2). 
Proof. Let U < VgMT(SX, 2). By 8.7, NY(U) < H, so as UEM~(SX, 2), 
U=N,(lJ)= V. 
(8.9) O,(YP) < U. 
Proof. By 8.8, O,( YP) < U. As Y $ H, 8.7 implies O,(YP) < U. 
(8.11) 11 = 1. 
Proof. Assume n > 1. Then as n is odd, n > 3. Choose I minimal subject to 
Y + H, and set 4 = I/O,(I). Then I = YS and by 8.9, u # 1. As X 4 N(G) 
we conclude Y s L,(22m) and 0 induces a field automorphism on Y. h:ow there 
exists y E Y with (u, y) E DzD , p > 3. By 2.3, either Ui or Ui is normal in 
(U, y) so by 8.7, y E H n Y < N(X), a contradiction. 
(8.12) n > 1. 
Proof. Assume n = 1. By 6.3, X s A, . Set I= I/O,(l). By 8.9, O,(I) < CT, 
so u # 1, X4 Ni( u) and O,(X) a O,(I). This last remark implies V = 
(O,(X)1) = [QI(Z(P)), Y]. By 2.11, Y is generated by 2 conjugates of X, so as -- 
/ O,(X)/ = 4,I V 1 < 16. As [U, X] = 1 and O,(X) = [V, X] G E4 we conclude 
1 = O,-(2) and V is the natural module for 1. Also V = [O,(Y), k’] G El6 . 
As F*( J) = R and SIR has class 2, S has at least class 3, so by 6.3 there is a 
nontrivial characteristic subgroup B of S normal in XS. Thus we may choose 
Y = Oz’(N(B)). Let W be a subgroup of order 2” - 1 in N,(S). Then W < 
N(B) < N(Y) and [Y, W] < I/with [W, O,(X)] = 1, so [Y, w] = 1. 
Let I & I, E %‘*. By the first paragraph Y = 03’(1,,). By 7.3, / I,, I2 = 1 T 1. 
As 3 E r(Y), Y satisfies Theorem 8.1. Thus 8.13 may be applied to Y in the role 
of L, and we conclude KX = (XS, NK(W)) ,( No(Y), against 8.6. 
Notice 8.11 and 8.12 complete the proof of Theorem 8.1. 
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(8.13) Let A be a nontrivial subgroup of M of odd order, X = 02(C,(A)) and 
Y = (X*(A)). Assume L = X0,(L), and F * (X) = O,(X) = P. Then either 
(1) N,(A) < M. 
(2) Y g L,(4) and C,(A) = X g A$,, . 
(3) Y z 3D,(2) and C,(A) = X with X/P E L,(8) with P extraspecial of 
width 4. 
Proof. Let H = No(A). If O,(H) # 1 then by 8.1, H < M. So assume 
O,(H) = 1. As m(X) > 3, F(H), is cyclic by 2.7. Hence X = Xm < C(F(H)), so 
that X acts faithfully on E(H). By 2.8 each component L of H is normal in H. 
Set R = H/C,(L). As K E .F, X = Xw < R. X acts faithfully on E(H) so we 
may choose K with P = F*(X). Hence by 2.4 E s L,(4) or 3D,(2). As G is thin, 
C,(K) = O(H), so X < K and hence K = Y. We now appeal to 2.4, observing 
that X is a maximal parabolic of K, so X = C,(A). 
(8.14) Let A be a nontrivial subgroup of M of odd order, X = 02(C,(A)), 
H = No(A), and Y = (XH). AssumeL = X0,(L) andm(M n H n C(X)) > 1. 
Then Y = X and either 
(1) H<M,or 
(2) M n C,(X) is strongly embedded in C,(X) and ;f N < G with O,(N) n 
C,(X)#l thenHnN<M. 
Proof. By 8.1 we may take O,(H) = 1. Let S E SyI,(C,,(X)) with S n M # 1. 
By 8.1, CN(s) < M for each s E S+, so F(H) is cyclic. Hence Xm < C(F(H)), so X 
acts faithfully on E(H). Let K be a component of E(H). By 2.8, Kg H. If 
C,(K) # 1 then K < M n H < N(X). Thus either X a E(H) or we may 
choose L to admit the fathful action of SX. But K E F so by inspection K does 
not admit the action of a 2-group S with m(S) > 1 and C,(s) < Nx(X) for each 
s E S* and X = Xffi < C(S). Therefore Xg E(H), so by 2.8, X = Y. 
Assume H 6 M. Then by 8.1, M n C,(X) is strongly embedded in C,(X). 
If 2 = O,(N) n C,(X) # 1 then U -= (ZHnH) is a 2-group, so &(XU) = {M} 
andHnN<N(U)<M. 
(8.15) Let A be a nontrivial subgroup of odd order in M, L/O,(L) s Sz(2”) or 
L,(2”), n > 2, X = 02(C,(A)), H = No(A), and Y = (XH). AssumeL = X0,(L) 
and O,(C,(AX)) # 1. Then either 
(1) H<M,or 
(2) X/O,(X) s L,(8), Y g 3D,(2), and C,(Y) = O(H), or 
(3) XrL,(2’9, YE L2(22”), and C,(Y) = O(H). 
Proof. By 8.13 we may assume X =, E(X) and H < M. By 8.1, O,(H) = 1. 
n > 2 so m(X) 3 3, and hence by 2.7, O(F(H)) is cyclic. Let t be an involution 
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in H n M n C(X). By 2.8 and by 2.7 in [I], Y is simple and Xq C,(t). Hence 
as YE r, X g L,(2”) and Y s L,(22”). If t centralizes an involution h E C,(Y) 
then by 8.1, Y < C(h) < M, a contradiction. So C,(Y) = O(H). 
(8.16) Let KE .Y n M - {L} with K/O,(K) s &x(2”), let 1 # A be a 
subgroup of K of odd order with AT = TA, and let x be an involution in C,(LK). 
Then either H = N,(A) < M or z E Z*(H). 
Proof. Set X = 02(CL(A)), Y = (XH), and t a 2-element in K inverting A. 
If F*(X) = O,(X) then by 8.13, Y g 3D,(2). But now as t inverts A and 
Y s Aut( Y), C,(Y) is of even order, a contradiction. So X = E(X). Suppose 
m(C,(X)) > 1. As t inverts A, M n H n C(X) is not strongly embedded in 
C,(X), so 8.14 supplies a contradiction. Hence m(C,(X)) = 1. Set R = H/O(H). 
By 8.15, N,(B) < M for each nontrivial subgroup B of odd order in X. Thus 
(I XI, / O(H)j) = 1 and Ai, ,< R n f7. By 2.8 and by 2.7 in [l], F is quasi- 
simple and x = E(Cf(%)). As N,(B) < M n w = N,(x) and FE 9 we 
conclude X = v. Now as m(C,(x)) = 1, x E Z*(H). 
9. T&SETS 
In this section G #F is a simple F-group of characteristic 2 type, T E Syl,(G), 
ME JM( T), and V is a normal elementary abelian subgroup of M of at least 
order 4 which is a TI-set in G and such that either 
(9.1) 0,(171/C(V)) = 1, or 
(9.2) V(M) < V. 
The first major result of this section is 
THEOREM 9.3. Let HE&(T). Then V ,< O,(H). 
Until the proof of Theorem 9.3 is complete take T < H < G with 02(H) E 0 
and V 4 O,(H). Subject to these constraints, choose H minimal. Va T, so we 
conclude 
(9.4) Y n 2(0,(H)) # 1. 
Set K = <V”), Q = O,(H), and H = H/Q. It follows from 9.4 and 3.11 that 
Kr D2p, L,(2”), Sx(2”), O,-(2”), or L,(2). The last two cases are out by 
minimality of H and in the first case e = 1. Hence 
(9.5) RE D,, , L,(2”), or Sz(2”). 
(9.6) m(v) = m(R). 
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Proof. Assume not. Then by 3.11, K e Sz(2”) or L,(2”) and / Y 1 = 2. 
Pick h E N,(T n K) and K E K with I( r, vk)l maximal. Then K = 1 where 
J = (V, Vh, Vi). V g VQ and Q 4 H, so Q normalizes Vh and Vk. Thus 
JgJQ=KQ,soK=O”(K)= J. 
Let 1 # E = [E, K] < ((V n Q)“). By 3.11 E is abelian. Notice E = 
[E, V][E, Vh][E, V”]. Also [E, V] < V, so [E, v] n [E, Vh] = 1 and as 
[V, I/h] = 1, [E, V][E, Vlh] < C(V). Finally [E, Vk] n [E, V][E, Vh] < 
Vk n C(V) = 1, so E is the direct product of these three groups and 
[E, V][E, V”] = C,(V). Let 2 = C,(K). As K = O”(K), K acts without 
fixed points on E/Z and we may choose E/Z to be an irreducible KQ-module. 
Moreover V n Z = 1 and for z, E V - Q, [E, VL, u] < V, so CEIz(~) = C,( V)/Z. 
Indeed this holds for each v E !Sr(T n K)#, so by 4.9, E/Z is the natural module 
for K. It follows that 1 E/Z I = / CEIz(V)12, so I Z I = / [E, V]\ = 2”, m = n or 
2n. In particular Z # 1, so 1 # Z n Z(T) < Z n V(M) $ V, so 9.1 holds. On 
the other hand Vllz = Vti n Q is a hyperplane of V” acting faithfully on V with 
/ V : C,( VIA)1 = 2, so by 5.2, either j V / = 4 or I V I = 8 and M/C(V) e L,(2). 
ButjVI=21VnQI>2/[E,V]I=2 m+l 3 2”+r. We conclude K z L,(4), 
/ V j = 8, and M/C(V) rL,(2). 
Let Vg < T. Then 1 # Vg n Q < C(V” n Q), each x E K, so either 
[Vg, V$] = 1 or Vx is conjugate to Vg in (I/‘*, VQ) and hence I/” E VK. Thus 
if Vg $ VK then [VQ, K] = 1. But as IM/C( V) r&(2) and G is thin, 3.4 says 
3 $ +C( V)), so VG n C(K) is empty. Hence we have shown W = ( VG n T) < K 
so there is an element y of order 3 in NK(W) - M. On the other hand let 
L = 03’(M).ThenLT/02(LT)gL3(2)and W < C,,(V) = O,(LT)so WgLT. 
Hence by 7.1, y E No(W) < M, a contradiction. This completes the proof of 9.6. 
(9.7) K = (V, Vk), some k E K. 
Proof. By 9.5 and 9.6, K = (V, Vk) for some k E K. V a VQ, so Vk is Q 
invariant. Thus (V, Vk) 4 KQ and then K = VOz(K) = (V, Vk). 
(9.8) There exists Vg < C,(K) = P. 
Proof. Let Vg < T. 1 # Vg n Q < C(V” n Z(Q)) for each x c K, so by 2.9, 
either [Vg, V”] = 1 or Vg is fused to Vz in (VQ, Vz) and hence Vg E IrK. So 
VG n H = I/‘: u (VG n P). If VG n H = Vx then by 9.7, V is weakly closed 
in T, contradicting 2.10. 
(9.9) XG Dzp . 
Proof. If not R z L,(2”) or Sz(2”), n > 1. Now there is an element x of 
prime order dividing 2n - 1 in K acting faithfully on V. But since Vg < P, 
-& centralizes V, contradicting G thin. 
(9.10) if= S3s M/C(V) and / VI = 4. 
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Proof. As P # 1,l # J2r(Z(T)) n P < V(M) n P d V, so O,(M/C( V)) = 1. 
On the other hand vc/” n Q = Yr” is a hyperplane of Vk acting faithfully on 
V with [ V : C,(V,“)i = 2, so by 5.2, either 9.10 holds or / C’ 1 = 8 and 
M/C(V) g L,(2). But in the latter case by 3.4,3 # n(C( V)). Thus as [P, K] = 1, 
3 $ n(K). Hence as j I’ 1 = 8, K= D,, . Now K acts irreducibly on O,(K), 
so KQ = K x P. Let L = 03’(M). Then L/O,(L) sL3(2), so L E Zip*. 
K < C(P) so if k is an element of order 5 in K then by 8.13, P < Co(h) ,< Ms. 
Thus W = ( VG n T) < PK < MB. Now Wg LT and (LT)g, a contradiction. 
(9.11) 03’(M) = N is solvable. 
Proof. As M/C(V) g S, there is a 3-element in M - C(V). But 3 E r(K) c 
n(C( Vg)), so by 3.4, N is solvable. 
We now derive a contradiction and complete the proof of Theorem 9.3. Let 
(u) = Vk n Q. Then u inverts a 3-subgroup X of M with NT = XT. As 
j VI =4, KES,, so H = K x P. Hence T = V&(u), so X centralizes 
O,(N)/V. As C,(O,(N)) < O,(N) and j IJ [ = 4 we conclude j X / = 3. But this 
contradicts 3 E ?r(CV)). 
(9.12) Let HE&(T) and Vu <H with Vu n M # 1. Then [V, Vg] = 1. 
Proof. By 9.3, V < O,(H), so (V, Vg) is a 2-group. Now appeal to 2.9. 
(9.13) LetXEXandA = VgnXT. Theneither 
(1) X<M. 
(2) A < WXT). 
(3) A n O,(XT) = 1 and C(a) n O,(XT) = C(A) n O,(XT) for each 
a E A#. In particular if 1 A 1 > 2 then X/O,(X) E L,(2”), Sz(2”), or L,(2). 
Proof. Assume B = O,(XT) n A # 1 or A. Then 1 # B < Vg n N(V). By 
9.3, (V, A) is a 2-group, so by 2.9, A < N(V) < M. Thus TX < (A*)T < M. 
So assume P = O,(XT) intersects A trivially. Then for a E A+, [CJa), A] < 
P n A = 1, so C,(a) = C,(A). As X X M, [X, V(XT)] # 1. Let XT = 
XT/C(V(XT)). V(XT) n C(Z) < C(A) for all ZE x+, so r,,JJ < N(C(A) n 
V(XT)) # XT. This implies X E L,(2”), Sz(2”), or L,(2). 
10. [V(M), L] # I 
In this section G q! F is a simple f-group of characteristic 2 type, T E Syl,(G), 
L E x*(T), and M = No(L). Assume V 4 M, 0(V) = 1, and [L, V] # 1. Set 
D = C,(V), R = MID, P = V/C,(L), r = F(M/D, V), and tn = m(M/D, V). 
(10.1) Let Q = T n D and 1 # B 4 NM(Q). ThenQ 4 LT and No(B) < M. 
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Proof. As [L, V] f 1, LT <N,(Q) by a Frattini argument. Now by 7.1, 
N,(B) < M. 
(10.2) Let U E r with lJ n iY # 1 f OY each g E LT. Then any one of the 
following imply C,(U) < M. 
(1) m > 2. 
(2) m = 2 and whenever Z < V with m( V/Z) = 2 and Z 6 r then an 
element of ordkr 3 acts faithfully on Z. 
(3) m = 2 alzd 3 E r(NL( I/,)) for each hyperplane V,, of V. 
(4) m > 1 and C,( V,) < M for each hyperplane V, of V. 
Proof. Assume C,(U) $ M. Set Q = T n D. As U E r, Q E Syl,(C,( U)). 
Hence by 10.1, Q E Syl,(C,(U)). Set X = QO”‘(C,(U)) and P = O,(X). By 
10.1 and 6.4, X/P= L,(2”)*. By 7.1, LT does not act on P so there exists 
g E LT - h’(P). Notice g acts on Q by 10.1. Set Z = U n Ug and let Q < 
R E Syl,(C,(Z)), Y = 03’(Cc(Z))R, S = O,(Y) and Y* = Y/S. 
If P < PgS then [Xg, P] is a 2-group so P < O,(Xg) = Pg, contradicting the 
choice of g. Hence P $ PgS. 
Assume n > 1 and let A # 1 be a p-subgroup of M n X. If possible choose 
g E N(AQ). By a Frattini argument N,,(AQ)D/D = Kz(A), so this choice is 
possible when 8~ N(x). Set T = / P* I. P* # I is X*-invariant, so either 
Y* E L2(29* or Y* g J1 and n = 2. In either case PX* is conjugate to 
(PX)“’ in YV and PX is transitive on subgroups isomorphic to Q or QA, so there 
exists h E Y with (PX*)h = (PX)g* and h* E N(Q*) or h* E N(QA*) if g E N(QA) 
But Y* n N(QA*) < N(P*), so h* does not act on QA*, and hence g does not 
act on A. In particular A acts faithfully on J?. Next h* E N(Q*), so if Y* z 
L,(29* then [A, B] is isomorphic to a factor group of [A, Ah], and hence is 
a 2-group. Similarly if Y* g J1 then I[$ &] : O,([d &])I = 1 or 7. Therefore - - 
setting L, equal to the set of g in LT with g E N(A) or 1 [A, AQ] : O,( [A, &])I # 1 
or 7, L, < IV(P). But by 2.11, LT = L, < N(P) unless L/O,(L) g Z, . But in 
this case we may assume 7 E +[A, As]) and Y* g J1 , so that / A ( = 3 and 
ALQ < Y. However proceeding as in 8.1 it is easy to show {M} = &‘(ALQ). So 
n = 1. By 6.4, 02(X) g A, and Q has class 2. R” has class at least 2 and 
C,(S) < S, so Q # R. Hence Z $ r, so m( V/Z) > m. 
Therefore if m > 2 then m(V/U) > I, so that (4) holds. If (2) holds and U is a 
hyperplane of P then m( V/Z) = 2, so by hypothesis there is an element of order 3 
acting faithfully on Z. This is impossible as G is thin while 3 E T(X) C +C(Z)). 
If (3) holds, X = QNL(U)) < M. Thus (l), (2), or (3) implies (4) so it suffices 
to assume (4) and establish a contradiction. 
Set W := iVG n Q}. By 10.1, NG( W) < M. We show W < P to complete the 
proof. Assume not. Then there exists Vh < XQ with Vh 4 M. However 
Bh = 5’” n Q is a hyperplane of Va, so by (4), V < Oa’(C(BR)) < C(P). Thus 
Vh .< C(I’) < M, a contradiction. 
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HYPOTHESIS 10.3. If U is a hyperplane of V then C,(U) < M. 
(10.4) Assume 10.3 and let I/ < V with m(V/U) < m. Then C,(U) < M. 
Proof. m < m( V)/2, so U n Ug # 1 for g ELT. Of course U E r by defini- 
tion of m. Hence the lemma follows from 10.2. 
(10.5) Assume 10.3. Let A < Vg and E an A-invariant 2-subgroup of G. Then 
C,(A) = C,(B) for all B < A with m(Vg/B) < m. 
Proof. C,(B) < 02’(C(B)) < C(Vg) < C(A) by 10.4. 
Define Wi(S) = (Ag < S: m(V/A) = i), and Wi = Wi(T). 
(10.6) Assume 10.3, let XE OY, SE Syl,(X), k = a(X/C,(V(X), V(X)). Then 
(1) If k < m - i then either W<(S) a X OY V(X) < Z(X). 
(2) If m(X/O,(x3) < i < m then either W,,(S) g X OY [02(X), 
Z(W,(S))] = 1. 
(3) If i > 0 and i 2 k < m - i then two of Z(S), W,(S), and Z( W,(S)) are 
normal in X. 
Proof. Part (1) follows directly from 10.5. Assume the hypothesis of part (2) 
with W,(S) not normal in X. Then there exists Vg < X with Vg n C(O,(X’)) = 
B # Vg. By hypothesis m(Vg/B) < m(X/O,(X)) < i, so B < W*(S). Thus as 
i < m, by 10.4, 2 = Z(Wi(S)) ,( 02’(C(B)) < C(Vg). As this holds for each 
choice of Vg, 02(X) < (Vg)*) < C(Z). Finally assume i > 0 and K < m - i. 
If V(X) is not in the center of X then W,,(S) and W,(S) are normal in X by (1). 
Thus we may take V(x) < Z(X) so that Z(S) a X and k = m(X/O,(X)). 
Hence by (2) either W,(S) or Z( W:(S)) is normal in X. 
(10.7) Assume 10.3 with O,(a) = 1. Then 
(1) There exists a nontrivial LT submodule E = [E, L] of V with 
O,(LT/C,,(E)) = 1. Set Z* = a(LT/C,,(E), E). 
(2) Ifl”<m-ithenWidLTandNG(Wi)<M. 
Proof. Part (1) follows from 4.13. Assume Z* < m - i. By 10.6, JVi 4 LT, 
so by 10.1, No( WC) < M. 
(10.8) Assume 10.3 with O,(m) = 1 and dejne E and 1” as in 10.7. Let XE % 
with X $ M and k* = a(XT/C,,(V(XT)), V(XT)). Then k* + Z* > m. 
Proof. Assume m > k* + I*. By 10.7, N(W,) < M, so W, is not normal in 
XT. Hence by 10.6.1, V(XT) < Z(XT). So k* = m(XT/O,(XT)). Also there 
exists Vg ,< XT with Vg $ M. Set A0 = V” n O,(XT). m(V/A) < k* and 
m > k*-+ I*, so if B < ;4 with m(A/B) ,< I* then m(V/B) < m, so C,(Bg) = 
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CE(Ag) by 10.5. me conclude [E, Ag] = 1. Thus as m(V/&) < m, 
Vg < C(E) < M, a contradiction. 
(10.9) Let L E 9* and B a nontrivial p-subgroup with BT = TB, [i?, L] = 1, 
and [L, C?(B)] # 1. Assume HE d(BT) - (M}, N,(B) 4 M, andlet K = (BH>. 
Then 
(1) Lz A,. 
(2) K/O,(K) is not isomorphic to L&2”), SO, OY J1 . 
(3) K # B[B, T]. 
Proof. By 8.13, C,(B) = X E A,EI;, and Y = (XNtB)) E L,(4). If 
K = B[B, T] then H < N(K) < M’ by 7.1. If K/O,(K) z J1 then as p $ x(L) 
and BT = TB, p = 7. But now there is a subgroup A of order 3 in NK(T) with 
B = [B, A]. By 7.3, .4 < N(T) < M, whereas L = 03(M) centralizes B. 
So assume K/O,(K) g SZ(~~) orL,(2n). Th ere is a 2-element s E K inverting B 
and acting on C,(B). (s, T) = KT Q M, so s $ M. Thus Cv(B)S # C,(B), so s 
induces a graph or graph-field automorphism on Y. In the latter case a Sylow 
3-subgroup of C,(s) is not cyclic. Hence s centralizes a subgroup P of order 3 
in N,(T n X) and (s, T n X) E Syl,(N(B)), so that LT g A, . Thus 
P < N(T) < H by 7.3. As P centralizes (B, s), P < K, so 3 $ r(K), K/O,(K) g 
Sz(2”) and J/O,(J) g Sz(29, where J = C,(P). 
Let C = C,(P). C,(P) has noncyclic Sylow 3-groups so O,(C) = 1. m(J) > 3 
so F(C) is cyclic by 2.7. Hence as C is thin, J is contained in a component I of C. 
Therefore I= SZ(~~). By 2.8, la C. Thus if SE Syl,(l) then by a Frattini 
argument, N,(S) contains a Sylow 3-subgroup of C. As a Sylow 3-group of C 
is nonc&z, this is a contradiction. 
(10.10) Let 1 = m(M/D) anda = a(M/D, V). Assume 10.3, a = I, m == I + 1, 
C(B) < Mfoy each B < V with m(V/B) = m, and M/D contains no 4-group F/D 
with m( V/C,(F)) = m + 1. Then W, < D and N,( W,) ,( M. 
Proof, Assume A < Vg n T with m(Vg/A) = 1 and A $ D. Let B be a 
hyperplane of A. Then either U = C,(B) < Dg < C(A) or B = C(F) n Vg for 
each F ,( U with F < D”, since m = I + 1. In the Iatter case as a = I, 
/ U : U n Do ~ = 2. Thus in any case / U : C,(A)1 < 2. m = E + 1 > 1, so 
B $ D. As a = 1, we may choose hyperplanes Bi , i = 1, 2, of A with Vi = 
C,(B,) 4 C(A) and U, # U, . Thus U,lJ2Dg/Dg is a 4-group in Mg/Dg cen- 
tralizing B, n B, of index 2 m+l in Vg, contrary to hypothesis. The proof is 
complete. 
(10.11) Assume the hypothesis of 10.10 and let X E % with X < 111. Then 
m(XT/O,(XT)) > 1. 
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Proof. By 10.10, N(Z( W,)) < IM. Hence [Z(W,), x] # 1 and we appeal to 
10.6.2. 
In this section we continue the hypothesis and notation of Section 10. In 
addition we assume (L, V) ~99 and define 
Irr = Irr(L, V) 
d = min{m(ij : I E Irr) 
JGrO ={xEM:P =L,allIEIrr} 
T, = Tn M,, 1 = m(L). 
Choose E as in 10.7 and set I* = a(LT/C,,(E), E). By 4.14, P is a semisimple 
L-module and C,(P) = D = C,(V). 
(11.1) Tn D = O,(T,,L) = Ton C(~))foreachIEIrr. 
Proof. As L acts irreducibly on f, T, = O,(T,,L) = T,, n C(I). Hence 
Tl = T,, n C(p) = T,, n D. 
(11.2) Let t E T - M,, . Then m([ p, t]) > d. 
Proof. IfI#It~Irrthenfn~~=l,som([~,t])~m([l,t])~d. 
(11.3) d > 1 and d 3 21 unlessE e L,(2). 
Proof. See 4.22. 
(11.4) Let p be an oddprime and B a nontrivial p-subgroup of M with BT = TB, 
[B, L] = 1, and B acting semiregularly on 8. Let n be the order of 2 mod 1 B 1. 
Then m > n. 
Proof. We first show each involution in M is fused in M to an element of 
N(B). Set X = (B”). If X is solvable then X is of odd order so the remark holds 
by a Frattini argument. So assume X is not solvable. As B is semiregular on r, B 
centralizes every B-invariant subgroup of X of odd order. Hence 8 is simple. 
Now as BT = TB, 2.12 implies any involutory automorphism of X normalizes 
some conjugate of B, establishing the remark. 
Let t be an involution with m( [ V, t]) = m, and let e be the minimum dimen- 
sion of an irreducible BL-submodule of P. We may take t to act on B. If t 
inverts B then as B is semiregular on r, m > m(P)/2 > e/2. Moreover if 
f # It for some irreducible BL-module 7, then as in 11.2, m >, e. We will show 
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e > 2n, hence reducing to the case where i centralizes B and fixes Irr(BL, I’) 
pointwise. Indeed e >, 2n by 4.11. Now as P is a semisimple L-module, P is a 
semisimple BL-module and hence as t fixes Irr(BL, V) pointwise and centralizes 
B we conclude as in 11.1 that t acts faithfully on L. Hence by 4.11, m >, n. 
The principal result of this section is the following: 
THEOREM 11.5. m < 2. 
Until the proof of Theorem 11.5 is complete assume m > 1. Recall Wi = 
(As < T : m( V//lA) = Q. By 7.4 there exists K E % with K 4 M. By 10.7, 
W, 0 LT and No( W,) < M. Hence W, is not normal in KT, so there exists 
VQ < KT with VQ 4 M. Set A = O,(KT) n VQ, KT* = KT/O,(KT), and 
k = m(KT*). Set C = C,(E). If m(VQ/C) < m then by 10.5, E < 02’(C(C)) < 
C(VQ). But E g LT so by 7.1, VQ < C(E) < M, a contradiction. Hence 
(11.6) m(VQ/C) 3 m. 
(11.7) m < k + 1. 
Proof. m < m(Vg/C) = m(Vg/A> + m(A/C) < k + 2. 
(11.8) Assume m = k + 1. Then 
(1) E gg L,(27, Sz(29, OY L,(2). 
(2) A <LC(E). 
(3) L acts naturally on ifor each I E Irr n E. 
(4) l# k. 
(5) 1 # 2. 
Proof. By 11.7, m( VQ/A) = k and m(A/C) = 1. By 10.5, C,(A) = C,(B) for 
each 1 # B < & so by 4.9, parts (1) through (3) hold. 
(T, VQ) $ M, so we may choose K < (T, VQ). AC,(E) a T, so U = 
C,(A) a T. Also U < 02’(C(A)) < C(VQ), so K < (T, VQVB) < N(U) and then 
K = [K, VQ] < C(U). 
Assume E = k. Let p be a prime divisor of 2z - 1. Then p E r(K), so 
On’(N( U)) < C(V). But by (3), a Sylow p-subgroup of NJ U) acts faithfully on 
U, a contradiction. 
Finally let k = 1 and I = 2. Define Z = Z(T) n I’. Then there is a subgroup 
P of order 3 inL acting nontrivially on U with P[P, T] E 6. Therefore C(U) > K 
is a 3’-group. 
Let TK < HE M and set X = (KH). Suppose X If K. As T is nonnormal in 
KT and K is a 3’-group, X/O,(X) G L2(22n), n > 1, or L,(p). 
Assume P < H. Then P < 03’(H) = X. But [P, Z] # 1, SO [X, V(H)] # 1. 
W,, is not normal in XT, so by 10.6, X/O,(X) E L2(22n). Let K < Y = 02(Y) be 
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T-invariant with Y/O,(Y) of order 22n - 1. Then Y,, = [Y, T] < (T, VQ) < 
N(U), for suitableg, so Y, < C(U). Hence Y,, is a 3’-group. But this is impossible 
asp< Ys. 
So N,(K) = &( TKP). Let Y E % n C,(Z) with 1 E-T : T / = 3 and choose 
H to contain C,(Z). K < H, so H # M. Thus (Y, P> = L 4 H, so X # K 
for this choice of H. As Y < [Y, T] th e argument above shows X/O,(X) s 
L&J) and [X, Z] = 1. Let ai be the homomorphism of XT to XT/O&XT). 
/ Ka j > 3, so 02(KTa) is cyclic. Hence Aa = (O,(KT) n VQ)* < Z(Tb). On the 
other hand A 4 O,(YT), so as YTDL s S, , A” $ Z(T”). This contradiction 
completes the proof of (5). 
(11.9) k < 2 for some choice of K. 
Proof. Assume not. Then K/O,(K) z L,(2”), SZ(~~), or Jr . In the last case, 
K = (K1 , K,), Ki E X with K,/O,(K,) z A, . By hypothesis Ki < M, so 
K < M, a contradiction. Hence K/O,(K) g L,(2”) or Sz(2”), k > 3. 
Let X = 02(X) be a T-invariant subgroup of K with 1 XT : T j = 2” - 1, 
let p be a prime divisor of 2’c - 1, and let B E SyI,(X). Then B[B, T] E x and 
m(BT/O,(BT)) < 1, so B < M. Hence XT = KT n M. By 2.1 we may choose 
B so that j B / does not divide 2i - 1 for i < k. 
Assume first that B acts faithfully on J% If E g Jr then as B acts faithfully 
on E and B[B, T] E %“, 1 B [ = 7. Hence I = k = 3, so m < 6, contradicting 
4.8.3. Next assume E is a Bender group. Then as B acts faithfully on L and 
B[B,T]E%,k<Z. Thus m,(k+l<21. If k=Zthen by 11.8, m < 22. 
Hence in any case m < 21. So by 4.8.2, e E L&29. Let f be an involution in T 
with m( [ V, t]) = m. m < 21~0 by 11.2 and 11.3, tE T,. Hence by 11.1, tacts 
faithfully on I” for each I E Irr. k < I, so by 10.6, V(KT) < Z(KT). Hence by 
8.1, C,(L) = 1. N ow V = @ Ii , Ii E Irr, and m = z mi , mi = m([li , t]). Recall 
1 < m < 21 while by 10.8, m < k + 1” < 1+ I*. We conclude from 4.3 and 
4.4 that either k = 1, X <L, 1* = l/2, and for some i, I = li is the natural 
module for 04-(2z/2), or V E Irr and m = 3112 or 4113. In the first case 
[X, G(T)1 < [X WWI = 1, whereas [X, C,(T n L)] = C,(T n L), a 
contradiction. So V E Irr and m = 3112 or 4113. m ,( k + 1, so k > l/2 or l/3, 
respectively. Hence as B acts faithfully on J? we conclude B < L and hence 
k = I or m = I + k. As L does not act naturally on V, the latter is impossible 
by 11.8. Set Z = Z(T) n V. If 1 # 4 or 3 for m = 31/2 or 41/3, respectively, 
then by 4.3, [Z, x] # 1, contradicting Z ,( V(KT) < C(X). So 1 = 4 or 3. 
Suppose 1 = 4. By 4.3, 1* = 1. Thus 6 = m > 5 = k + l*, contradicting 
lemma 10.8. 
So 1 = 3. We show C,(U) 6 M for each U < V with m( V/U) = 4. Then 
10.11 supplies a contradiction. Assume C(U) $ M. If U q! P then we may 
assume Ug T and we choose X E 3 n C(U) with X < M. If U E P then 
T n D E Syl,( C( U)) and by 10.1 and 6.4, X = 03’(C( U)) $ M with X/O,(X) E 
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,!,,(2*) or 2, and [X, V(X( T n D))] # 1. Notice in the first case we have shown 
X/O,(X) s Ls(2”) or Sx(2n), n > 2, and a subgroup Y of order 2* - 1 lies in 
~~nM.[Y,U]=l,so[Y,L]=l=[Y,V].Nowby10.9,X~(T,N(Y))~M, 
a contradiction. Similarly in the second case W,, < T n D and W, is not normal 
in X(T n D), so by 10.6, X(0,(X) z L,(2”), 11 >, 3. Now X(T n D) < Y,, E ?V* 
and as N( W,) < M, by 7.3 we may take T E Syl,(Y,,). Again we argue on a 
subgroup Y of order 2” - 1 of Y, n M to a contradiction. 
If B < E g L,(p) then B is inverted by t E T n L, t induces a field automor- 
phism of order 2 on K/O,(K), and [C,(t), L] = 1. 
So there exists a prime divisor q of 2k - 1 and a p-subgroup Y of X with 
[Y, L] = 1. K = (T, Ar,(Y)) < 111, so NG(Y) $ M. Hence by 10.9.2, Y acts 
semiregularly on P. 
Suppose C,(K) # 1. Then 2 = Z(T) n C,,(K) # 1. But 2 < C,(L) as 
Y is semiregular on P, so by 8.1, K < C(Z) < M. Therefore C,(K) = 1. Hence 
V(KT) = U is not in the center of KT, so by 10.6, m < m(Vg/A) < K. As 
m ,> I, 6.1 implies J(T) -3 LT. Thus J(T) is not normal in KT, so by 6.1, 
K* E La(2”) and U/C,(K) is the natural module for K*. k >, m > 1, so [&El = 1. 
Hence by 11.4, K = m. Thus m( Vg/A) = k = m. Notice A = I’” n C(U). 
Suppose U < MQ. Let Us be a complement to C,(P) in U. Then m( U,,) = m 
and A = IQ n C(U) for each u E Us+. In particular U0 acts faithfully on each 
P E (Irr n E)g, impossible as k > 1. 
So U 4 Mg. Hence C(A) 4 My but 1 # C,(T) = 2 < /IQ-l, so C,(Z) $ M. 
In particular choosing K < C(Z) we have a contradiction to C,(K) # 1. This 
contradiction completes the proof of 11.9. 
(11.10) m < z+2. 
Proqf. I 1.7 and 11.9. 
(11.11) (1) 1-k < 2 then V(KT) <Z(KT). 
(2) For I # 2 < .Z(KT), C,(Z) 4 M. 
(3) C,(L) = 1. 
Proof. Assume k < 2. Then m > I + I > 3 > k, so by 10.6, V(KT) < 
Z(KT). Now (1) implies (2) and (2) and 8.1 imply (3). 
(11.12) If I = 2 thenm = 3 andk > 2. 
Proof. Assume 1 = 2 and m # 3. Then by 11.10, m = 4. By 11.7 and 11.9, 
we may choose K with k = 2. This contradicts 11.8.4. So m = 3. Now by 
11.8.5, k > 2. 
(1 I . I 3) Let t be an involution in T with m ([V, t]) = m. Then 
481/54/I-7 
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(1) Either t E T,, or E s L,(2) and for I # It E Irr, m(1) = 3. 
(2) L E L3(2) or A6 . 
Proof. By 11.3, d > 21 unless L g L,(2). So if (1) fails then by 11.2 and 
11.10, I = 2 and m = d = 4, contradicting 11.12. 
Next assume L is not L,(2) or A, . By (l), t E T, . Let I E Irr. m([I, t]) < 
1 + 2, so by 4.8, L E L,(29 or L g L,(p) and m = 4. The latter contradicts 
11.12. So L g L,(29, I 2 3. Let V = @Ii and mi = m([l, , t]). Then 
m = C mi < 1 + 2. If m = Z + 2 then by 11.8, Ii is the natural module for E 
for some i, say i = 1. Then m, = I, so mz < 2. Therefore, I, is not the natural 
module for E. Thus Zr and Ia are &Z-invariant, and we may take V = E. But this 
contradicts 11.8.3. So m = 1 f 1. By 4.3 either mi is a multiple of Z/2 or mi = 4113. 
As 1 3 3 and m = Z + 1 we conclude L g L,(8) and V E Irr. By 4.3, I* = 1, 
while by 11.9 we may choose K with K < 2. As m = 4 this contradicts Lemma 
10.8. 
(11.14) m = 3 andk > 2. 
Proof. 11.12 and 11.13. 
(11.15) L = Mm. ’ 
Proof. Assum not. By 11.13 and 4.2, MX = LN where N s Sz(2”). Replacing 
L by N we conclude from 4.13, 4.14, and 11.13 that N < D. Hence as N E _Ep*, 
VisaTI-setby8.1.By11.9wemaychooseKwithK~2.Hence1 #Asoas 
A ,( n/r, VQ < C(V) < 1M by 9.12 applied to KT. This contradicts the choice of 
vg. 
(11.16) Let t be an involution with m([V, t]) = 3. Then f E T,, , O”‘(m) = 
(t j& and one of the following hold. 
(1) ?@ z S, and V = I1 @ I, with I1 the naturaZ module for L,(4) and I2 the 
natural module for O,-(2). 
(2) ME S, or 2, x S, and V = I, @ 1, @ I3 with Ii the natural module 
for O,-(2). 
(3) M g PGL,(7), V E Irr, and m( V) = 8. 
(4) ?@ g L,(2) and V = I1 @ I, @ I3 with m(Ii) = 3. 
Proof. Set x = O(C,(E)). If t inverts SEX+’ then as m([V, t]) = 3, 
n = m([V, x]) < 6 and n is even. If n < 4 then x has order 3 or 5, soz is not A, , 
since G is thin. Moreover [V, X] is the sum of nontrivial irreducibles, whereas 
by 4.2 a nontrivial irreducible of L,(2) has degree 3 or 8. Hence n = 6. Thus 
V = [V, x] @ C,(x) and C,(X) < C,(t). As n = 6, by 4.1 and 4.2, E z L,(2) 
and [V, X] = I1 @ I, . But now x acts semiregularly on [V, x], so 1 x j divides 
26 - 1 = 63, contradicting G thin. 
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So by 11 .15, t centralizes C(x). Thus F*((I)E) = F*(C(C@)) = E. Suppose 
t # T, and let I # It E Irr. Then by 11.2 and 11.3, L g L,(2), m(1) = 3, and 
[V, t] f I @ It. Then t centralizes V/(1 @ 1”) and acts faithfully on E, so L 
centralizes V/Q @It). Hence V = I @It. But now if u is an involution in z, 
then m([ V, u]) = 2 < m, a contradiction. 
Sot~T~.V=1r@~~~@I,..Setm~=m([.l~,t]).Then3=m=~m~, 
so by 4.1 and 4.2 the pair (t)L, V satisfies one of (1) through (4). It remains to 
show X = 1, or possibly Xz 2, and 02’(M) = (t)z in (2). 
Let x E X#. By 4.1 and 4.2 a Sylow 2-subgroup of (t)z fixes a unique point in 
each I E Irr, so if x fixes I then [x, r] = 0. But in (1) and (3), M fixes each I E Irr, 
so (2) or (4) holds. Nhow x acts on [V, t] = U of order 8, and each I E Irr 
contains a unique point of W. Hence as x moves some 1, x acts faithfully on U. 
So x has order 3 or 7, and as G is thin it is the latter, with z e A, and (x} 
semiregular on Us. Finally as an element of order 7 is not inverted in L,(2), 
M = (x) x (t)L E 2, x S, . The proof is complete. 
(11.17) Ei z L,(2) and V = I1 @ I, @ I, with m(lJ = 3. 
Proof. We show C,(B) < M for each B < V with m( V/B) = 3. Then 11.16, 
11.9, 11.12, and 10.11 supply a contradiction. Suppose C(B) 4 M. By 10.2, 
B # r. Thus by 11.16 there is an element of order 3 in L acting faithfully on B. 
So C(B) is a 3’-group. By 10.6, IV,, and W, lie in T n D < C(B). Let T n D < 
S E Syl,(C(B)). As N( W,) < M we may take S < T. Let X E s(S) n C(B), 
X $ fif. Then by 10.6, W, or Z(WJ is normal in XS if X is solvable, so as 
3 $ n(X), X/O,(X) G Sz(2”) and there is a subgroup F of order 2” - 1 in 
X n M. Let X < YE %*, and S < R E Syl,( Y). As N( W,) < M we may take 
R = T, by 7.3. But now Y = (T, N,(F)) < M by 10.9, a contradcition. 
Set Z = Z(T)n V. By 11.17 1 ZI = 8. By 11.9 and 11.12 we may pick 
KE5?“withK$Mandk=2.Byll.ll,Z< V(KT)<Z(KT).k -2~0 
K* E L,(p). Let X = Oz(C,(Z)). Then XE % with XT/O,(XT) z S, and 
S < 03’(C(Z)) = Ku. Now either K = K,, or K,,/O,(K,) g Jr , and as 
XT/O,(XT) e S, , the latter is impossible. Hence K = K,, and if K* g A, 
then KT* E S, . In particular we conclude from 3.8 that 
(11.18) KEY*. 
(11.19) KT* s S, 
Proof. Recall K* z L,(p). Let Y be a solvable member of d n K. By 11.14, 
Y < M, so (XT, Yj < M. Thus if p E f3 mod 8 then KT* z S, . So 
assume not. If XT* E S, then p = 47 mod 16 and we may choose Y # X with 
YT* z S, . But then K < (XT, Y) < M. So XT* is dihedral. 
As N(W,,) < M, W,* # I. On the other hand W, < O,(XT), so W* = 
Z(XT*). But now there exists k E K with Wgk < T and (Wok)* # I$$, a 
contradiction. 
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(11.20) N(K) = KN,(K). 
Proof. Assume not and let X E N(K) n %’ with K # X < M. By 11.14, X is 
not solvable, so X/O,(X) s Sz(2”). Then 5 E a(X), contradicting 11.19. 
(11.21) (1) 2 < Z(N(K)). 
(2) Z is a TI-set. 
(3) If Zh n N(K) # 1 then Zh < N(K). 
Proof. By 11.17, Z < Z(N,(K)) so (1) follows from 1 I .20, since Z < Z(KT). 
By 11.18 N(K) E ~fl, so (1) implies (2). (1) and (2) imply (3). 
Set W = (Zc n T). 
(11.22) (1) W < D andN(W) < M. 
(2) 1 # w* < K”. 
(3) If m(Zh n M) > 2 then Zh < D. 
Proof. Part (1) follows from 11.21.2 and 8.1. By (l), W* # 1 and W* < 
O,(XT*) < K*. Let m(Z* n T) > 2. By 11.21, Zh < N(K) and by 11.22.2, 
Zh < K/O,(K) C(K/O,(K)), so that (Zh n T)* < (K n T)* < O,(XT*). Thus 
Zh n T < O,(XT). But by 11.21.3, C,(x) = Cy(Zh) for all 1 # x E Zh n T, so 
Zh n T < D. Thus by 11.21.3, Z” < C(V) < D. 
We now obtain a contradiction and establish Theorem 11.5. By 11.22 there 
exists Zh < KT, Zh 4 M. Then K < (W, Zh) O,(K). B = Zh n O,(KT) is of 
order 2. By 11.21.1, Ii’ = C,(B) centralizes Zh. By 11.22.1, [W, U] = 1. So 
(W, Zh) < C(U) and hence by 8.1 r,,,(G) < N(K). But as 1 B ( = 2, L = 
r&L), a contradiction. 
12. 22 
In this section G $ F is a simple F-group of characteristic 2 type, T E Syl,(G), 
L E Y*, M = N,(L), and (L, V) E 2. In addition we continue the notation of 
Sections 10 and 11, where applicable. 
(12.1) Let (L, V) ES? and t an invoktion in T with m([V, t]) = m. Then t E T,, . 
Proof. 11.5, 11.2, and 11.3. 
(12.2) Let (L, V) E W, t an involution in T with m([F’, t]) = m, and L, = 
(t)L, . Then one of the following hold: 
(1) E,, E L,(29 OT O,-(219, m = E, and p is the nutural module for L429. 
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(2) t, e O4m(2f9, m = 1 is eve-n, and V = II @ I2 with Ii the natural 
module for O4-(2z/2). 
(3) L, z L,(29 OY 04-(2z/2), m = 1 OY l/2, 1 is even and V is the natura2 
module for 04-(2z/2). 
(4) &, E L,(2) and V = II @I, with m(Ii) = 3. m = 2. 
(5) L, s L,(2) and m( 8) = 3. 
Proof. P = @Li Ii . By 12.1, L, acts on each Ii . Set mi = m([f, t]). Then 
m > 2 m, . By 11.5, m < 1. We now appeal to 4.2,4.3,4.8,4.27, and 4.28. 
(12.3) L e L,(29 or L,(2). 
Proof. By 4.13 and 4.14 there exists U f V with (L, U) E PZ. Now appeal to 
12.2. 
(I 2.4) Let (L, V) E W and X a subgroup of odd order centralizingz and acting on 
I E Irr. Then [I, Xj = 0. 
Proof. As X has odd order and [&I] = 1, by the 3-subgroup lemma it 
suffices to show X centralizes 1. Assume not. Then as L acts irreducibly on 1 a 
subgroup Y of prime order p acts semiregularly on I#‘#, so p divides [ ? 1 - 1. 
But by 12.2, j I/ - I divides 1 L j, so p E n(L), contradicting G thin. 
(12.5) Let (L, V) ~9’. ThenL =F*(M). 
Proof. Assume not. Then as O,(M) = 1 there is a subgroup X of odd prime 
order p in C(E). By 12.4, x does not fix Irr pointwise, so 12.2.2 or 12.2.4 holds. 
Let U = C,( T n L). Then m( IV) = 1. If X fixes Ii E Irr then as / X 1 is odd X 
fixes a compliment I2 to I and then by 12.4, [X, V] = 1. So X acts without fixed 
points on Irr and then aIso on I%‘#. So p divides / W / - I = 2z - I. As 2z - I 
divides j L I, this is a contradiction. 
(12.6) Let (L, V) E B with m > I. Then hypothesis 10.3 holds. 
Proof. By 10.2 we may take m = 2. Now by 12.2 each hyperplane of V 
contains a 4-group admitting the action of an element of order 3 in L, so 10.2 
completes the proof. 
(12.7) Let (L, V) and (K, ZJ) be members of B with m = m(L, V) > m(K, U). 
Set W, = (VG n T). Then one of the following hold: 
(1) W,,aKT. 
(2) K/O,(K) s L,(2”) and U/C,(K) is the natural module for L,(2”). 
(3) K/O,(K) g L2(22m) and U is the natural module for O,-(2”). 
(4) m < 2 and K/O,(K) E L,(2). 
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In particular either W, g KT or m = m(K, U), or m = 2 and m(U) = 3. 
Proof. If m = 1 then m(K, U) < m implies m(K, U) = 1, so that (3) or (4) 
holds. So assume m > 2 and that (1) d oes not hold. By 12.6, (L, V) satisfies 10.3, 
so by 10.6, a = a(K, U) 3 m. By 12.2 and 4.3, a < m(K, U), or K/O,(K) z 
L,(2) and m(U) = 3. We may assume this latter case does not occur, so that 
a=m = m(K, U). Now a second application of 12.2 and 4.3 completes the 
proof. 
(12.8)Let(L,V)~W,W0=(VonT),andm>1.LetT,<X<LT.Then 
one of the following hold: 
(1) W,g XT. 
(2) L g L,(2) and XT = C,(C,(T)). 
(3) 12.2.3 holds and there exists p E n(X) dividing 21jz + 1. 
Proof. Clearly we may assume W, is not normal in LT, so by 12.7, 12.2, and 
4.3, m 3 a(L, V) and then by 10.5, vg EL&(M, V) and m(vs) > m, for each 
VU < T with Vg 4 D. As vg E G!Jm, V), pg < L n X < O,(XT) in 12.2.1. As 
m = a(L, V), 12.2.2 does not hold by 4.4. In 12.2.3 if each p E r(X) divides 
2z/2 - 1, then X normalizes J&(T) > W,, . Finally if e g L,(2) and XT # 
C,(C,( T)) then as BQ E &(m, V) and m( To’“) 3 2, rg < O&XT). 
(12.9) Let (L, V) and (K, U) be distinct members of W and set m = m(L, V). 
Then one of the following hold: 
(1) m < m(K, U). 
(2) K/O,(K) g L,(2”) and U/Co(K) is the natural module for L2(2”). 
(3) K/O,(K) z L,(22”) and U is the natural module for 04-(2m). 
(4) m < 2 and K/O,(K) z L,(2). 
(5) K/O,(K) r L,(2”), U = U, @ U, with Ui the natural module for 
O,-(2”/2). 7 is the natural module for z s L,(2*), or L g L,(2). 
(6) K/O,(K) z L2(2”), u is the natural module for 04-(2”‘J2). P is the 
natural module for L g L,[2”), or L E L,(2). 
In particular either m ,( m(K, U), or 12.9.6 holds or m = 2 and m(U) = 3. 
Proof. If m = 1 then (l), (3) or (4) holds, so we may take m > 1. Assume 
none of (1) through (6)hold. Then by 12.7, W,, 4 KT. By 12.2 and 12.8 there is 
a cyclic group A of order 2” - 1 in L with AT a group and W,, 4 AT where 
n = l/2 in 12.2.3, and n = 1 otherwise. Thus A < N(W,,) < N(K). 
If m # 6 then by 2.1 there is p E n(A) such that p does not divide 2i - 1 for 
i < n. In this case let B be a subgroup of A of order p. If n = 6 let B be a sub- 
group of A of order 9. Suppose B centralizes E. Then by 12.5, B < C(U), so by 
10.9, N(B) < N(K). But now if e $ L,(2) then L < (T, N,(B)) < N(K), a 
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contradiction. If E CL.,(~) then as G is thin and 3 E n(B) n r(K) we have a 
contradiction. 
So B acts faithfully on a. Hence by 12.2, m < n < m(E) = r. If Y = 2 then 
as 2 < m < r = 2 and (1) through (6) do not hold, we have J(T) a LT and 
either J(T) d KT or KT g O,-(2) with U the module for that group. The 
first case is out by 8.1. In the second J(T) I] BT whereas J(T) not normal in KT 
and B < K implies J(T) $ BT. 
So r > 2. Suppose B 4 K. As 3 E X(K), n # 6. Further T E 0 modp and 
k = m(K, U) >, r/2 >, p, so as k < m < n < p - I, we have a contradiction. 
Therefore B < K, so n divides Y. Hence as y/2 < k < m < n, m = r or r/2. 
k < m, so in the second case (3) holds. Hence m = Y. As (2) does not hold, 
J(T) g KT and hence is not normal in LT. Now (4), (5), or (6) hold. 
(12.10) Let (L, , V,), i = 1, 2, be members of 9?. Then one of the following hold: 
(1) 4% , VI) = 4% y Vd. 
(2) Li g L,(2), m( Vi) = 3, m(Lj , Vj) = 2, for {i,j} = {1,2). 
(3) Li 2 Ej z L,(22!9, pf is the natural module for L,(29, and Vj is the 
natural module for 0,-(2”i), for {i, j} = { 1,2}. 
Proof. This follows from 12.9. 
(12.11) L = Moo. 
Proof. Assume not. By 4.13 and 4.14 we may assume (L, V) E 3. As 3 E r(L), 
3.2 implies Mm = LN where N/O,(N) z Sz(2”). Hence NE P*. By 12.5, 
N < D, so by 8.1, V is a TI-set in G. Set W, = (VG n T). 
Let (K, U) E 2. Claim IV, 4 KT. Assume not. By 4.13 and 4.14 we may 
assume (K, U) E &?. Let i4 = Vg < KT with A $ M. By 9.13 A n O,(KT) = 1 
and C,(a) = C,(A), each a E A#. Thus u(K, U) > m(A) 3 3, which is 
impossible by 12.10. 
Therefore if K s 2 either K < M or Z(T) < Z(KT). In the latter case as V 
is a T1-set and Z(T) n V # 1, K < M. Thus (2) < M. By 7.4 there exists 
X E 3 with X 4 M. As W,, a LT, W,, is not normal in XT. But as XT is 
solvable this contradicts 9.13. 
(12.12) SetF = V(M), M* = M/C,(F), undX* =O(M*). Then [F, X,L] = 1. 
Proof. F = C,(X) @ [F, XJ. Assume [F, X, L] f 1. By 12.11, XL* >, 
F*(M*), so F*(M*) and then M* acts faithfully on [F, X, L]. Thus by 4.13 and 
4.14 there exists V < [F, X, L] with (L, V) E .%Y. But [V, x] = V, contra- 
dicting 12.5. 
(12.13) Let (L, V) E~J with 1 > 2, set n = 1 in 12.2.1 and n = l/2 otherwise. 
Let A <L with AT = TA and 1 A 1 = 2” - 1. Then 
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(I) If n = l/2 then Wig ATforalli. 
(2) Ifn=lthenWi(1ATforO<i<2. 
Proof. If n = l/2 then Wi < Q,(T) a AT. So take n = 1. By 12.8, W, a AT. 
We may assume B < T n Vg with B 4 O,(AT) and m( Vg/B) = 2. It remains to 
show-B induces a group of inner automorphisms on E. As W, a AT this is the 
case if Vg < M, so assume not. Set Q = O,(LT). Then m(Vg/B n Q) 3 m = 1 
by 10.5, so m(B/B n Q) > I- 2. B 4 L, so 1 is even and m(B) < (l/2) + 1. 
Thus (l/2) + 1 > I- 2 and 1 = 4 or 6. If 1 = 6 all inequalities are equalities so 
m( Vg/B n Q) = 1. But if m( Vg/B n Q) = 1 then C,(B) = C,(b) for all b E B - Q 
by 10.5, impossible as C,(b) # C,(a) for b E B -L and a E B n L. So 1 = 4 
and m(B n Q) = 3 = m(BIB n Q). N ow C,(B) = C,(E) for each hyperplane E 
of B, whereas C,(B n LQ) # C,(B). 
THEOREM 12.14. Let (L, V) E W and 2 = [C,(T), NL( T n L)]. Then either 
(1) C,(Z) is solvable, OY 
(2) Egg L,(2) OY A, . 
Until the proof of Theorem 12.14 is complete assumez is not L,(2) or A, while 
K = Km a Co(Z) with K/O,(K) simple. 
(12.15) KEY?*. 
Proof. As Zg T, K E 2. Suppose K < I E dp. Then by 3.8, I/O,(I) G 
L,(p),p > 7, or J1, so by 12.3, [I, Z(T)] = 1. Thus1 < C(Z n Z(T)) < N(K), 
a contradiction. 
(12.16) Let p be an oddprime and 1 # B ap-subgroup of C,,,,(Z) with [B, K] < 
O,(K). Then NM(B) < N(K). 
Proof. See 8.14. 
(12.17) N&T) < NM(K). 
Proof. By 7.3, NG(T) = N,(T). Of course Z g NM(T) and N(Z) ,( N(K). 
Define n = 1 if 12.2.1 holds and n = l/2 otherwise. Let A be a subgroup of L 
of order 2” - 1 with AT = TA. Then A # 1 and A acts faithfully on Z, so 
as G is thin we conclude 
(12.18) (2” - 1, / K I) = 1. 
(12.19) Let 1 # B be ap-subgroup of K n Mwith BT = TB. Then 
- - 
(1) B <Lor[B,L] = 1. 
-- 
(2) If [B, L] = 1 then N,(B) < M. 
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(3) IfTnKgBTthmB<L. 
(4) If Ta BT thenLTEL,(22n). 
Proof. AS BT = TB, B < N(T nL) G N(A(T nL)), SO by 12.18, [B, A] < 
K n AT < T, and hence B < EC(E). As G is thin we get (1). 10.9 yields (2). Let 
T n Kg TB. Then K < (T, N,(B)), so by (1) and (2), B < L. Finally let 
T 4 BT. By (4), B <L, so by 12.18, L s L,(22”) andp divides 2” + 1. Then 
as Ta TB, T <E. 
(12.20) T = NKT( T). 
Proof. Assume otherwise. By 12.17 and 12.19, LTEL,(~~“). Now 12.2.3 
holds with m = 1 = 2n. a(& V) = n by 4.4, so by 10.7, W,, and WI are normal 
in LT. 
Let B be a Hall 2’-group of N,(T n K). By 10.6 either W,, or Z( W,) is normal 
in BT, so as W,, and WI are normal in LT, B < M. Hence by 12.19, B <L. 
Let Y be a subgroup of NL( T) of order 2” + 1 containing B. By 12.17, Y < N(K), 
so as Y centralizes B and acts on T, Y = F x B where F = C,(K/O,(K)). If 
F#1thenby12.16,L,((T,hr~(F))~~(K),soY=B.As/Y~=2n+1>3, 
K/O,(K) g L,(27 or SZ(~~). But then 2” + 1 = 1 Y 1 = j B 1 = 2” - I, a 
contradiction. 
(12.21) KT/O,(KT)r Aut(L2(22k)), PGL,(p), OY L,(q), q = fl mod 8. 
Proof, 12.20. 
(12.22) (1) 1 # n is odd. 
(2) If (L, , V,) E 9 then L,/O,(L,) g L2(21), L,(2”), orL,(2”). 
(3) Z d Z(T). 
(4) [A, Kl e O,(K). 
Proof. Part (4) follows from 12.18 and 12.21. By 12.21, 3 ET(K), so 12.18 
implies part (1). (l), 12.9, and 12.10 imply (2). Also (1) implies (3). 
(12.23) (1) [K, V(KT)] = 1. 
(2) K = N(K)” 
(3) C,(z) < N(K) fop each z E Z( T)#. 
(4) C,(L) = 1. 
Proof. Part (1) follows from 12.21, 12.22.1, and 12.22.2. Part (I), 12.15, and 
8.1 imply (3). By (1) and 12.11, N(K)” < C(V(N(K)), so 12.21 implies (2). (3) 
yields (4). 
During the remainder of the proof of 12.14 let p E n(A), B a nontrivial 
p-subgroup of A, and R = C,(B). Notice R E Syl,(C,(B)). Moreover LT = 
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(T, s) where s is a 2-element inverting A and normalizing R. In particular 
s 6 N(K). Set X = C(B) n O,(KT)K. By 12.22.4, 
(12.24) XO,(.KT) = KO,(KT). 
Suppose [X, O,(X)] # 1. Then m(X) 3 3, so by 12.21 and 8.13 either 
N(B) < N(K) or Y = (XNcB)) g L,(4). But s # N(K), so the first case is out 
and by 8.1 X # Xs. Thus s induces a graph or graph-field automorphism on Y. 
BY 12.X W&9/0,(%,(B)) s S, , SO N(B)/(W) n C(Y)) z Aut(L,(4)). 
But now some element of N(B) induces a graph-field automorphism on Y, 
impossible as G is thin. So [X, O,(X)] = 1. 
Assume O,(X) # 1. s $ N(K) so by 8.1, O,(N) = I. Similarly by 8.14 
m(O,(X)) < 1. Suppose O@(X)) # 1. Then E(X) s S&(p) and Q1(Z(R)) = 
Z(E(X)). But s E N(R), so s E C(Q,(Z(R)) < N(K), a contradiction. Hence E(X) 
is simple. Summarizing: 
(12.25) E(X) is simple and m(O,(X)) < 1. 
(12.26) Let BR(s) < YEW, H = Oz(Y), N = N,(Y) and R(s) < 
SE Syl,(Y). Then S E SyI,(G), R E Syla(C,,,(B)), Nc(S) < N, and (H, V(N)) ~9~. 
Proof. As p E r(A), 12.22.1 implies p > 3. Hence as s inverts B, Y/O,(Y) 
is not L,(2), so by 7.3, SE Syl,(G) and NG(S) < N. Let S = TQ. Then 
Bg < N(S) < N. Now if H is solvable then B(s) is conjugate in N to a subgroup 
of BgS, impossible as s inverts B while S 4 BgS. So H = Hm. p $ r(K), so by 
12.23, [H, V(N)] # 1. That is (H, V(N) E SC. Now by 12.22.2, H/O,(H) s 
L,(2”), L,(287 or L&29. Therefore if UE Syl,(N) with BU = UB then 
C,(B) E Syl,(C,(B)). In particular Rg = C,(Bg) E Syl,(C,(Bg)). As B is con- 
jugate to BQ in N and j R 1 = 1 Rg 1, R E Syl,(C,(B)). 
(12.27) R E Syl,(C,(B)). 
Proof. Let R<s) < U E Syl,(iVc(B)), and BlJ < YE ?V*. Then by 12.26 
R E Syl,(C,(B)), so the result holds. 
(12.28) s does not normalize E(X). 
Proof. If E(X)” = E(X) then E(X) centralizes Zs, so by 8.1, s E N(K). 
Until the proof of Theorem 12.14 is complete define Y = [E(X), N(B)]. 
(12.29) (1) E(X) r&(q). 
(2) ww = LW 
Proof. Set N(B)* = N(B)/O(N(B)). As R E Syl,(C(B)) and X is R-invariant 
with E(X) s La(2”‘) or L,(p) and all simple sections of Y are in F, the pair Y*, 
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E(X)* is],, A, orL,(u), A, orL,(qf),L,(q). But if E(X) z A, then XR/O,(X) g 
S5 , so the third case must hold. 
Suppose Y* #f*(N(B)*). Then th ere exists Y E C,(Y*)#. Then m(R) 3 3, 
so by 2.7, O(F(N(B)) is cyclic, so Y = E(Y). Also C(Y) < N(K), so X = 
Y a N(B). But this contradicts 12.28. 
(12.30) Let (L, , VI) E 2. Then L,/O,(L,) rL,(2”) with 2 = n = m odd. 
Proof. Suppose 1 is even. Then by 12.22.1, 1 = 2n > 6 and there is a 
submodule U of V which is the natural module for O,-(2”). Thus m(C,(B)) = 
1 > 6, whereas by 12.27 and 12.29.3, m(Co(B)) < 3. 
So 2 is odd. Suppose (L, , VI) E Z? with L,/O,(L,) &I&(2”). ae may take 
L, E 9. By 12.22.2, L,/O,(L,) gLL,(22”). By 12.10, m(L, , VI) = m, so by 12.9, 
V, is the natural module for O,-(2”). By 7.3 A < N(T) ,( L, . Thus we repeat 
the argument in the last paragraph to a contradiction. 
From now on assume p does not divide 2i - 1 for i < n. This is possible 
by 2.1. 
(12.31) Let IV E A(BR(s)). Then either 
(1) N is solvable, OY 
(2) j N, i2 = 1 T 1 and (N”, V(N)) ~2~. 
Proof. Let H = (RN). As s inverts B either H = BO,(H) or H = Hm. Let 
R(s) < S E Syl,(N) and HS < Y,, E %J*. Set F = 02(Y,,) and I = N,(F). By 
12.26, I EA%‘(TQ), some g E G with S < To, and (F, V(l)) ~2~. By 12.30, 
F/O,(F) s -W”). 
Suppose H = Hm. H <F, so H/O,(H) g L,(2”), k dividing n. As n is odd and 
p does not divide 2i - 1 for i < n, k = n and H = F. 
So assume H is solvable, but N is not solvable. By a Frattini argument, 
N = HNN(B), so J = N&3)m # 1. Moreover J is R(s)-invariant, so by 
12.29, J z L,(q). Now by 7.3 and 8.1, S E Syl,(G) and by 12.30, [N”, V(N)] = 1. 
Hence by 12.23, IV” = Kh, some h E G. This is impossible as Tg ST, while s 
inverts B, so S is not normal in BS. 
LetH=(JEXnK:J#K,jJT:TI>3).By12.29,HT/O,(HT)isa 
dihedral group. 
(12.32) Let L, E Z* - {K} and let J E E with [J, L,] < O,(L,). Then J < H. 
Proof. By 12.23 and 12.30 we may assumeL, = L, and [J, L] = 1. By 12.5, 
[J, V] = 1 so J < C(Z) < N(K). J 4 JL, so by 8.1, N&J) < M. Therefore 
[J, K] $0,(K). Thus by 12.29, J < K. As 3 E n(L), 3 $ r(J), so J < H. 
(12.33) Let Y E n(H). Then m,(O(N(B))) < 2. 
Proof. Let F be a subgroup of order Y in H n X. Then some involution 
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t E R centralizes F. Let P be an FR-invariant Sylow r-subgroup of O(N(B)). 
As G is thin and [t, F] = I, t inverts P. Let u be an involution in R - (t/ . Then 
P = C,(u) x Cp(ut) is of rank at most 2. 
(12.34) Let r be a prime with (Y, 2” - 1) = 1 and let 1 #F be an r-subgroup 
with FBR(s) a group, [F, B] = 1, and O,(FBR(s)) f I. Then I E n(H). 
Proof. V < C(R) by 12.30 so we may choose (V, F,) 6 IL’ E A! where 
F,, = FBR(s). Choose N with 1 N I2 maximal and, subject to this restriction, 
with N nonsolvable if possible. Let R(s) < S E Syl,(N). 
Assume N is solvable. Then as m > 3, by 10.6 there exists a nontrivial 
characteristic subgroup C of S normal in SF,, . By choice of N we conclude 
S = Th for some h E H and as S 4 (TB)h we may assume Bh < A” But 
S a SBh whereas s inverts B, impossible as N is solvable. 
So N is not solvable and by 12.31, N = NG(LI) with (L, , V(X)) E 9G. As 
(r, 2” - 1) = 1 and [B, F] = 1, 12.30 implies [F, L,] < O,(L,). Now 12.32 
completes the proof. 
(12.35) CJAI)~ = E(C,(A)) g L,(q”), e > 1. 
Proof. E(X) ,( E(Cy(A))m, so with 12.28 and 12.29 it suffices to show 
O(C,(A))m = Q = I. Assume not. Then there exists a prime Y and an R- 
invariant Sylow r-subgroup P of Q with Y # QC,(P). As m(R) = 2 and 
[A, P] = I, (Y, 2” - 1) = 1. As Y # QC,(P) and Y/Q g L&f) we conclude 
that m(P) > 2. Let (t) = Z(R). As m(P) > 2, G is thin, and m(R) = 2, 
F = Cp(t) # 1. Now applying 12.34 toFBR(s) we have a contradiction to 12.33. 
We now obtain a contradiction, establishing Theorem 12.14. Let (t) = Z(R). 
Then as E(C,(A)) = E g L,(@), e > 1, by 2.1 there exists Y E n-(CE(t)) with 
Y $ n(H). But this contradicts 12.34. 
(12.36) Let (L, V) E B with I > 2, and z E C,(T) - C,(L). Let K E 9*. Then 
(1) w, wYK)) E =s?. 
(2) C,(z) is solvable. 
Proof. Notice (2) implies (1). Set U = C,(T) and Z = [U, N,(T n L)]. 
Assume Kc, a C,(z) with K,, E dp. If K0 < Kr E z* then K,/O,(K,) g J1 or 
L,(p), p > 7, and as K0 g C(z), (Kr , V(N(K,))) E 2, against 12.3. So we may 
take K, = K E S*. 
Let n = 1 in 12.2.1 and n = l/2 otherwise. Let A be a subgroup of hT,(T n L) 
of order 2” - 1. Then [a, A] = Z $ C(K) by 12.14, so A $ N(K). 
Let K = m(K/O,(K)). Assume first K is odd. Let B be a subgroup of order 
2” - 1 in NK(T). By 7.3, B < N(T) < iVi’. If B, = C,(E) # 1 then by 12.5 and 
10.9, NG(B1) < M. Hence K < (T, NK(B1)) < M, a contradiction. So B acts 
faithfully on 1. B = B, x (B n L) where B,, induces field automorphisms 
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on E. As [B, , U] = 1, B0 = 1. Now B <L, so as [B, U] = 1, 1 = 2n and B is 
contained in a subgroup B, of C,(U) of order 2” + 1. B, < C(z) < N(K) and 
B, centralizes B, so B, = B x B, where [B, , K] < O,(K). If B3 # 1 then 
by 12.5 and 10.9 either [V(/(N(K)), K] = 1 or N(B,) < N(K). In the second case 
L < (N,(B,), Tj < N(K), a contradiction. So U < V(N(K)) n C(B,) < 
C(B,K). As m(U) > 1, 8.14 yields a contradiction. 
So k is even. Suppose K = 2. By 12.13, W, 4 AT for 0 < i < 2, so as A does 
not act on K, neither W, nor Z(Wz) is normal in KT. Hence m = 2 by 10.6, 
so L g L2( 16). Let B be a subgroup of order 5 in C,(U). If [B, K] < O,(K) then 
by 12.5, 10.9, and 8.14, L < (N,(B), Tj < n’(K), so B acts faithfully on 
K/O,(K). As B is inverted in N,(B), B < K. So K/O,(K) z L,(p), p > 7, and 
by 12.3, [1-(N(K)), K] = 1. Now ZUjU < Z(T/U), so Z < O&V(K)). As 
[Z, K] 3. 1, Z 6 V(N(K)), so [Z, O&V(K))] # I. But O&V(K)) < O,( TB) < 
C(Z), a contradiction. 
Hence k = 2r > 2. If I is odd then A < N(T) < h’(K) by 7.3, so 1 is even. 
ThusthereexistX,~.%nKandX,E%nnwithjXTiT: T/ =3.If m=2 
then W, and Z( WI) are normal in AT = X,T while by 10.6 either W,, or Z( WI) 
is normal in XIT. If m > 2 there by 10.6 one of Z( T), W, or Z( W,) is normal in 
both XiT, i = 1 and 2. So there is a nontrivial characteristic subgroup W of T 
normal in S,T, i = 1 and 2. Recall Wg ,4T also. 
Suppose I E z* n N(W) with 1/O,(1) g L,(p), p > 5. If [V(N(I)), I] = 1 
we may take I = K, against k > 2. So (1, V(N(Z)) E 9 and by 12.3, p = 7. 
By 12. IO, m = 2. But now we argue as above to show there is B E X n Z n L 
with j BT : T ; = 5, a contradiction. 
So A(W) does not involve L,(p), p > 5. Hence by 3.12, X,T is conjugate to 
X,T in :V( T). But N(T) < M, so X, = X2. Hence 3 $ n(A), so IZ is odd. But 
now ,4 < S(T) < N(K), a contradiction. 
(12.37) Let (L, V) E 9 and define V,, == /C:: (L, U) E@. Then 
(1) (L V,)Eg. 
(2) Either V = [C,(T), L] or z g L,(2) and m(V) = 4. 
(3) Either E = V,,[L, Ql(Z(T))] = V, or L g L,(2) and E is the inde- 
covnposable of index 2 in the permutation module of degree 7. 
Proof. The proof of (1) is trivial and is omitted. (2) follows from 12.2, 
4.15, 4.16, and 4.28. It remains to prove part (3), so we may take V = V0 < E. 
SetF = P(M), M* = M/C(F) and X* = O(M*). By 12.11, F*(M*) < XL*, 
so YXL* a M*. Hence by 12.12, E, = [QJZ(T)),L] (i MandF*(M/C(E,J) = 
LC(E,)/C(E,). Then E (1 M with C(E) = C(V), so that (L, E) E 9. Also E > V 
so e = m(M/C(E), E) > m. 
Claim e > 3 or E is the module I’, of index 2 in the permutation module of 
L,(2) of degree 7. For if e < 2 then m(M/C(E), E/V) = 1, so M/C(E) E L,(2) 
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or O,-(2). In the first case Es I’, by 4.19. In the second 4.29 supplies a contra- 
diction. 
Hence we may take e > 3. Notice a = a(M/C(E), E) < a(M/C(E), V), while 
e 2 m + m(M/C(E), E/V). Thus by 12.3, 4.4, and 4.21, a < e - 2 with 
equality only if Vis the natural module forL,(4). Set Ri = (BQ < T: m(E/B) = i>. 
By 10.6, Ri a LT for i < e - a, so N(Ri) < M. By 7.4 there exists K E % with 
K 4 M. a < e - 2 so R, and Z(R,) are normal in LT and hence not in KT. 
Thus by 10.6, K is not solvable. 
Suppose (K, U) ~9:. R, is not normal in KT, so by 10.6, 3 < e < 
a(K/C,(U), U). In particular m(K/O,(K)) = K >, 3. By 12.10 either 
m(W~(U)> U) < m, or K/O,(K)= L/O,(L) g L,(22”) with V and U the 
modules for O,-(2”‘) and L,(29, respectively. As e > m > a(K/C,(U), U) the 
first case is out. In the second let A be a cyclic group of order 2’ - 1 in 
NK( T n K). AT is solvable so A < M and then as E g K/O,(K), A < L. By 
induction on 1 - m, 2, = [Q,(Z(T)), A] < [Ql(2(T)), K] < U. Thus m(Z,,) = I 
and A is regular on Z,,#. But 2, = [C,(T), A] is of rank m = Z/2, while 2, = 
VI 9 AI = 4 , a contradiction. 
So [K, V(N(K))] = 1. H ence by 12.36, I = 2. Suppose k > 2. Then there is 
a subgroup A of order 2k - 1 in K with AT = TA. AT is solvable so A < M 
and as 1 = 2, B = C,(E) f 1. Now by 10.9, K < (T, N,(B)) < M. So k = 2. 
By 10.6, R, a KT. Thus R, is not normal in LT, so a = e - 2 and p is the 
module forL,(4). Let YE % n L with / YT : T 1 = 3. By 10.5, R, 4 PT. Thus 
Y < N(R,) < N(K) and then Y < 03’(N(K)) = K < C(Z(T)), a contra- 
diction. 
(12.38) Assume (L, V) E W with 1 > 2, 12.2.1 does not hold, and n = m( V)/2. 
Let U < V with m( V/ U) < n. Then C,(U) < M. 
Proof. As m(V) 3 2n, U n UQ # 1 for g ELT. Thus if U E r then 
C,(U) < M by 10.2. So assume i? $ r. Then U ,( C,(t) for some t E T inducing 
a field automorphism on E. Let S = (t)(T n D). Then SE Syl,(C,(U)). As 
I > 2, J(T) = J(T n 0) = J(S) a LT, so N(J(S)) < M and S E Syl,(C,(U)). 
Moreover Z(T) n U = 2 < C,(L), so by 12.36, Co(Z) and hence also C,(U), is 
solvable. Let X E x(S) with X < M. J(S) is not normal in XS, so X = [X, S]. 
Hence as Co(Z) is solvable, [X, T] = X[X, T] a C,(Z). 
Let B be a subgroup of order 2J/2 + 1 in N,(T n L). B < [B, T], so [B, T] a 
C,(Z). Notice T n D = C,([B, T]/O,([B, T]), so T n D is Sylow in Y = 
C,,([B, T]/O,([B, T])). But by 10.6 either Z(T n D) or W,(T n D) is normal in 
Y, so as both are normal in LT, Y ,( M. Thus X = YS < M, a contradiction. 
(12.39) Let (L, V) E 94? with 1 > 2. Then p is the natural module for L,(2l). 
Proof. Assume not. Then 12.2.2 or 12.2.3 holds. Set n = m(V)/2. Let 
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(K, U) E.%?. Claim W,, and WI are normal in KT. Assume not. Then there 
exists a hyperplane A of V such that A9 < T but As $ O,(KT). 
By 12.10 either m(if, U) < m or L g R, V is the module for 0,(2”) and 
0 is the module for L,(2l). Assume the latter. J(T) g LT so N(J( T)) < M. Let 
X be a Hall 2’-group of N,(T n K). Then X < N(J(T)) < M and then as 
L s K, X <L. By 12.37, [C,(T), X] = [q(Z(T)), x] = [C,(T), x]. This is 
impossible as m([C,(T), 4) = I while m([C,(T), X]) = m. SO m(R, U) < m. 
As u(K, U) < m(x, U), there exists Bg < Ag with m(A/B) < m and C”(BQ) # 
CJAg). m( V/B) < m + 1 < n, so by 12.38, U, = Co(Bg) < Ms. As m( V/B) < n 
and [U,, , AQ] # 1, iJ,, induces a field automorphism on Lg. Thus a hyperplane 
U, of U, centralizes V*. But either U, = U or (K, U) is of type 12.2.2 or 12.2.3 
with & inducing a field automorphism on E. This is impossible as xg > gg 
centralizes the hyperplane 77, of U, . 
Therefore W, and WI are normal in KT. Hence by 12.36, K = L = (Zj. 
By 7.4 there exists X E 3 with X z& M. Then X is solvable, so by 10.6 either 
W, or Z( W,) is normal in XT, a contradiction. 
(12.40) Assume (L, V) E 9, V, is a nontriziall-submodule of V with m( V,) = 3, 
and V/V, is the dual of V, . Set 2 = Q,(Z(T)) and assume V = [Z, L]. Then C,(Z) 
has a nonabelian composition factor distinct from L,(2) and A, . 
Proof. Assume not. E g L,(2) and by 4.19 either V is of index 2 in the 
permutation module of degree 7 or V = V, @ V, is a semisimple L-module. 
Moreover m = m(M/C(V), V) = 2 and a(M/C(V), V) = I. In particular 
W, g LT by 10.6. 
Let K E z*. Claim K/O,(K) e L,(2) or A, . If [K, Z] = 1 this holds by 
hypothesis. Otherwise appeal to 12.39 and 12.10. 
Let U < Vwith m(V/U) = 2 or U = C,(F) for some 4-group F in E. Claim 
C,(U) < M. Assume not. By 10.2, U$ r. Thus if m(V/U) = 2, U = C,(f) 
for some involution t. Conjugating in L we may take (t) = Z(T) Let 
SE Syla(Nnn( U)). Then S = T in the first case, and conjugating in M we may 
take 1 T : S 1 < 2 in the second case, with T = S if VI 4 M. There exists an 
element of order 3 in L acting faithfully on a 4-subgroup U,, of U, so C( U,) and 
hence also C(U) is a 3’-group. Let X E 5?(S) n C(U) with X $ M. 
Assume first S = T. 3 E x(x), so as the only nonabelian composition factors 
of C(Z) are L,(2) or A,, X a C(ZQ) f or each ZQ < U. But then if m( V/ U) = 2, 
L = (C,(P) : ZQ < Uj < N(X), a contradiction. So U = C,(p) and V, 4 M. 
Then there exist involutions zi E Z n U n V, , za E Z n U - V, , with 
L = <C,(q), CJz,)), so X is not normal in C(.zJ say. But this is impossible by 
the second paragraph. 
So 1 T : S 1 = 2. Let vi , i = 1,2, be involutions in Z(S) n Vi . N(W,) < M 
and W, < S, so S E Syl,(C(v,)). Thus by 7.3 and paragraph two, X4 C(q), 
so that L = <C,(VJ, C,(vJ) ,< N(X), for the final contradiction. Hence the 
claim is established. 
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Claim W, 4 LT. Assume not and let A be a hyperplane of V with Ag < T, 
&J # 1. If Vg < Mthen [Vg, L] < 02(L), contradicting 29 # 1. So Vg < M and 
V z& MB. Let B be a hyperplane of iz. m(V/B) = 2, so 1 Cy(Bg) : C,(Vg)j < 2. 
As this holds for each hyperplane B of A either 1 3 1 = 2, or 3 is a 4-group 
inI. But U = C”(Ag) < C(Vg) by 10.5, so Vg < C(U) < M, a contradiction. 
Hence W, a LT. 
Therefore N( W,) and N(Z( WJ) are contained in M, and hence by 10.6, any 
solvable member of ?&” is in M. So we may choose K E g*, K < M. K/O,(K) g 
L,(2) or A, and in the former case K is generated by solvable members of M, so 
K/O,(K) cs A, . 
Suppose K<C(.Z), and let Xczt”K, /XT:TI = 3. Then X< 
03’(M) = L, impossible as C,(Z n V) is a 3’-group. Thus we may take (K, E) EB. 
As W, is not normal in KT, E is the natural module for L,(4), and there exists 
Vg < T with [ Vg, E] # 1. But E < C( l/g n C(E)) < Mg, so as 111 = 2, 
/ E : C,(Vg)l = 2, contradicting m(K/CK(E), E) = 2. 
THEOREM 12.41. Let (Li , Vi) ~9? with pi the natural moduZefor L,(2l), i = 1 
and 2. If 1 = 2 assume C,(Ll~(Z( T)) h as no nonsolvable composition factors other 
than L,(2) OY A, . Then (L, , V,) = (L, , V,). 
Until the proof of Theorem 12.41 is complete let (L, V) and (K, U) lie in &! 
with E g K z L,(29 and P and 0 the natural modules for L,(2”) with (L, V) # 
(K u). 
Set 5’ = T n LO,(LT), Z = sZ,(Z(S)) and let A be a Hall 2’-subgroup of 
N,(S). By 12.2 and 12.37, K #L. 
(12.42) C(Z) is solvable. If Z = 2, C(Z) is a 3’-group. 
Proof. If I = 2 there is an element of order 3 in L acting faithfully on 2, so 
C(Z) is a 3’-group and then solvable by 12.3 as C(J&(Z(T))= has no Suzuki 
section. If 1 > 2 appeal to 12.36. 
( 12.43) A < K. 
Proof. Let A, be a Hall 2’-group of N,(T n K). Then J(T) 4 
(A, A, , T) = X. Let P and Q be Sylowp-subgroups of A and A, , respectively. 
We show P is conjugate to Q in N,(T). Then, since by 7.3 N(T) < M, we get 
AT = A,T. 
So assume P is not conjugate to Q in N,(T). Then by 3.12 there exists 
YE X n 5?* with Y/O,(Y) g L,(q), q > 5. By 12.42, [Y, V(N(Y)] # 1, so by 
12.3, q = 7, and then by 12.39, and 12.10, I = 2. Thus A = P and A, = Q. 
By 12.37, W = .0,(2(T)) = [P, W] x C,(L) = [Q, W] x C,(K). Set E = 
[W, Y]. By 12.37 and 12.40, (K, E) E&?. Thus m(N(K)/C(K), E) < 2, so by 
4.20 and 12.40 either m(E/C,(K)) = 3 or E = El @ E, with m(E,) = 3 and E2 
K-isomorphic to El . But now as neither P nor Q centralizes sZ,(Z( T)), PT = QT. 
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(12.44) (1) SA = O,(KT)K n N(K n T) 
(2) C,(L) = C,(K) = 1. 
(3) z = C,(S) = C,(S). 
Proof. S = O,(TA) = T n O,(KT)K by 12.43. This gives (1). Now 
Z < I/C(L) n ZIG’(K) by 12.37. Thus Z = C,(L) x [C,(S), A] = C,(K) x 
[C,(S), A] with C,(L) = C,(A) = C,(K). This yields (2) and (3). 
(12.45) U < O,(LT) and V < O,(KT). 
Proof. By symmetry we may assume U $ O,(LT) = Q. By 10.5, S = UQ 
and [U, V] = Z. By symmetry between U and V, S = VO,(KT), so Q = 
VC,( U) = VC,( UV). Thus d)(Q) = @(C,( UP’)) = @(O,(KT)). Hence@(Q) = 1, 
and then V = (ZL) = Q. S’ tmilarly O,(KT) = U. Now Theorem 2 in [5] and 
2.5 supply a contradiction. 
To complete the proof of Theorem 12.41 we use an argument due to 
B. Baumann. 
Set Q = O,(LT) and P = O,(KT). By y s mmetry we may assume B E a(Q) - 
a(P). Let k E K - AS and W = ( VK). First if [V, Vk] # 1 then Z = [V, S] = 
[V, Vk] = [S, Vk] = Z”, a contradiction. So 
(12.46) W is abelian. 
(12.47) / B : B n Qk / = 22z = q2, Vk n B = 1, and [Vk, B n P] = Zk. 
Proof. (B n P)Zk E @(Sk) so it suffices to show B n P .$ Qk. But otherwise 
Vk = Zk( Vk n B) so B n Vk centralizes K, = (B, Bk) and so Zk = [B n Vk, P] 
is K,, invariant. Thus Zk a PK, = K, a contradiction. 
(12.48) W = Vk(Wn B). 
Proof. B n Qk centralizes (V, ( Vk)B) = W, so q2 1 B n Qk / = 1 B j > 
I(BnQk)W/ =jBnQkII W:WnBlandhenceI W:WnBJ <qB.Now 
asVknB=landIBI=q2,W=Vk(WnB). 
We now exhibit a contradiction establishing Theorem 12.41. For [W, B n P] = 
[ Vk( W n B), B n P] = [Vk, B n P] = ZJc is B invariant, whereas clearly 
[B, Zk] = Z. 
THEOREM 12.51. Let (L, V) E 9. Then 
(1) 1<2. 
(2) If L = L,(4) and p is th e natural module for L,(4) then C(sZ,(Z( T))) has 
nonubeliun composition factors distinct from L,(2) and A, . 
Until Theorem 12.51 is established let (L, V) be a counter example. We may 
assume (L, V) E%?, so by 12.39: 
481/54/1-S 
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( 12.52) P is the natu~d moduZe for L,(29. 
Set S = T nLO,(LT), 2 = sZ,(Z(S)), and let A be a Hall 2’-subgroup of 
N=(S). 
(12.53) If 1 > 2 thenL = (9). 
Proof. 12.39, 12.36, and 12.10. 
(12.54) (I) C,(L) = I. 
(2) C,(U) 4 M for some U < V with m( V/U) = m. 
Proof. Assume C,(L) # 1 and let U < V with m(V/U) = m. If C,(L) # 1 
then C,(U) < M, so assume C,(L) = 1. Then m( V/ UC,(L)) < m, so U E r. 
Also m(V) = m(P) + m(C,(L)) > 2 m, so U r\ UJ # 1 for g ELT. Hence 
C,(U) < M by 10.2. 
We have shown (2) implies (l), so it remains to assume (2) is false and produce 
a contradiction. 
First claim N(Z) < M. In any case we are assuming C(Z) < M, so by a 
Frattini argument we may assume No(S) < M. But then Theorem 1 in [5] and 
2.5 supply a contradiction. 
Let (K, E) E&! and suppose VQ < T with l/y 4 O&T) = Q. Then 
E < C(VQ n E) < MQ as m(VQ/VQ n C(E)) < m. Moreover C,( VQ) = C,(V,Q) 
for each V, < V with m( V/V,) < m. Therefore VQ < KQ with m( VP/ VQ n Q) = m 
and either E/C,(K) is the natural module for L,(2”) or K/O,(K) E L,(2), m = 2, 
and 1 K : NKr(WO)l = 7. Moreover EO,((LT)Q) = TQ n LO,((LT)Q) and 
[E, VQ] = E n VQ = ZQ is of index 2m in VQ. 
Now if E = V then Z is fused to ZQ in M, so as N(Z) < M we conclude 
g E M, a contradiction. Therefore W,, a LT and No( W,,) < M. 
If E # V then by 12.53 and 12.41, K/O,(K) g L,(2). 
Next assume B is a hyperplane of V with BQ < T and BQ 4 O,(LT). Let 
U < A with m(B/U) < m. Then C,( UQ) < MQ. If VQ < M then [ VQ,L] < O,(L) 
whereas [BQ, L] < O,(LT). Thus VQ < M and V 4 My. Hence m(BQ/BQ n 
C(V))=msogQ=S.Thisisclearifm >2asS=J(T).Ifm=2andBQ # s 
then V = (C,( UQ) : 1 B : U 1 = 2) < MQ. Therefore W, < S. 
Let XE %, X $ M. As N(W,) < M, W, 4 O,(LT). Thus if X is solvable 
then by 10.6, [X, Z( W,)] = 1. But W, ,( S, so 2 < Z(W,), impossible as 
C(Z) < M. 
Thus X is nonsolvable. Suppose [X, V(N(X)] = 1. Then by 12.53, 1 = 2, 
so X/O,(X) g L,(2) or A,. In the first case X is generated by solvable members 
of S?. So X/O,(X)~&. Let YES?nXwith 1 YT: Tl = 3. Then Y<L. 
This is impossible as [Y, Z(T) n VJ # 1. 
So we may take X = K with K/O,(K) z L,(2). But now there exists 
XE K n ZZ with / XT : T j = 3 and X < ii/r a contradiction. 
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(12.55) Let U < V with m( V/U) = m and U E F. Then Co(U) < M. 
Proof. As U E r, T n DE Syl,(C,(U)). Let XE%(T A D), X 4 M. 
N,(B) < M for each nontrivial characteristic subgroup I3 of T n D, so by 6.4, 
X/O,(X) s 2, or L,(2”), n > 1. In the first case by 10.6 either W,,(T n D) 
or Z( W,( T n D)) is normal in X( T n 0). In the second X < K E &!(Tg), some 
g E G, by 7.3. / T : T n D i < 22wl, so K = X. But now I, = r,,,(L) < N(K), 
a contradiction. 
(12.56) Let t induce a$eld automorphism ant and U = C,(t). Then Co(U) < M. 
Proof. C,(U) = (t)(T n D) = R. By 12.8 W,,(R) = W,(T n D) 4 LT, SO 
R E Syl,(C,( U)). There is an element of order 3 in the preimage of C,(t) acting 
faithfully on U, so C(U) is a 3’-group, and then solvable. Let X E T(R), X 4 M. 
As 3 $ n(X), J(R) a XT or [Z(R), x] = 1. As J(R) = J(T n D) -g LT, the 
latter must hold. But Ql(Z(T)) = W < Z(R), so X < C(W). If elf = 2 then 
/ T : R 1 = 4, so as C(W) has no Suzuki section and 3 $ z(X), Xg XT. Thus 
L = (T, NJ U)) < N(X), and contradiction. 
So take m > 2. Then by 12.13, W,(R) = W,(T n D)dLT. But by 10.6 
either W,(R) or Z( W,(R)) is normal in XT, a contradiction. 
(12.57) C,(Z) $ M. 
Proof. Any subgroup U of index 2”” in V is either in r, fused to Z in L, or 
the centralizer of a field automorphism of 1. Thus 12.57 follows from 12.54 
through 12.56. 
Let NE J!(No(Z)). 
(12.58) Let X E X n C(Z) with X $ M.’ Then 
(1) X E X* and (N} = &(XT). 
(2) No(S) < M. 
(3) s 5 SYl,(<W). 
(4) x= [X,S]. 
Proof. No(T) < M by 7.3, so X = [X, T]. Thus if X < YE % then Y is 
nonsolvable, so by 12.53, m = 2. Then / A 1 = 3, so 1 XT : T 1 > 3. But 
m = 2 so Y/O,(Y) s A, or L,(2), against 1 XT : T 1 > 3. So X E x* and hence 
{N} = &(XT) by 7.1. As S E Syl,(C(Z)), (3) holds. Notice (4) follows from (2). 
(2) follows from Theorem 1 in [5] and 2.5. 
(12.59) Z 4 N, Z is a TI-set, and N is solvable. 
Proof. As A is transitive on Z#, 12.58.1 implies Z is a TI-set, once we 
establish Z g N. Set E = (ZN). 
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If F is an irreducible submodule of E then 1 # Z(T) n F < Z n F, so as 
A is transitive on Z#, Z <F and hence F = E. Thus N is irreducible on E. 
If KE N n g* then by 12.53 wz = 2, and as Z = [A, Z] < V(N), we may 
take (K, E) E @. K/O,(K) g A, orLa(2) so by 12.40,12.41, and asZ = [Z, A] < E 
m(E) = 3. But now each element of E# centralizes some K conjugate of XT, 
so by 12.58.1, E is a TI-set. Now by 9.13, (EG n T) is normal in LT and KT, 
a contradiction. 
So N is solvable. Me may assume Z # E, so m(E) > 2m(Z) = 2m. As N is 
solvable, m(N/C(E), E) = m(E)/2 >, m and a(N/C(E), E) = 1. Thus by 10.6, 
W=(EGnT)<C(E).LetY~~nN,Y~N(Z).ThenY~Mandthe 
argument of 12.58 shows {N} = d(YT). Thus N(W) < N. So W is not 
normal in LT. Thus by 10.6, m(N/C(E), E) = m. Moreover for Eu < T with 
EQ # 1, Es = S. Let FQ = Es n C(V). If C(F) < N then V < NQ. But 
a(N/C(E), E) = 1, so by 10.6, W, < C(E) and hence [V, Es] = 1, a contra- 
diction. Hence C(F) < N. 
Let S = C,(F) E Syl,(C,(F)). If F $ r then F E ZN, contradicting C(Z) < N. 
So S = T n C(E), and N,(B) < N for all nontrivial characteristic subgroups 
B of S, since d(YT) = {N}. Thus K = 03’(C(F)) 4 N, so W is not normal in 
KS and hence by 10.6, K/O,(K) E L,(2”), n > m. By 7.3, KS < Ml E d(Th), 
some h E G, so by 12.41 and 12.53, Ml = Mh. As W < S, Ml = M. Thus 
X < C(F) < N(K) < M by 8.1, a contradiction. 
Set E = (IIN). 
(12.60) E is abelian and E/Z < Z(O,(N)/Z). 
Proof. F*(C(Z)) is a 2-group so F*(C(Z)/Z) is a 2-group. Hence V/Z < 
Z(S/Z) < Z(O,(C(Z)/Z)) = Z(O,(N)/Z). Therefore E is a 2-group. Suppose 
gE:N with [V,Vg] # 1. VgOO,(N) = Q, so [V,Vg] = Vn Vg and as 
Vg 4 O,(LT), [V, Vg] = Z. N ow S = VgCs(V), so Q = VgC,(V) = PC,(P), 
where P = VVg. [S, A] < Q so [C,(V), A] = [C,(V), A] = V[C,(P), A] is 
invariant under (N,(A), Vg, C,(V)) = L. Thus O,(L) = V[C,(P), A]. There- 
fore Vg and then also L centralizes O,(L)/V, so as A < L, [C,(P), A] = Z and 
O,(L) = V. Now P E Syl,(L) and {V, Vglg) = a(P). Hence T < N(Vg) = Mg 
a contradiction. 
(12.61) Let F < E with m(E/F) < m + 1. Then C,(F) < N. 
Proof. We may assume F n Z = 1, so U = FZ is of index at most 2 in E. 
Thus for each Vg < E, m(VQ/Vg n U) < m, so C,(F) = C,(U) < C,(P). Thus 
C.sP> = C&9 
M is transitive on V#, so C(z) < N is transitive on VG n C(z) for z E V#. 
Thusif1#VnV~+VthenV~VQ~ZG.Hence[E~>~Z~3=23m.Soas 
IE:FI ,(2”+l,FnFQ # 1 forgENunlesspossiblym=2, IFI =&and 
1 E 1 = 64. In the latter case E/Z is partitioned by the 5 sets (V%/Z)+, x EN, 
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soFnZh#lforsomehEG.)A/ =3, so C(z) is a 3’-group for each % E P. 
Thus C(F) is a 3’-group. But C,(E) E Syl,(C&‘)) with N,(B) < N for each 
nontrivial characteristic subgroup B of C,(E), so 6.4 implies C,(F) < N. Thus 
we may assume F n Fg # 1 for g E N. 
Finally if T # S then the group B of A of order 2”12 + 1 is inverted in T, so 
[B, T] g N. V/Z = [B, V/Z] so E/Z = [B, E/Z]. Thus for t E T - S, 
m([-W’, tl> 2 4WYZ so C,(F) = C,(F). Now 10.2 completes the proof. 
(12.62) Let lJ = ZQ < N. Then either [U, E] = 1 or U n E = 1 and C,(u) = 
C,(U) for each u E L’#. 
Proof. If U n E = 1 then C,(u) = C,(U) for each u E lJ# as U is a TI-set. 
So assume U n E # 1. Then E < C( U n E) < Ng. Then as Z is a TI-set, 
E = (ZG n E) < C(U). 
(12.63) Let F be a hyperplane of E withFg < N. Then [Z, Eg] = 1. 
Proof. Z 4 N so 1 # C,(Fg) = U. For Vh < FQ, Fg n Vh is a hyperplane of 
Vn centralized by U, so [U, Vh] = 1. Thus Eg < C(U) ,< N, so Es = 
(ZG n En) < C(Z). 
(12.64) Let 1 E:Fj < 2andFg< M. Then[V,FQ] = 1. 
Proof. Assume FQ < T while [V, Fg] # 1. By 12.63, Fg < S, so [V, Fg] - Z. 
m(Fg/Fg n C(V)) < m, so by 12.61, V < C(Fg n C(V)) < Ng = N(Eg). Hence 
Z = [V, Fg] = V n Fg. If Z = Zg then V < E = Eg, a contradiction. So 
Z#Z”andZnZQ=1.LetV=UZ,U=Zx.By12.62,C(U)nEg= 
C(u) n Es for each u E U#. Moreover Z = [Fg, v] with Z n ZR = I, so 
C(U) n (Fg/ZQ) = C(U) n (Fg/Zs) f or each u E Us. Set H* = Ng/C(Eg/Zg). By 
12.60, O,(N*) = 1. By Lemma 5.34 in [26] there exists u, n E U# and x* E F(H*) 
such that (u*, x*> g Dz2, ,p > 3, and (u”, x*) acts faithfully on (Eg/ZQ) n C(w). 
But then I(Eg/Zg) n C(v) : (EQ/ZS) n C((u, v))l > 2, a contradiction. 
(12.65) (EG n T) g LT. 
Proof. See 12.64. 
(12.66) Let X E .2^ n N with X 4 M. Then (EC n T) 4 XT. 
Proof. Let EJ < T. Then for x E X, 1 EQ : EO n N( Vz)l < 2, so by 12.64, 
[Es, V”] = 1. Hence EC n T C C( V,), so (EC n T) 4 XT. 
Notice 12.65 and 12.66 supply a contradiction, completing the proof of 
Theorem 12.51. 
HYPOTHESIS 12.67. V is the natural moduZe for O,-(2), (z) = C,(T), 
(z, w) = Z,(T) n V, and X = C,,(u). Z = Q,(Z(T)), and R = C,(v). 
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(12.68) Assume 12.67. Then No(R) < M. 
Proof. We show there exists 1 # B < R with B 4 (X, N,(R)). Then 
Bg (X, T) = LT so N(R) < N(B) < M. 
Assume no such subgroup exists. Then by 6.3, 02(X) g A,. Let x be an 
element of order 3 in X. There exists h EL with L = (2, zl&‘“>. Set Q = O,(LT). 
Then 1 Q : Co(x)1 = 4 and L = ( x, xh, V), so Q = C,(L) x V. Set U = C,(L) 
and C = C,(L). Then C is tightly embedded in G and UE Syl,(C). By 
assumption (UC n R) is not normal in X, so there exists LJg < R, U* $ O,(X). 
Suppose j lJ 1 > 2. Then V(X) < C( Ug n C( V(X))) < MQ, so [D’s, V(X)] < 
Ug n V(X). Hence Ug n V(X) contains an L-conjugate of v so that v E UY 4 X. 
Now L = (CL(v), C,(w)) for any w E V - (v), so (v) = U’J n UV. Moreover 
Ug centralizes 02(X), so 1 Uu / < l(R/U) n C(Oz(X)) : (UVjU) n C(Oz(X))i = 2. 
SoIUj=4andas[U,U~]=1,M=CG(~=NN,(U).NutCT(UY)#NT(Uy), 
a contradiction. 
Therefore U = (u) is of order 2 and M = C,(u). As J(R) = J(T) is not 
normal in X, j l%‘(T)/ = 3 or 4 and Z(R) = E = (u, q z). TC(E)/C(E) is a 
Sylow 2-subgroup of Auto(E) of order 2 and N(R) 4 M = C(u), so we conclude 
Auto(E)= Ss and Z(N(R)) < Z(T) = (u, x). N(R) < M = C(u) and (a) = 
[T, E], so Z(N(R)) = (uz). N ow (C,(z), N(R)) = 03’(C(uz))T = KT. 
[X, Z(T)] f 1 and J(T) is not normal in C,(x). Hence KT/O,(KT) g L,(2). 
Set Y = 03’(N(R)). Q < O,(YT) n O,(C,(z)) = O,(KT), so that Qr C O,(KT). 
But a(T) = a(R) = Qy or Q u {A) while J(T) $ O,(KT). Hence a(T) = 
Q’ u {A} with A 4 O,(KT). Therefore 0l(O,(KT)) = Qy is of order 3, 
impossible as K acts nontrivially on Qy. 
The proof is complete. 
(12.69) Assume 12.67 and let X < YE 5%‘. Then either 
(1) Y = LX, or 
(2) R E Syl,( Y), YE g*, and Y/O,(Y) gg L,(2). 
Proof. We may assume YE %V*. If R E Syls(Y) then (2) follows from 7.3. So 
assume R < S E Syl,( Y). As / T : R / = 2, S < N(R) < M, so as X is maximal 
inLS=LX,LX=(X,S),(YandY=LX. 
(12.70) Assume 12.67 with X < YE % - {Lx). Set K = 03’(C(Z)). Then 
(1) If J( T) $ O,(LT) then Z = (x} and Y = R03’(C(a,)), for vl = v or oz. 
(2) KT/O,(KT) z L,(p) or PGL,(p), p > 7, or L,(2). 
Proof. By 12.69, Y/O,(Y) E L,(2). Let E = V(Y), U = SZ,(Z(R)), and 
W = C,(U). U = (ZJ) x Z and by 12.69 Cz( Y) = 1. So [U, Y] # 1 and by 
6.1 I Y : W I = 7. J(T) = J(R) and if J(T) 4 O,(X) then ( U : C,(X)\ = 2 and 
C,(X) centralizes (X, W) = Y, so as C,(Y) = 1, (I) holds. Moreover 
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W 4 C,(Z) so (2) holds or KT/O,(KT) s S, with O,(KT) < Wand W/O,(KT) 
the centralizer of a transposition in S, . In the latter case U < Q,(Z(O,(KT)) < 
V(KT), so as [U, C,(z)] # 1, [K, V(KT)] # 1. But then [K, Z] # I, a contra- 
diction. 
So assume J(T) < O,(X). Then by 7.5, (2) holds or KT/O,(KT) s S, , 
which we eliminate as above. 
THEOREM 12.71. Assume 12.67 andset K = 03’(CG(Z)). Then KT/O,(KT) g 
L,(p) or PGL,(p), p > 7, or L,(2), and if 02(X) a C,(v) then (vK) is nonabelian 
with KT/O,(KT) g L,(2). 
Until Theorem 12.71 is established assume G is a counter example. 
(12.72) C,(v) < M. 
Proof. By 12.70 we may take 02(X) 4 C(V). Suppose YE%(R) n C(w), 
Y < M. If [Y, z] = 1 then as oz E vL, L = (CL(v), C,(VZ)) < N(Y), a contra- 
diction. So (Y, T) < N(J(R)) = H as 3 +! W(Y). L = (X, T) $ H, so J(R) is 
not normal in XR. Thus E = [V(C(v)), X] E E4, so E(W) = (xx, v> < C(Y), 
a contradiction. 
(12.73) vG n 2 is empty. 
Proof. If 00 E 2 then T < C(vg) < Mg. As N(T) < M we get M = Ms. But 
then g E M whereas zPr n 2 is empty. 
(12.74) Ifv E VQ then V = Vg. 
Proof. By 12.73, v is fused to 08 in MB, so by 12.72, M = MB. 
(12.75) VG n MG D. 
Proof. Let Vu < M. There is x E VG n Vg n D so V ,< C(x) < MB. Thus 
[V, Vg] < V n Vu and if [V, Vg] # I we may choose x E V n Vg, against 12.74. 
(12.76) Let A be a hyperplane of V and As < M. Then Vg < M. 
Proof. Assume not. Take As < T. By 12.75 V < Mg, so vG n Ag n D is 
empty. Hence we may take Ag n D = <zg>. As A contains no 4-group B with 
B# C .zG, C,(a) ,( My for all a E As - D. Then [C,(a), Ag] < V n VQ. By 12.74 
we conclude [C,(a), As] = (zg) and AgO, = T n LD. Now zg E V n Vg 
and by 12.73 we may take z = zg. If V < O,(C(z)) then V a T 3 O,(C(x)) 
implies Z’g < N(V) < M. So there exists x E V - O,(C(z)). Set Y = C,(z). If 
[Y, Z] f I then m([Z, L]) > 2, contradicting 12.37. So [Y, Z] = 1. 
Set H = C,(z) and g = H/(z). Then VE Z(T) < V(a). Also [ti, 02(Y)] < 
[V(R), 02(Y)] G V(R) ==: ti, SO A = (~)[a, 02(Y)] = V n U. [U, X] < 
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U n V = A, so m([u, x]) < 2. We may take g to be an element of odd order 
inverted by x. m([ u, g, x]) < 2, so m([u, g]) < 4, and if m([ u, g]) = 4 then 
[U, g] = (A, As). As [A, As] # I, in the latter case [U, g] E Qs * Qs , so that g 
is of order 3. If m([ 8, g]) = 2 then clearly g has order 3. Hence as V < O,(Y), we 
conclude (V) = 03’(H) Y = IV with l/O,(I) g L,(2). Then I # K, so [I, Z] f 1. 
Now J = JO,(Y)) = J(O,(LT))gLT so J # J(O,(IT)). Thus as Y = 
C,,(Z), we conclude [I, V(N(I))] = E is of order 8. By 12.72, C,(a) < M for 
eachaEAnE#,soasI=(Cr(b):bEB#)forany4-groupB,(E, lAnEI <2. 
But [V, E] ,< A n E so 1 f A n E < Z(Y) n A = (z}, a contradiction. 
(12.77) Let H E X, H solvable. Then H < M. 
Proof, Set W = (VG n Tj. By 12.75, No(W) < M, so if H 4 M there 
exists VQ < HT, Vg < M. But AY = VII n O,(HT) < M, so 12.76 supplies a 
contradiction. 
We now produce a contradiction establishing Theorem 12.71. Let HE 3, 
H 4 M. By 12.77 we may take HE B*. Suppose [H, V(N(H)J # 1. Then by 
12.51, HT/O,(HT) g L,(2) or Sj . In the first case H = (H, , H,), Hi E 3, Hi 
solvable, against 12.77. In the second case let Y = C,,(Z). By 12.77, Y <L, 
and by 12.37, [Y, Z] = 1, so we may choose (H, E) ~2 with E the module for 
O,-(2). Now Y = C,,(Z) = C,,(Z). Th ere ore J(O,(LT)) = J(O,(Y)) = f 
J(O,(HT)), a contradiction. 
So H < C(Z). As K/O,(K) $ L,(p), H/O,(H) z L,(2”), Sz(2”) or J1 . Then 
if n # 2 there exists prime p > 3 and a p-subgroup B with BT = TB and 
L < (T, N,(B)). So N(B) 6 M. But by 12.77, B < M and asp > 3, [B, L] < 
O,(L). As [B, z] = 1, [B, V] = 1. Thus N(B) < M by 10.9. 
So H = K and H/O,(H) z A,. Let Y = C,,(z), Q = O,(KT), and E = (vK). 
As (v,z)aT, E<Q. As Vc/aY, ;V:(vy)I = 2, and Y/QgAA,or S,, 
V<Q. Nowby 12.7&F = (VK) and hence also E is abelian. [v, T] = (z), so 
[E,Q] = (x>. W = (VG n T)gLT, so W is not normal in KT. Let V’s < T 
with Vg z& Q. By 12.76, VgQ = O,(Y). As [Y, E] # 1, [Vg, E] # 1. Now there 
exists a conjugate u of ZI in Vg n Q. [E, U] < (a), so n centralizes a hyperplane B 
ofE.B~C(u),(MQ,so[B,Vg],(EnVg.IfuEEthenF~C(U),(MQand 
by 12.76, [F, Vg] = 1, a contradiction. So 1 [ VQ, B] / < 2, and then m([E, x]) ,( 2 
for x E Vg. As (v, z>/W E [E/(z), Yl, [E/I(z), Kl = E/G+ Then as 
m([E/(z), x]) < 2 we find E/(z) eIrr(KT/Q, E/(x)). [Y, (v, z)/(z>] # 1, so 
E/C,(K) is the module for L,(4). But now 1 [B/(z), Vg] 1 = 4, a contradiction. 
This contradiction completes the proof of 12.71. 
(12.78) Let (L, V) E 9, Z = sZ,(Z( T)), and assume C(Z)m/O,(C(Z))m $ L,(p), 
p > 7. Then NG(T) < M. 
Proof. Assume not. As (L, V) E 2, 12.51 implies LT z L,(2), A, , or S, and 
L&?*.ThusLT~V,soby7.3,~T~L~(2). 
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L=(L,,L,),L,E%.IL,T:TI=~, and [L, , Z] = 1, where 2 = sZ,(Z( T)). 
By 6.3 there exists a nontrivial characteristic subgroup B of T with B 4 L,T. 
Set K = (LrtB’). [L, , Z] # 1, so either K = L, or (K, V(N(K)) E 2 and by 
12.51, K/O,(K)= A, or L,(2). In any case N(T) = N(T) n N(B) < N(L,). 
Therefore N(T) n N(L,) normalizes (L, , L,) = L. In particular if H E dp n C(Z) 
with H/O,(H) s Sz(2”) then H contains a subgroup A of order 2” - 1 with 
A < N(T) n N(L,) < M. Then A centralizes L and V = [V n 2, L] so by 10.9, 
H = (T, N,(A)) < M, a contradiction. Now by hypothesis (LF”‘) does not 
involve L,(p), p > 7, so N(T) = N(T) n N(Z) < N(L,), so N(T) < M. 
(12.79) Assume Co(Q,(Z( T))) h as no nonabelian composition factors distinct 
from A, a&L,(2), and let V = (U : (L, U) E.@). Then one of the following hold: 
(1) Ic;“gLL,(2) and m(V) = 3. 
(2) M g L,(2) and V = VI @ V, with m(V,) = 3 and V, M-isomorphic 
to VI. 
(3) Rr L,(2) und m(V) = 4. 
(4) M g A, or S, and V is the module for O,-(2). 
(5) M g A, or S, and V = VI @ V, with Vi the natural module for 
04-w 
Moreover V = [Q,(Z(T)), L], except in case (3) where [J$(Z(T)), L] = 1. If 
case (4) or (5) hoZds then C(Qn,(Z(T)))aT/02(C(QI(Z(T)))“T) E L,(2). 
Proof. 12.2, 12.37, 12.40, 12.51, and 12.71. 
13. A SECOND UNIQUENESS THEOREM 
In this section assume G $ .? is a simple F-group of characteristic 2 type, 
T E Syl,(G), and XE %* with X solvable. 
THEOREM 13.1. Let Y < XT with X < YO,(XT) and O,(Y) # 1. Assume 
1 XT : T j > 3, Z = 52,(2(T)), and 2 n C,(Z) does not involve L,(p), p > 5. 
Then {No(X)} = J%‘(Y). 
Until Theorem 13.1 is established let G be a counter example. As X E !Z* it 
follows from 7.1 that 
(13.2) {No(X)} = &(XT). 
Set N = No(X). Choose Y < XT such that Q = O,(Y) # 1, X < YO,(XT), 
Y < HE & - (N} and, subject to these constraints, with Y maximal. Let 
R E Syl,(Y), K = <Oz(Y)H), and R < SE Syl,(H). By maximality of Y, 
Y = XT n H. Thus 
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(13.4) N,(B) < Nfor all 1 # B < Q with NG(Q) < N,(B). 
Proof. If Q = O,(XT) this follows from 13.2. OtherwiseQ < O,(XT) n N(Q), 
so maximality of Y implies No(B) < N. 
(13.5) Q EII$(Y, 2). 
Proof. Let Q < P EM$(Y, 2). Then Q < NP(Q) EII(~&Y, 2) by 13.4. 
But this contradicts 13.3. 
(13.6) If K is solvable then K = 02(Y). 
Proof. Assume K is solvable but K # 02(Y). Then there exists 
WE s(S) n K with W = [W, Y]. Y is not normal in WY, so S = O,(YS) = Q 
by 13.5. Also 1 WS : S 1 = pe withp > 3 as Y is not normal in WY. Thus Z(Q) 
or J(Q) is normal in WQ so by 13.4, W < N n H < N(Y), a contradiction. 
(13.7) K = 02(Y). 
Proof. Assume not. By 13.6, K” # 1. By 13.6 if W is a solvable Y-invariant 
subgroup of K then Y a YW. Therefore 02(Y) < K, so we take KS E ?V/*. 
As / XT: T 1 > 3, K/O,(K) $&(2), so by 7.3, SE Syl,(G). By 13.5, 
O,(KS) < Q and then by 13.4, O,(KS) < Q. Set KS* = KS/O,(KS). Then 
Q* # 1 and Y* a KS* n N(Q*). As 1 XT : T / > 3 we conclude S = R. But 
then XT = Y is not normal in KT, contradicting XE %*. 
Set D = C,(K/O,(K)). By 13.5, Q E Syl,(D). Thus if D ,( N then by a 
Frattini argument H = DN,(Q) < N. So D 4 N. Set E = 03’(H). We 
conclude from 13.4 and 6.4 that 
(13.8) E 4 N and E/O,(E) g L2(211), n > 1, or A,. 
Let P = O,(ES). By 13.7 if H1 E d(EY) then K 4 H1 . Hence 
(13.9) {H) = ck”(EY). 
By 13.8, 3 $ r(K), so by 2.3 there exist Bj a YP, Bi = !&(2(P)), J(P), or 
Z(j(P)), i = 1, 2. Then Bi 4 EY, so by 13.9. 
(13.10) N,(B,) < H, i = 1 and 2. 
(13.11) ESE~*. 
Proof. Assume ES < IE ?V*. Set I * = I/O,(I). By 13.10, P EMT(E, 2), 
and then O,(I) < P, so that P* # 1 while E* 4 N(P*) n I*. Let J be minimal 
subject to SE < J. If E * A, then P* induces a field automorphism of order 
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2 on J*/O,(J*) rL,(22”“) and E* s La(2”). As E + A, , m > 1 and there 
exists j E J with (j”, P*)/O,(J*) e D,, , p > 3. But by 2.3, Bi 4 (j, P>, 
i = 1, or 2, so j E H, a contradiction. 
Hence E g A,. As O,(I) < P and an element e of order 3 in E does not 
centralize O,(I) we find E = 02(E0,(I)). Thus settingF = (O,(E)‘), F/F n Z(I) 
is the unique chief factor of O,(I) not centralized by I and e centralizes a sub- 
module of codimension 2 in F/F n Z(1). This forces I* z Sj and j Tr : S i = 2, 
where S < Tr E Syl,(Y). By 7.3, Tr = T”, some g E G. 
Suppose that [I, V(N(I)] = 1. O,(N(I)) 6 P < C(O,(E)), so O,(E) < 
V(N(I)) < C(I), a contradiction. So [I, V(N(I))] # 1 and 12.71 yields a contra- 
diction. 
We now exhibit a contradiction establishing 13.1. For E/O,(E) c& L,(2), so by 
7.3 and 13.11, S E Syl,(G). But then S = R = T, so XT < H contradicting 13.2. 
THEOREM 13.12. Let L E Z* with L/O,(L) g L,(2’“) oy Sz(2”), M = NG(L), 
[V(M), L] = 1, and X < M. Let B be a subgroup of L of order 2’” - 1 with 
BT = TB. -4ssume L = Mx and if 1 XT : T / x 3 even L = (9). Then 
C,(X/O,(X)) = 1. 
Until the proof of Theorem 13.12 is complete let A be a nontrivial p-subgroup 
of B with [A, X] < O,(X). As BT = TB, R = C,(A) E Syl,(C,(A)) and we 
choose s to be a 2-element acting on R and inverting B with LT = (T, s>. Set 
x = :Y&rj). 
Set II = C,(A) and Y = C,,(A). As [X, A] < O,(X), X < YO,(X) by a 
Frattini argument. Set U = [V(Y), Y]. Q,(Z(T)) < V(M) < C(L) < C(A), so 
as X $ ,kr, V(M) n C(Y) = 1 and there exists z E Z(T) n Cl+. 
( 13.13) R E Syl,(H). 
Proof. Suppose 1 XT : T / > 3. Then there exists a nontrivial characteristic 
subgroup C of R normal in YR. By 13.1, N(C) < N. Let R < S E SyI,(H). Then 
lis(R) < AVs(C) < S n N. [X, V(N)] + 1, so by 12.5, N is solvable. Hence 
R -= C&4) E Syl,(C,(A)). So R = N,(R) = S. 
?Jext assume i XT : T / = 3. As [A, x] < O,(X), p > 3. Without loss we 
choose S to s-invariant. Let (s)SA < WE g* and S(s) .< P E Syl,(W). As 
s inverts d and p > 3, 7.3 implies P = Tg for some g E G. As p > 3 and 
L = <9> either 02(W) = Lg or W is solvable. In the first case A < MB, so 
as ,4G n ?M = AM and S < Mg we conclude S = R. In the second case by 2.3 
there is a nontrivial characteristic subgroup D of P normal in W and PAS, 
and then by 3.11 applied to N(D), A . is conjugate to As in N(P). As N(P) ,( Mg, 
we get .3 < MQ and again R = S. 
( 13.14) If XT : T 1 = 3 then L/O,(L) e L,(2”) or Sz(2”) with n odd. 
Proof. If not then by hypothesis L/O,(L) s L,(2”), n even. Hence 3 E T(B). 
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But A[A, T] g (T, B, X) = K, and as L = (9) while X < M, K is solvable. 
Hence by 3.11 X is conjugate to a subgroup of BT in N(T), so X < 
(B, N(T)) < M. 
(13.15) {N} = d(AY). 
Proof. Assume false. By 13.1, i XT : T 1 = 3. Let Y < W < XT with 
A W < 1 E k - {N} and, subject to these constraints with W maximal. Then 
Oa( W) < Os’(1) = K. Let S E Syl,( W) and Q = O,(A W). {N} = k!(XT), so 
S # T. Then by maximality of W, N,(D) < N for each I f D < Q with 
D 4 No(Q). As usual Q E kIf(A W, 2). 
Let P be a A W-invariant 3’-subgroup of I with P/O,(P) simple or a q-group. 
As Q EMF(AW, 2) either Q E Syl,(QP) or Q = O,(QP). Moreover there is a 
nontrivial characteristic subgroup D of Q normal in PQ, so P ,( X(D) < iV. 
It is now easy to show I = K(I n N), so K z& N. Also Wa PW for any such 
P < K, so K/O,(K) is simple. 
Set KS = KS/O,(KS). Q < O,(KS)Q E N,(AW, 2), SO O,(KS) < Q. AS 
K c& N 3 N(Q), p f 1. Moreover W4 KS n N(&), so k’r 1542~~~) orL,(p). 
Let KS ,< F E g*. By 7.3 either KS s F/O,(F) gg L,(2), or F ,( M, E sd(T$ 
some g E G. In the latter case as L = (9), M. = Mg and K <Lg. But then as 
if g L,(22m), 13.14 supplies a contradiction. So KS G L,(2). Now S E Syl,(KS). 
By 13.14, T a AT, so S g AS. Thus if D = J(S) or Z(S) is normal in KS, 
then K < N(D) < N. So KS = (W, C&Z(S))) with 
Then as AC,(Z(S)) = C,(Z(S))A and 3 E r(C&Z(S)>, L/O@) r L&!“), with 
n even, against 13.14. 
(13.16) s $ N, so O,(H) = I and Y # Y”. 
Proof. Ifs E N then L = (T, s) < N. Hence s $ N, so by 13.15, O,(H) = 1 
and Y # Y”. 
(13.17) O(F(H)) is cyclic, so L(H) = E(H). 
Proof. If m(H) > 2 this follows from 2.7. If m(H) < 2 then j U 1 = 4, 
IXT : T / = 3 and U# = zXT. Then U/(z> < Z(T/(x)) < O,(M/(z)), so 
U < 0,(&P) for each z” E U. Thus [O(H), U] = 1, establishing the claim. 
(13.18) Set E = E(H). Then (s)E g PGL,(7) OY PGL,(9), 1 XT : T ( = 3, 
and 1 lJ 1 = 4. 
Proof. Let (y) be a Hall 2’-group of Y. By 2.8 each component of H is 
normal in H. X $ M > N(T), so 02(Y) < [Y, N,(A)] and with 13.16 and 
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13.17, [E, 02(Y)] # 1. As each component of H is in F, and hence has an 
abelian outer automorphism group, [Y, N,(A)] < EC(E). If 02(Y) centralizes a 
component K of H then K < C(Z) < M, so K < L. As C,(A) is solvable this is a 
contradiction. So 02(Y) is isomorphic to a subgroup of each component and then 
as G is thin, E is quasisimple. 
By 13.15, NH(02(Y)) is the unique maximal 2-local of H containing Y. By 
13.13, R E Syl,(H) an d we have shown C,(x) to be solvable. Finally x E U. These 
facts and inspection of r show either 
(i) E is a Bender group, 3D,(2) or 2F,(2). 
(ii) EEL,(~), p = &7 mod 16, 1 XT : T 1 = 3, and 1 U / = 4. 
In case (i), N(02(Y)) is the unique 2-local in ER of its isomorphism type 
containing R, so s E N(Y), against 13.16. Therefore case (ii) holds. Now 
U < O,(M) r\ E < O,(C(z-)), so q = 7 or 9. As Y # Ys, E(s) g PGL,(7) or 
PGL,(9). 
(13.19) [B,E] = 1. 
Pmof. B < C(A) < N(E) and [B, s] = 1, so that [B, Ej’ = 1. 
(13.20) LO,(M)/O,(M) = F*(M/O,(M)). 
Pnmf. If not there exists an element x of odd prime order with [L, x] < O,(L). 
Without loss we may take [A, X] = 1. Then x centralizes V(M) n E = (z). 
By 13.18 and 13.14 L/O,(L) zL2(2”) or Sz(2”) n odd. Now as [E, x] = 1, 8.15 
supplies a contradiction. 
Set Q = (UL> and i@ = M/V(M). 
(13.21) Q is an extraspacial normal subgroup of M, O,(M) = Q * (O,(M) n 
C(Q)), and & is the irreducible of index 2 in the 2-transitive permutation module 
for L/O,(L) with 1 L : NJ U)l = m(g) + 1 = 2” + 1 where 2” = 1 T : O,(LT)I. 
Proof. M = LN,(A) and N,(A) < N,(E) = (M n E) C,(E)(s) < N(U). 
Thus M acts 2-transitively on UM of order 2m + 1. Moreover 0 < Z(sZ), so & 
is abelian and then by 4.31 is the irreducible of index 2 in the 2-transitive 
permutation module. Q 3 R e D, , so Q is extraspecial. [O,(M), u] < (x) for 
each u E Q - (z) and [Q, U] # 1, so O,(M) = Q * (O,(M) n C(Q)). 
Let Y be an involution in R - U. Then r inverts an element y of order 3 in Y. 
Set P = O,(M). From 13.21, P = R * C’,(R). Now from 13.21, C,(R) = C,(R) 
with I T : C,(R)/ = 2m+2. Thus 1 P : C,(r) n C,(r”)I < 2m+3. Now Y centralizes 
C,(r) n C,(r”) = W. Suppose 1 + W n W”. Then there exists w E C,+(s)+ 
and w centralizes (Y, s) = E(s). N ow by 13.18, E(s) z PGL,(7) and then by 
7.3, (w, E, s) < M, E &?( TV) for some g E G. As L = (2) this is impossible. 
ThereforeWnW~=l,~oIPI~IP:W1~=2~~+~.Thus2~~+l=IQ~~ 
1 P I < 22m+o, so m < 3. Therefore M/P z L,(8) by 13.20. Moreover / P 1 < 212. 
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As P = Q * C,(P), Q ii M, / Q 1 = 2g, and C,(A) = R <Q, we conclude 
P = Q. 
If zG n M _C Q then by a result of Timmesfeld [23], G g 3D,(2), contradicting 
G $ Y. So there exists t = zg E M - Q. M/Q has one class (sQ>” of involutions 
and [Q, f] = C,(S), so all involutions in Qs are fused to s or sz. Thus we may 
take t = s. 
Let x be an element of order 3 in M. C,(x) E Syl,(Ca(x)) is of order 4 and an 
element x, of order 9 acts faithfully on Co(x), so C,(x) g Qs . Thus C,(x) E 
Syl,(C,(x)). On the other hand / W / > 8 and C,(A) = 1, so a Sylow 2-group of 
C,(y) is not isomorphic to Qs . Hence x $ yG. 
However s centralizes an element of order (q + l )/2 in E E L,(q), q = 9, 
7 f E mod 4. As 5 $ n(M) we get E r&(7) and [ye, $1 = I for some e E E. 
This contradicts s E sG and x $ yG. 
This contradiction establishes Theorem 13.12. 
(13.22) Assume the hypothesis of 13.12, and let N = N,(X). Then 
(1) LT/O,(LT) g S, OY / V(N)/ = 4 and n is a power of 2. 
(2) BnN=l. 
(3) I X/Cd WW d 5. 
(4) 1 V(N)1 = 4 OY 16. 
Proof. Let 1 f U (j N with O,(N/C( U)) = 1. Set m = m(N/C( U), U) and 
D = B n N. By 13.12, D acts faithfully on X/O,(X). But if m < 2 then 
IX/C(U)I,(5,sothatD=l.Ifm=lthenIU/=4andIXT:T/=3.A~ 
D=landN(T)~~~,nisapowerof2.Sotakem>l.ThenJ(T)(iXT,so 
N(J( T)) < N. Hence if m = 2 then D = 1 implies NB(gl( T)) = 1, so that 
LT/O,(LT)= S, . 
So assume m > 2. Set Wi = (Fg < T : m(U/F) = i). As IV is solvable 
a(N/C(U), U) = 1, so by 10.2 and 10.6, [Wi , U] = 1 for i < m - 1. Hence 
N(Z) < N for 2 = Wi or Z( Wi). Therefore by 10.6, B < (N(W,), 
WVf’J)) d N- 
Take N to act irreducibly on U. Then as N is solvable, m = m(U)/2. As 
X 4 M > N(T) there exists t E T inverting X/O,(X). Now B(t) XC( U)/C( U) 
is a Frobenius group of order 2(2” + 1) / XT ; T 1, so m(U) > 2(2’” - 1) and 
m > 2” - 1. Now for i < m - 1 neither Wi or Z(Wi) is normal in LT, SO by 
10.6, n = m(LT/O,(LT)) > m - 1 3 2% - 2, a contradiction. 
(13.23) LetL E 5Y* with LT/O,(LT) g A,, S, , OY L,(2) and [V(N(L)), L] = l_ 
Assume X q N(L) and if j XT : T / = 3 thenL = (9). Then 
(1) I X/CxW’WN>I G 5. 
(2) / V(N(X))/ = 4 OY 16. 
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Proof. By 13.22 we may take L/O,(L) s&(2). Let N = N(X) and U a 
nontrivial N-submodule of V(N). Suppose m = m(N/C(U), U) > 2. By 4.26, 
@pqU), q = 1, so asL is generated by solvable members of % n L, 10.2 and 
10.6 imply L < N, a contradiction. So m < 2. Let t be an involution in 
N = N/C(W) with m([ U, t]) = m, and Y E x n N with 7 inverted by t. As 
m < 2, m([Y, UJ) < 4 and 1 Y 1 < 5. As [V(N(L)), L] = 1, [V(N), x] = V(N), 
so [Y, U, x] = [Y, U]. As m([Y, U]) < 4 and Y is inverted by t‘, either Y = X 
or / Y/ = 5, YE%*, and Y $ N(L), so we may replace X by Y. Hence 
V(N) = 0’ is of rank 2 or 4 and / X/C,(U)1 < 5. 
14. sz(2”) AND J1 
In this section G $r is a simple r-group of characteristic 2 type and 
T E Syl,( G). 
THEOREM 14. I. Let H < G with 02(H) # 1. Then H has no Sz(2%) OY L,(2fl) 
sections unless n is a power of 2. 
Assume G is a counter example to Theorem 14.1. Then by 7.3 there exists 
L E dp* with L/O,(L) G Sx(2”) or L&2”), n not a power of 2. Let M = N,(L) 
and B a cyclic subgroup ofL of order 2” - 1 with BT = TB. Let n = 2km with 
m odd and A the subgroup of B of order 2” - 1. Then 1 # A and T a AT. 
By 12.51, [L, V(M)] = 1. Let XEX* with Xg M. As [L,Q,(Z(T))] < 
[L, V(M)] = I, [X, V(N(X)] # I. By 12.78, A < N(T) < N(X). 
(14.2) X is solvable. 
Proof. Assume not. [X, V(N(X)] # I, so by 12.51, X/O,(X) E L,(2) or A, . 
As m is odd, 3 $ a(A), so [A, Xj < O,(X). Also A centralizes [X, Z] < V(N(X)), 
so by 10.9, L < (T, N,(A)) < N(X), a contradiction. 
(14.3) L = (9). 
Proof. By 14.2, (2) < M. Thus we may take Mu = LK, L/O,(L) g SX(~~) 
and 3 E r(K). If 1 # D = C,(X/O,(X)) then for z E Q,(Z(T))#, [C,(D), z] # 1, 
so z 4 Z*(N,(D)). But no 8.16 supplies a contradiction. So C,(X/O,(X)) = I. 
Let V be an irreducible submodule of V(N(X)). Then XA(t) C(V)/C(V) is a 
Frobenius group of order (2” - 1) 2 1 XT : T 1, where t E T inverts X/O,(X). 
Thus m = m(N(X)/C(V), V) = m(V)/2 >, 2(2” - I)/2 = 2n - 1 > n+ 1. 
Let Wi = (FQ < T: m(V/F) = i). N(X) is solvable so a(N(X)/C(V), V) = 1. 
Thus by 10.6 either W,, or Z( W,) is normal in both LT and XT, a contradiction. 
Notice 14.3 and 13.22 supply a contradiction and establish 14.1. 
THEOREM 14.4. Let L E 9*, M = N,(L) and [V(M),L] = 1. Let e be an 
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invoZution in T, R = Cr(e) E Syl,(C,(e)), L, = 03’(C,(e)) and Y = 03’(C,(e)). 
Assume 
(i) I&JR, 2) C M. 
(ii) 1 T : R 1 < 4 and V(M) r\ (eTnNtR)) # 1. 
(iii) C,(e) 4 M. 
(iv) IfLT/O,(LT) E L,(2) then L, # 1. 
(v) 2-locals of G contain no nonsolvable composition factors other than 
L,(2) or A, . Then 
(1) YRE~*. 
(2) YR/O,( YR) s L,(2). Let X E %(R) with 1 XR : R 1 = 3 and X 4 M. 
Set K = (T, X). 
(3) K E 9’* and K/O,(K) g A,. 
(4) J(T) % WV 
(5) V(YR) = W = (e) x [IV, Y] z El,. 
(6) Qn,(Z( T)) is the unique nontrivial elementary abelian normal subgroup of M 
centralizing L. 1 Q,(Z(T))I = 2. 
(7) m gg L,(2). 
(8) (zK> = (eX) is the natural module for O,-(2). 
Until the proof of Theorem 14.4 is complete assume G to be a counter 
example. Let A E z(R) n C(e) with A 4 M and AR < HE F. Without loss 
we assume T n HE Syl,(M n H). 
(14.5) T n HE Syl,(H). 
Proof. This follows from&(R, 2) C M. 
(14.6) N,(R) does not act on A. 
Proof. If P = N,(R) acts on A then V = V(M) n (ep) < C(A). But by 
hypothesis I # I/’ < C(L), so A < C(V) < M. 
(14.7) Y = A. 
Proof. Assume Y # A. Then 3 # n(A). As A E X(R) and / T : R j < 4, 7.3 
implies T = T n H. By 14.6, A # 02(H). As A E S(R) and 1 T : R 1 < 4 we 
conclude 1 AR : R I = 5, I T : R 1 = 2, O,(H) < R, and H/O,(H) g A, or S, . 
O,(H) < R < C(e) and ) H : CH(e)l = 1 H : AR 1 = 6, so U = (en) is induced 
by the permutation module for L,(5) on 6 letters. Hence an irreducible sub- 
module V of U is the natural module for L,(4). This contradicts 12.51. 
(14.8) YR = HE ?V* and H/O,(H) E L,(2). 
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Proof. If Y 4 H then by 14.6, R E Syl,(H), so by 7.3, H/O,(H) z La(2). 
Thus we may assume Y is not normal in H. Therefore / YR : R j = 3. AS 
Y < M, L, = 1, so by hypothesisLT/O,(LT) is not L,(2). Suppose T = T f~ H. 
From 14.6 we conclude H/O,(H) z A, or S, , 1 T : R 1 = 2, O,(H) < R, and 
YR/O,(H) is the centralizer of transposition in H/O,(H). But as LT/O,(LT) is 
not L,(2), 12.79 supplies a contradiction. 
So T # T n H and by 7.3, H/O,(H) z L,(2). By 14.6, R E Syl,(H). There 
is BEG? n H centralizing 2 = Q,(Z(R)). As e E 2, B = Y. But V(M) r\ 2 # 1, 
so Y ,< M, a contradiction. 
RecallXE%(R)with/XR:R/ =3andXgM.K=(L1,Xj. 
By 6.3 there exists a characteristic subgroup I3 of R normal in XR. Let 
(N,(B), X) < 1 E ?/*. Again we may take T n 1 E Syl,(M n 1). The argument 
of 14.6 shows N,(R) does not act on X. Hence 1/O,(1) g A, or S, with T < I, 
I T : R / = 2, O,(I) < R and XR/O,(I) the centralizer of a transposition in 
W,(l). O,(I) < R < C( 1, e so e E V(I). Let U be an irreducible submodule of 
V(1). By 12.51, U is the module for O,(2). Suppose J( T) 4 I. Then J( T) 4 XR, 
so J(O,(L,R)) = J(O,(YR)) 4 YR so N,(R) < NT(LIR) < N(Y), against 14.6. 
So (4) holds. Also J(T) = J(R) $ O,(XR), so V(YR) = W = Q,(Z(YR)) x 
[W, Y] with m([W, Y]) = 3. 
Let VaMwith@(V)== 1 =[L, V].Th en V is a TI-set. Arguing as in the 
last paragraph, if 1 V 1 > 2 then ( VG n O,( YR)) = ( VG n O,(L,R)), a contra- 
diction. Use 9.13 here. This gives (6). Let 2 = SZ,(Z(R)). Q,(Z(T)) = C,(R) 
and as / T : R I = 2, m(C,(R)) > m(Z)/2. By (6), m(C,(R)) = 1, so Z = (x, e), 
(z) = SZ,(Z(T)). As / C,(R)\ = 4,Z = C,(R). Now by 12.70, (e) = sZ,(Z(YR)), 
completing (5). By 12.71, M g L,(2). 
This completes the proof of Theorem 14.4. 
(14.9) Let H < G with O,(H) # 1. Then H has no J1 section. 
Proof. Assume otherwise. By 7.3 there exists L E zip” with L/O,(L) E J1 . 
By 12.3, [L, V( V(L))] = 1. Let XE x* with X 4 N(L), and N = No(X). Then 
[X, V(N)] f 1, so if XE P’* then by 12.51, X/O,(X) e A, or L,(2). Otherwise 
we may take N to be solvable. Now by 12.78, N(T) < N. But NLT(T)/T is 
Frobenius of order 2 I, so we conclude 3 $ n(X) and then 07’(NL( T)) 4 N with 
N solvable. Let A E Syl,(NJT)) and K = N,(A). L = (N,(A), NL(T)) < N, 
so by 13.1, O,(K) = 1. A centralizes Ii’ = [Q,(Z(T)), x] and as 3 $ r(X), 
m(U) > 4. So by 2.7,F(K) is cyclic. Let Y = C,(A). Y = [Y, T n H] < C(F(K)), 
and then Y < E(K). Let I be a component of K. By 2.8,Id K. As an element of 
order 3 in H n L acts faithfully on A, I is a 3’-group, so E(K) = 1~ Sx(2”). 
By 13.1, N1( Y) is a maximal 2-local of I containing T n H, so N,(Y) = 
N,(T n H). This is impossible as Y = [Y, T n H]. 
481/54/I-9 
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15. NIORE U-SETS 
In this section G # 9 is a simple F-group of characteristic 2 type, T E Syl,(G), 
L E %*, M = N,(L), Q = O,(LT), V(M) < Va M with [L, V] = 1 = D(V) 
and Vis maximal subject to these properties. Assume 1 Y j > 2, 1 LT : T 1 > 3, 
and M is solvable if L is solvable. Then by 8.1 and 13.1, V is a TI-set. For 
X < G define 
W,(x) = (Ag < x : m(V/A) = i), 
C,(X) = CXWdx>>> 
Wi = Wi(T), Ci = Ci(T). 
(15.1) Let 1 # UE Ci n Vg. Then Vg < Z(W,). 
Proof. [Ci , W,] = 1 as W, < Wi, so a centralizes Vz for each I/” < T. 
Hence [ Vg, W,] = 1 so Vg SW,, is a 2-group and then as W,, is the weak closure of V 
in T E Syl,(G), we have Vg < W, and then even Vg < Z( W,). 
(15.2) Let X E 9”, X 4 M. Then either 
(1) W,g XT, OY 
(2) XT/O&XT) z L,(2) and 1 XT : N,,( W,,)j = 7 with XT = (M n XT, 
NXTWO)), 07 
(3) XT/O,(XT) g S, , / XT : JYx,(W,)I = 5, and V(XT) is the natura2 
moduZeforL,(4). Moreover in (2) and (3), 1 Z’ j = 4. 
Proof. See 9.13 and 12.51. In (3), if XT/O&XT)= A,, then an element of 
order 3 acts faithfully on V(XT) n Z(T) = Z < V, so 3 $ r(L), and then M is 
solvable. Then 12.51 supplies a contradiction. 
(15.3) L/Q is not L,(2%), n > 2. 
Proof. Assume L/Q g L,(2”), n > 2. By 14.1, n = 2r, 7 > 1. Let A be a 
cyclic subgroup of order 2’ - 1 in L with AT = TA. W,, < Q,(T) 9 AT, so 
A < N(Wo). 
Let X E %*, X < M, and N = No(X). Assume first L = (2). Then X is 
solvable, so by 15.2, W, 4 XT, and hence A < N( W,) < N, against 13.22.2. 
So we may choose X E g*. Suppose W,, 4 XT. Then A < N(W,J < N. By 
12.51, X/O,(X) e A, or L,(2), so either B = C,(X/O,(X)) # 1, or 1 A 1 = 3 
and r = 2. In the first case by 10.9, L < (T, N,(B)) < N, a contradiction. 
Let 7J be an irreducible submodule for Non V(N). As A < X and [A, V] = 1, 
either X/O,(X) E L,(2) or U is the module for O,-(2). The second case is out by 
12.71. As 52,(T) a AT, l&(T) a XT. Let B be a subgroup of order 5 in L with 
TB = BT. As Q,(T) 4 XT, by 2.3 either J(T) or Z(p( T)) is normal in BT and 
XT, so B < N, against 13.22.2. 
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So IV, is not normal in XT. Thus by 15.2, Y = N,( W,) < M, so 8 n N( IV,,) 
is empty and hence N(W,) is solvable. Thus 02(Y) a N(W,) and Y < 
N(A[A, T]). But rt is even, so 3 E r(N,(A[A, T]) and hence as Y < IM, 
N(A[A, T]) is nonsolvable. But then by 10.9, L < (T, N,(A)) < N(A[A, T]), 
a contradiction. 
(15.4) (1) NW,) < M so W, is not normal in LT. 
(2) For i < m(V) - 1, [Ci ,L] # 1. 
Proof. Assume otherwise. Then N(W) < M for W = W, or 1 # W < C+ . 
Let X E ?Z”, X 4 M. Then W is not normal in XT. Notice 1 f Z( Wi) < C, and 
if W, a XT then Z( Wi) 4 XT. Hence we conclude Wi 4 O,(XT) where 
j=OifW,4LTandj=iif[Ci,L]=1.SothereexistsAB~T,AB~O2(XT), 
m(V/A) =j.j < m(V) - 1, so m(A) > 2. By 9.13, Ag n O,(XT) = 1 and 
setting U = V(XT), C,(a) = C&~Q), all a E (As)+. We conclude X/O,(X)r 
L,(4) or L,(2) and by 4.9, U/C,(XT) is the natural module for X/O,(X). More- 
over WjgYT where YEZ”nX with !YT:T/=3 and Y$M. As 
rV(W,) < M, this is a contradiction. 
THEOREM 15.5. Let X E 9”, P = O,(XT) and Vr < X with 
0 < m( VT/V/” n P) < i < m(V). 
Then either 
(I) [Ci) X] = 1, OY 
(2) [W,(P), xl = 1. 
Until the proof of 15.5 is complete assume [Ci , X] # 1. Let E = S,(Z( W,(P))) 
and 
G’={V~<XT:VY<Q,V~~E# l} 
(15.6) [W(P), x] # I. 
Pmf. Vr Q P, so X $ Mr. Thus [I+ n Q, x] # 1. But Vr n Q < W,(P). 
(15.7) ci < C,(P). 
Proof. Wi(P) < II, , so Ci ,( C(W,(P)) and it remains to show Ci < P. But 
if not then X < [X, Ci] < C( W,(P)), against 15.6. 
(15.8) Jf V” < XT with Vz 4 P then [V”, Ci(P)] # 1. 
Proof. If not X < [X, Vz] < C,(P), against 15.7. 
(15.9) I,” E Q. Hence [E, Xj # 1. 
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Proof. V n P < W,(P), so C,(P) < C(V’n P) < Mr. Hence by 15.8, 
1 = [P, C@)] < Vr n C,(P) = Vr n P n C,(P) < L?,(W,(P)) n C,(P)) = E. 
Thatis VEQ.AS P $Q, [E, x] # 1. 
(15.10) [W,(P), x] = 1. 
Proof. Let Vz < P. Then Vz < W,(P), so P centralizes Vr n E # 1. Thus 
[I/‘“, Vr] = 1. As this holds for each Vr E Q, X < (52) < C(P). 
Notice 15.10 completes the proof of Theorem 15.5. 
THEOREM 15.11. Let VT < M with 0 < m(V?/V’ n Q) < i < m(V). Then 
[Ci,L] = 1. 
Until the proof of Theorem 15.11 is complete assume G is a counter example. 
We continue the notation of Theorem 15.5. That is E and Q are defined with 
respect to L. Notice that by 8.1 and 13.1, V = W,(C(L)), so by Theorem 15.5. 
(15.12) W,,(Q) = V. 
Set K = (Sz) and KT = KTIQ. From 3.11, 14.1, and 15.3 we obtain 
(15.13) L < K is transitive on Sz. Moreover for U E Q one of the following hold: 
(1) ffrL,(2)and[ vi =4. 
(2) RsA5and/ u\ =4. 
(3) ifzA5and/ ofl =2. 
(4) Rs O,-(2) and 1 0 1 = 2. 
(5) z is solvable and 1 0 1 = 2. 
(15.14) ffisnotL,(2). 
Proof. Assume R z L,(2). For VJ E a, ! vg [ = 4, so there exists @ E J2 
with (vg, vh) g S, . Now for some v E Vn- n MB, [IT, Vg] = (ii), u E Vg - Q. 
Let vg = (a w). There exists V” E Q and s E Vfi n MO with [s, vg”] = (w), 
w E vg. Thus <s, v) < MB and there is an element of order 3 in (s, v) acting 
faithfully on VQ. As 3 E r(L) C x(C(V)), this is a contradiction. 
(15.15) I u 1 = 2 fey each lJi ESZ. 
Proof. Assume not. By 15.13 and 15.14, if z A, and there exists Vg, Vh E JJ 
with (FQ, tfh) = R. By 2.9 there exists an element of order 3 in (Vg, V*) acting 
faithfully on VQ. But 3 E r(L) C +C( V)). 
(15.16) Let U EJ~, V/” < KT with g = vh. Then Vhe UQ. 
Proof. By 15.9 and 15.13, Vhx = U for some x E K. Thus ZE CE( U). 
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Moreover C,(u) = (Sz n C(a)>, so as (G n UQ) < C(U) by 2.9, the result 
holds. 
(15.17) if is not O,-(2). 
Proof. Assume R s O,-(2). For Vg E Q set V * 1/8 = {V> u (V)Q. Let 
X = (a n C(Vg) - V * Vg). V * Vg Q S E Syl,(M”) and we define a set 
a(g) C&S in the same way Sz was defined. Also for Xx E Q(g) define V’ * k’” = 
{Vg> u (Vz)Os(Lgs). Then 03’(X) < LQ n C(V * Vg), so with 15.12, B * Vg = 
Vg * V and X = (sZ(g) n C(V) - I/s * V). Let r = 52 n C(V) - V * T/s. 
For V”, Vu E r, P’g E I/ * P if and only if I/Y = PO,(X) if and only if 
VY E V/s * V*. So V * Vz - (V> = Vg * V” - {Vu}. We may extend our 
definitions to M” and by symmetry we find I/ * I/B - {V} = Vz * P - {P} = 
V~~V~-~V~},sothatV~V~-~V,VZ~=V~~V~~~V~,V~}=V~V~~ 
{V, VQ}. Hence as V * Vg n V t V” = {V} we conclude V * Vg = {V, Vg>. 
Thus V/94 PQ. Then 1 # Vg n Z(Q) n [E,L] < Q,(Z(O,(M))) < V(M) < V, 
a contradiction. 
(15.18) i?=z A,. 
Proof. Assume not. Then .&? is solvable. By 5.9 and 5.13, VG n T = A = 
{V}u(SZn T). Then d = {V}u UQ for UcSZn T by 15.16. By 15.4, 
N(IV,,) 4 hI, so N(W’) is 2-transitive on d and 1 d 1 = 1 + 2”. By 7.6 there 
exists XE 2. M is solvable so X $ M and [X, V(N(X))] # 1. Now by 12.79, 
X/O,(X) z L,(2). By 9.3, V < O,(XT), SO {V} C Vx Z VG n T = {V} u VO 
and hence IV,, 4 XT. But now 1 + 2” = / d 1 = 1 Vx / = 7, a contradiction. 
So~~A,and~~~=2foreachU~~.Letd=VGnZ(WO).V~dand 
by 15.4, I d I > 1. F,, E Syl,(R) and d centralizes IV, , so we conclude, 
(15.19) A C KQ. 
LetXEXnLwithIXT:Tj =3. 
(15.20) W, II XT. . 
Proof. Assume not. Set P = O,(XT) and let P < T, Vg 4 P. Let 
Vh E d - {VI. [V, V] = 1, so vg < Z(T) is of order 2. As Ci < Cj for i > j 
we may take i = 1. Vg 4 K, so Vg E Q and hence by 15.9, j vg 1 = 4. Thus 
there exists x EL with pQz n T = (@) of order 2. w E N(W,,), so [Vh, Vhv] = 1. 
ThusforuEP,[v,vU]=l,so(B gx, Vg”“) = His described in 2.9. But choosing 
u E Vh - Q, X E Z, x S, , whereas by 2.9 either 1 H : 02(H)I < 2 or 02(H) = 1. 
Set H = No(kVa). By 15.4, H < M. Let x be an element of order 3 in X. By 
15.20, x E H. 
(15.21) H is transitive on A and x is semiregular on A - {V). 
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Proof. W, is weakly closed in T and A C Z( W,), so H is transitive on A. By 
15.19 and 15.12, P r\ C(x) = 1 for each Vg E A - {V). Hence as 3 E n(C(V)), x 
fixes no member of A - {V}. 
Let U be an irreducible submodule of V(H). Then 1 f Z(T) n U ,( by, so 
by15.21, 1 # Vgn Uforeach VQEA. 
(15.22) H/C,(U) g L,(2) and 1 A 1 = 7. 
Proof. Let Y = (XH). If Y = X then as U is irreducible and x is semi- 
regular on A - {V), [X, U] = U. But this is impossible as U n V n C(x) f 1. 
So Y/O,(Y) e L,(2) by 12.79. Hence 1 A 1 = j Vy / = 7. 
LetZ=VnUand VOEA-{V}withR=(.Z,Zg)gT.ThenR/Z< 
Z(T/Z), so W = (RL) is in the center of O,(LT/Z). Set M* = M/Z. Notice 
U* = (R*‘) < W*. (LT : NLT( U)j = 5, so 1 W* 1 < 21° and j W! < 211. 
(15.23) VQ E Sz. 
Proof. R 4 T, so Zg centralizes a hyperplane D of E. We may assume 
VQ&, so as [VQ, D] < En VQ, VQ centralizes D. But as ir8 < E G A, this is 
impossible. 
Let WJ(V n W) be an irreducible L-submodule of W/(V n W). W < 
(( VQ n Q))L) is abelian by 3.11. Then W ,< Mg so [W, VQ] < Vg < C(P) 
for each Vh < T. So by 5.1, WJV n W) is the natural module for L,(4) and 
W, = WI n C( Vg) = (V n W) x [WI , VQ] is of index 4 in W, . As VQ is a 
TI-set, 3.6 = 3/A-{V}‘)1 < 31 WnVj, so 1 WnVj 3 8. Therefore 
1 W, I > 2’. As 1 W I < 2i1 and W/W, = [L, W/W,] is of order 1 or order at 
least 16, either W = WI or ) W I = 211. In the latter case 
w* = 6 (U”)Y’, Iyl=5 
j=O 
Then 
(Vn W)* = i (r*)Q: Y*E U* . 
1 j=O t 
However X* centralizes (V n W)* but not Zj (r*)Y. as [X*, r*] # 1. So 
w = w, . 
Next E = (vu, rh, v”), Vh < T. So W* = [ W*, VQ][ W*, Vh][ W*, Vk] is of 
rank at most 6 - m([W*, VQ] n [W*, P]). As m(W) 2 7, [W*, VQ] n 
[W*,Vh]=1,m(W)=7,andm(VnW)=3.NowW,*=[W*,V~] x[W*,Vh] 
and then [W$, VQ] n [W*, x] = 1. But this is impossible as R* < W,* and 
R* = [R*, Xj with [W*, VQ] n R* # 1. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 15.11. 
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(15.24) (1) There exists VQ < T with V!J $ Q. 
(2) If Vu < T then either VQ < Q or m( T/V/V9 n Q) >, m(V) - 1. 
(3) m(V) < m(-w,(L)) + 1 < 3. 
Proof. Part (1) follows from 15.4. Part (2) follows from 15.4 and 15.11. As 
m(Vg/VQ n Q) < m(L/O,(L)), (1) (2) and 15.3 imply (3). 
THEOREM 15.25. VG n Z( W,,) C O,(M). 
Until Theorem 15.25 is established, assume d = VG n Z(W,,) is not contained 
in O,(M). 
(15.26) Let XE I n M with X a XL. Then either A < O,(XT) or 
W,,(O,(XT)) = V < C(x>. 
Proof. Let P = O,(XT), W = W,(P) and U E A - P. Then W < W, < 
C(A), so [U, IVj = 1. Thus X = [X, U] < C(W). Let VQ < W. Then X < 
C( Vg) < Mg and as X4 XL, also Xa XLQ. Thus (L, Lg) < N(X), so by 8.1 
and 13.1, M = Mgand hence V = VS. 
(15.27) Let XE 95’ n M with X (1 XL and U E A. Then either U < O,(XT) 
or U n O,(XT) = 1. 
Proof. Assume not. Let P = O,(XT) and U n P = B. By 15.24, 1 B 1 = 2. 
Let g E XT and (b) = B. Then [Ug, Ug”] = 1, so (b@‘) is abelian. Hence 
for x E UY - N(U), b E C(bz) < N(@), so by 2.9, 
Then BB” = P n N g Y, so Y/N g Sa . In particular 1 Gcg j = 3i2j, i = 0 or 1 -- 
for each g E XT and u E U. Therefore setting XT = XT/O,(XT) we conclude 
XU g S, , S, , or L,(2). 
In the first case 3 $ n(L) so that M is soIvable. By 7.4 there exist K E 2. 
Then K < M, so [V(N(K)), K] f 1, and by 12.79 KT/O,(KT) g L,(2) with 
9 = 03’(CK(G$(Z(T))) # 1. Moreover K = (A, NK( W,)) so for K E NK( W,) - M, 
PEA. But by 9.12, V < O,(KT), SO FE A n O,(KT) C A n O,(AT). 
However as M is solvable A = X, so Vk E A n P against 15.26, 
So X = L. Suppose DJ? r&(2). Then as U < Z(W,), / 0 ! = 4. Now the -- 
argument in 15.14 supplies a contradiction. So ) U / == 2 and UL z S, . Define 
V * U = (DE A : D < U> and A = (U~nc(“‘), where U, E A - V * U. 
Let U = Vh and define U * V in WL” in an analogous fashion. Notice U, E A, 
A/O,(A) cx S, > and[A,V*U]=l,sothatV*U=U*V.Nowweargueas 
in 15.17 to the same contradiction. 
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(15.28) (1) d nQ = {V}. 
(2) L E 9*. 
Proof. As d e O,(M) there exists X E % n M with X a XL and 
A$O,(XT)=P. Let UEA-P. By 15.27, UnP=l. As m(U)>l, 
X E 2. Thus by the hypothesis of this section, X = L. Moreover by 15.26, 
AnQ={V}. 
(15.29) Let X c X n N( W,) with X $ M and let U be an irreducible submodule 
of [ V(XT), x]. Then X is solvable and m( U) > 6. 
Proof. Assume not. Let 2 = V n U. By 15.28, Auto(Z) is a 3’-group. If 
X is not solvable then by 12.79 X/O,(X) g A, or L,(2) and m(U) = 3, 4, or 6. 
As Auto(Z) is a S/-group and (C,(z) :~EZ#) GM, we conclude /ZI = 2. 
Similarly if X is solvable then as m(U) < 4, either 1 2 / = 2 or 1 XT : T j = 5 
and / 2 1 = 4. 
Suppose x E X with ZZx g T. Then 1 # ZZx/Z n Z(T/Z) < Q/Z, so 
Vc n Q # 1. But this contradicts 15.28. We conclude either (i) U is the module 
for O,-(2), (ii) XT/O,(XT)g PGL,(7) and m(U) = 6, or (iii) m(U) = 4, 
/XT:TI=5 and IZI=2. 
Let R = Z,(T) n U and E/Z an irreducible LT-submodule of (RL)/Z. Let 
x E X - M and A = Z” with / C,(A)\ maximal. Then 1 [A, T/Z]1 = 4,2, or 2, 
respectively. Moreover in case (i), [A, T/Z] = [A, T/Z, C,(Z)]. As [E/Z, L] # 1, 
we conclude [E/Z, L] = [A, T/Z] and AQ/Q ,< Z(T/Q). Hence E/Z is the 
natural module for O,-(2), L,(2), or L,(2), respectively. In the first case 12.71 
supplies a contradiction. So m(E/Z) = 3. Now Z < [A, T] is elementary 
and L is transitive on (E/Z)#, so D(E) = 1. Also [A, T] < E, so L = [L, A] 
centralizes&/E. Let B be a subgroup of order 3 inL. Then by a Frattini argument, 
Q = EC,(B), so Q acts on [Q, B]. H ence 1 # [Q, Bl n Z(Q) < G(Z(Q)) < 
V(M) < V, contradicting [L, V] = 1. 
We now derive a contradiction, establishing Theorem 15.25. Let X E %* 
with X z& 1M and N = No(X). Then [X, V(N)] # 1, so if X is not solvable 
then by 15.2, X/O,(X) c A, or L,(2). By 15.29, N( W,) is solvable so W, is not 
normal in XT. Now by 15.2, W, a YT where YE % (7 N,( W,), Y $ n/r, and 
I YT : T 1 = 3. This contradicts 15.29. So L = (2) and W, 4 XT by 15.2. 
Let U be an irreducible XT-submodule of [V(N), X]. By 15.29, m(U) 3 6. 
Thus choosing E to be an irreducible N-submodule of V(N), m(N/C(E), E) = 
m(E)/2 > 3. By 4.26, a(N/C(E), E) = 1, so by 10.6 there is a nontrivial subgroup 
normal in XT and LT, a contradiction. 
The proof of Theorem 15.25 is complete. As an immediate corollary we 
conclude 
(15.30) V is properly contained in a normal elementary abelian subgroup E of M 
with [E, L] # 1 = [VG n Z( W,), Ej. 
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16. LEVEL Two 
In this section G $9 is a simple Y-group of characteristic 2 type, 
T E SyI,(G), L E X*, M = No(L), and [V(M), L] = 1. Assume 1 LT : T 1 > 3 
and if L is solvable then M is solvable. Let V(M) < Y 4 M with @(V) = 1 = 
[L, V], and maximal subject to these constraints. Let E a M with @(EV) = 1 
and V # VE. Set C = C,(E), D = C,(E/(V n E)), and 2 = [D, E]. Assume 
O,(M/D) = 1 and if 12 1 > 2 choose E as in 15.30. 
(16.1) D = C,(E/.Z). 
Proof. Z = [D, E] a M and D < C(E/Z). Z < En V, so C(E/Z) < 
C(E/V n E) = D. 
(16.2) C < D. 
Proof. If C = D then E < V(M) < V. 
(16.3) L $ D. 
Proof. By maximality of V, [L, E] # 1. Hence as L = 02(L) and [L, V] = I, 
PY El x v. 
(16.4) (1) Let eE E - V. Then / D : C,(e)1 < 1 Z I. 
(2) Let d E D - C. Then j E : C,(d)/ < 1 Z I. 
(3) If M acts irreducibly on E/Z then [e, D] # I. 
Proof. [D, e] < Z, so 1 D : Co(e)1 < I Z /. If M acts irreducibly on E/Z then 
by 16.2, [D, e] # 1. Argue similarly on d. 
(16.5) Let 1 Z / = 2 and M irreducible on E/Z. Let Z < A < E. Then 
D/C,(A) G A/Z. 
Proof. Let eiZ, 1 < i < m be a basis for A/Z and X = C,(A). Then 
/ D : C,(e)\ = 2 by 16.4, so X = ni C,(ei) is of index at most 2” in D, and 
@(D) < X so that D/X is elementary abelian. Let djX, I <i < n, be a basis 
for D/X. We have shown n < m. For d E D - C I E : C,(d)/ = 2 by 16.4. 
Hence Z = C,(D) = nj C,(dj) . 1s o in f d ex at most 2” in A. That is m < n. 
(I 6.6) Let / Z I = 2 and M irreducible on E/Z. Let 9 be the set of hyperplanes 
of E which do not contain Z. Then 
(1) 191 =IE:ZI. 
(2) D/C acts regularly on 9. 
(3) M = DN,(F) for F E g. 
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Proof. Let / E : 2 / = 2”. Then there are 2n+1 - 1 hyperplanes of E, 2” - 1 
of which contain Z. This yields (1). LetF E F. Then E = Z x F and [D, Fj = Z, 
so C = C,(F) = N,(F). Thus D/C acts semiregularly on 9 so that (2) follows 
from (1) and 16.5. Now (3) follows from (2) and a Frattini argument. 
Proof. Let K = C,(F) $ M, SE Syl,(CM(F)), W = ( VG n S). Then 
E=FxZand by 16.6, jZ/ >2. W<C(E)so N(W)<M>N(A) for 
d = Vc r\ S - {V}. So W 4 O,(K) and S E Syl,(K). By choice of E, d + @. 
If I/ < O,(K) then as in 9.13, E(K/O,(K)) s L,(2”), n > 1, and a subgroup Y 
of order 2” - 1 has no fixed points on V. HenceF = C,(Y), L = NL(Y) O,(L), 
and N#‘) < N(F), so N(F) < M. Thus V + O,(K) and with 3.11 we find 
(V) z& M while YK c C(d) < M. 
HYPOTHESIS 16.8. m(M/D, E/Z) = m > k = m(Z). 
(16.9) Assume 16.8. Then EC n D C C. 
Proof. Let Eg < D and e E E. By 16.4, Fg = Eg (7 C(e) is of index at most 
1 Z / in Es, so by 16.7, e E C(P) < MJ. Now as m > K and [e, FQ] = 1, even 
eEDg.HenceE<Dg.So[E,Eg]<ZnZg=l. 
(16.10) Assume 16.8, let E < R < T n D and X a p-subgroup with XR = RX. 
Assume X < M and Eg < O,(XR) = Q for some EQ < XR. Then 
(1) E %Q, and 
(2) Cd’XRN G R. 
Proof, Assume not. Set U = V(XR). Then 1 # I = V n Q,(Z(R)) < U and 
IX, I] # 1, so [X, r;rl # 1 and without loss we may take [EQ, I] # 1. But U 
centralizes a hyperplane Fg = Eg n Q of Eg, so by 16.7, U < MO. Hence as 
~>~,U<D~,SO~#[U,E~]<Z~~U=Z,.N~~Q,<C(Z,)~M~.A~~~ 
Fg<Q<R<D.Thus[Q,E]<Z.LetE,=EnQ.Then[FQ,E,]<EgnZ 
and hence as I’ is a TI-set, Eg 4 M, and Es is abelian, we conclude [Fg, El] = 1. 
Thus E1 < Dg. Now if E = E1 , then 16.9 supplies a contradiction. Therefore 
E 6 Q and we may choose X = (g). Notice F = E1 . It remains to show (2), 
so we may assume C&E,) < R, E,, = C,(R). 
We have shown [F, Fg] = 1 and [F, eg] < Z” for each es E Eg - Fg. If 
[F, eQ] # Zg then 1 E : C,(eg)l < 1 Z /, so Eg = (Fg, eg) < M by 16.7. Hence 
[F, eg] = Zg. Now Y = (E, Es) acts on FFQ = W with [W, Es] = Zg and 
[W, Y] = ZZg. Also Q < M n MB < N(Y), SO 02(Y) = 02(XR). AS Q 6 D, E 
and hence Y centralizes Q/W so Q = WC,(X). Let e E E - Q. We may assume 
e inverts X. Now [e, Co(X)] < C,(X) = 1. So C,(X)F = Co(e). Let As = 
Eg n C(e). If C,,(Ag) < Mg then E = (e)F < MB, a contradiction. So 
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C,,(Aq) .$ MB and hence we may take A = E,, of index 2 j Z [ in E. As 
C(A) $ M, E = AZ(e). 
Set P = C,(X)n C(Z). Then P centralizes (E, Xj = Y. Now PE = C,(E) = C 
as E = AZ(e). Conjugating byg we find PEg = 0. Then @p(C) = Q(P) = @(Cg) 
is invariant under (L, Lg), so @(I’) = 1. Let S = PWE. Then Q!(S) = 
(PWj if : Z > 2 and 02(S) = {PW, C} if / Z 1 = 2. Thus PW4 V,(S) as 
C 4 T. R -< D so R = C,(A). Now S = C,(AZ) 4 N,(AZ) = D. Therefore 
K = ‘,D, S < N(PW). C,(D) = Z(D), so ~n,(C,(D)) < I’. Thus if D < 
S, E Syl,(K) then S,, < M. So [v(K), K] # 1. Suppose K is solvable. Then 
K = S&X-, so (EX) = (Ex) = Y is normal in K and hence A = C,(Y) a K. 
As A is not normal in D, this is a contradiction. So K is not solvable. As 
[V(K), K] i: 1, 02(K/02(K)) g.&(2) or A, . But now 1 D : N,(Y)1 < 2 and 
hence I D : C,(A)] ,< 2, impossible as j E : ZA i = 2. 
THEOREM 16.11. Assume 16.8. Let F < E with m(EV/FV) < m. Then 
G(F) < M. 
Until the proof of Theorem 16.11 is complete take F to be a counter example. 
Set H = C,(F) and R = C,(F) E Syl,(C,(F)). As H < M, V n F = 1. Also 
R centralizes FV/V, so as m(EV/FV) < m, R < D. Set W = (EC n R). By 
16.9, W = (EC n C> a M, SO R E Syl,(H). 
(16.12) Let X E X(R) n H be solvable. Then X < M. 
Proof. This follows from 16.10 and the fact that Wa M. 
(16.13) Set K = 03’(H). Then K < M and K/O,(K) s L,(p) with 
1 R : O,(RK)i > 8. 
Proof. By 16.12, K < M and K is not generated by solvable members of 
K n X(R). Hence either K is as claimed or K/O,(K) s L,(2”). Let A be a 
subgroup of prime order q dividing 2” - 1 and AR = RA. By 16.12, A < M. 
Let KR < YE g*. Then T < Yg for some g E G by 1.3. If n > 2 then by 
12.51, YS = TL and hence L/O,(L) g L,(2”7. As q E r(L), A <L. On the other 
hand if n = 2 then by 12.79 M is not solvable so 3 E r(L) and hence as q = 3, 
,4 <L. Now as A centralizes F and m(EV/FV) < m, 4.30 supplies a contra- 
diction. 
(16.14) There exists X < K with R n XE SyI,(X), E ,( O,(X) = Q, X/Q gg S, , 
and Eg .$ Q for some Eg < X. 
Proof. Let KR = KR/O,(KR). Then i? is an abelian normal subgroup of R 
and by 16.13, iTr Dzn, n 3 4. Thus 1 i? 1 < 2. As W is not normal in KT we 
may choose Eg < R with 1 # Eg. Then Eg s Z, or E4 , so by 16.13 there is a -.- 
subgroup X e S, of KR with i? n X E Syl,(x) and i?g < O,(x) = p. Moreover 
E < Z(R) < Q. 
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Notice 16.14 and 16.10.1 supply a contradiction and establish Theorem 16.11. 
(16.15) Let F < I? with m(E/F) < m + k. Then C,(F) < M. 
Proof. We may assume V n F = 1, so m(EV/FV) < m. Now apply 16.11. 
(16.16) Let g E G - M, AQ < VQ n M, and B < E with [AQ, B] < 2. 
Assume 16.8. Then 
(1) Ifm(E/A) <mthenB <MS. 
(2) If m(E/A) < m - k then [AQ, B] = 1 and B < DQ. 
(3) Ifm(E/A)<mandEnZQ=EQnZ=lthen[EQnM,B]=Iand 
B < DQ. 
(4) If m(E/A) < m - k and AQ < D then EQ < C. 
(5) If m(E/A) < m and AQ < D then EQ < M. 
Proof. Let b E B. As [AQ, B] < 2, UQ = AQ n C(b) is of index at most ) 2 j 
in AQ. In any case m(E/A) < m so m(E/U) < m + k. Hence by 16.15, b E MQ, 
yielding (1). Assume m(E/A) < m - k. Then m(E/ U) < m so b E 02’( C( UQ)) < 
DQ. Thus B < DQ so [AQ, B] < 2 n D = 1. This yields (2). With B = E, (2) 
and 16.9 imply (4). Finally assume E n 29 = ZQ n E = 1. Then [B, AQ] 6 
ZnEQ=landthenasm(E/A)<m,B<DQ.Now[B,EQnM]<ZQnE=l. 
This yields part (3) and with B = E the proof together with 16.9 implies (5). 
(16.17) Assume 16.8, let 1 = m(M/D) and AQ < M with m(E/A) = i. Then 
(1) Ifi<m-l-kthenEQ<C. 
(2) Wj < C and No( Wj) < Mfor each j < m - 1 - k. 
(3) If EQ n Z = Z n EQ = I then a(M/D, E/Z) 3 m - i. 
Proof. Set BQ = AQ n D. Then m(E/B) < I+ i, so if i < m - I- k then 
m(E/B) < m - k and we appeal to 16.16.4 to establish (1). Notice (1) implies (2). 
Assume EQnZ=EnZQ=l and let AQ=EQnM. Let U<A with 
m(A/lJ) < m - i. Then by 16.16.3, AQ centralizes C’,,,( UQ), so a(M/D, E/Z) > 
m - i. 
(16. IS) Let X E X, Q = O,(XT), XT/Q = XT, m(XT) = r, a(M/D, E/Z) = a, 
and U an irreducible XT submodule of V(XT). Assume m(E/A) = i, AQ < T, 
AQ $ Q, X 6 M 16.8 holds, andm > r + i. Then 
(1) If 1 [U, AQ]l > 2 thenXissolwable. 
(2) aam-i-l. 
(3) Either E = EQ or U is the natural module for O,-(2). 
(4) If X is solvable then W, a XT. 
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Proof. As sZ,(Z( T)) < V and X $ M, [X, UJ # 1. Thus by 12.51 either X is 
solvable or X s L,(2) or A, . Set FQ = As n Q. Then m(E/F) < i + r < m, so 
by 16.1 I , U ,< 02’(C(FQ)) < Dg. H ence [U, As] ,< ZQ. Suppose Xis not solvable 
and / [U, AQ]l > 2. Then [U, As] n Z(T) # 1, so E = Eg and M n XT acts on 
Z n U. As I Z n U / = 2 and (C,(z) :zgZn U#) <MnX#X, Uisthe 
module forL,(4) and 3 E r(Aut,(Z n U)). Now by 12.79,3 E n(L) C -rr(C(Z n U)), 
a contradiction. This yields (1). Similarly if U is not the natural module for 
O,-(2) then Zg n Z(T) -# 1, so E = EQ. 
Notice in case XT G L,(2) there exists YE %’ n X with j YT : T / = 3 and 
Y .$ M. Thus replacing X by Y we may assume X is solvable or 1~ A, . In 
the latter case by (I), 20 induces a transposition on U, so XT z S, and 
I A : F i := 2. If Xis solvable clearly 1 A : F 1 = 2. Now there exists x E X with 
a4Qs $ M. Hence by 16.17.3, a > m - i - 1. 
Finally suppose X is solvable but IV, is not normal in XT. By part (3), 
[E, U]+ l.LetxEX-MwithX2EC(U)andsetB=C,(U)andF=EnEz. 
ThenFg(E,C(U),x)3Xwith[E,F] = l,so[X,F] = l.HenceifF#l 
then GI(Z(T)) n C(X) # I, whereas !SI(Z(T)) ,< V and C,(X) = 1. So F = I. 
Therefore [B, B”] < F = 1. Therefore as m > 1, B < D”. Now for u E E”, 
m(E/CL(u)) < k + 1 < k + m, so by 16.15, u E C(C,(u)) < M. Hence E” < M, 
a contradiction. 
(16.19) m(M/D, E/Z) < m(M/D) + m(Z). 
Proof. Assume m = m(M/D, E/Z) > If k where 1 = m(M/D) and k = m(Z). 
Then 16.8 holds. By 16.17.2, NG( W,) < AK Let X E % with X z& M. Then 
W, g O,(XT) = Q. Let Y = m(XT/Q). X z$ M so r < 2 < I+ 1 < m. But 
m - I ‘1 1 > a(M/D, E/V), so 16.18.2 supplies a contradiction. 
(16.20) L/O,(L) rL,(p) or L Z’S solvabZe. 
Proof. Assume not. Then L/O,(L) z L2(22n), n = 2k > 1, and by 15.3, 
I’ = Z is of order 2. Let X E %o%^, X < M and let U be an irreducible XT sub- 
module of V(XT). Let A be a subgroup of order 2” - 1 in L with AT = TA. 
W, < Qr( T) 4 AT, so -4 < N( W,). By 12.71, U is not the natural module for 
04-w 
Assume X = Xm and A ,< N(X). If n > 2 then A,, = C,(X/O,(X)) + 1 and 
then by 10.9 L < (T, N(A,)) < N(X), a contradiction. So n = 2 and A < X. 
As [14, I’] = 1, XT/O,(XT) g L,(2). But Q2,(T) 4 AT so .0,(T) a XT. Thus 
It T) and Zt f( TN are normal in XT. But by 2.3 one of these groups is normal in 
ST, where B is a subgroup of order 5 in L with BT = TB. Hence B < N(X), 
contradicting 10.9. 
Thus if X = Xm then A does not act onX. In particular W, is not normal inXT, 
so N(W,,) is solvable. Hence [A, T] a N(WJ, so as 3 E v(A), 16.18.4 implies 
there exists no Xi E .% n T with / X,T : T I = 3. Hence XT/O,(XT) E PGL,(7) 
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and m(U) = 6. Let Eg < O,(XT) and Fg = Es n O,(XT). If U < Dg then 
[U, Eg] = Zg, whereas m(XT/C( U), U) = 2. So U 4 Dg. But [U, Fg] = 1, so 
m(E/F)=2=m=nand/ lJ:UnDgI =2.Moreover[UnDg,Eg] =Zg, 
so 29 < lJ, an irreducible submodule of U for XO,(XT), and 3 E ~(c~(Z’g)). 
But now S = MS n XO,(XT) E Syl,(XO,(XT)) and fir(S) 4 C,(Z’g)S, so 
Q,(S) 4 XS. This is impossible as Eg < XS but Eg $ O,(XS). 
We have shown X to be solvable. Now by 16.18, W,, a XT, so choosing 
XE %*, A < N( W,,) < h’(X), contradicting 13.22. 
(16.21) E is not a TI-set. 
Proof. Assume E is a TI-set. Then W, 4 LT, so for X E X with S 6 M, W, 
is not normal in XT. By 9.13 we conclude X/O,(X) g A, and V(XT) = U is 
the natural module for L,(4), or X/O,(X) E L,(2) and m(U) = 3. But now there 
existsYEXnXwithY$MandIYT:TI =3.Thenby9.13, W,gYT, 
a contradiction. 
In the remainder of this section assume L E 9*. 
(16.22) C is a 2-group. 
Proof. Assume XE J n C. If &(X( T n C)) = {M} then E is a T1-set 
against 16.21, so let HE d(X( T n C)) - {M). Qn,(Z(T n C)) < V, so a Sylow 
2-group S of H containing T n C is contained in M. Let K = /XH,,. By 12.51 
and 7.3, either K = X or K/O,(K) g L,(2) or A, . In the former case as 
X4 LX, H < N(X) < M. In the latter as XE S?(S), 1 XS : S 1 =: 3, impossible 
as L = 03’(M). 
(16.23) D is a 2-group. 
Proof. Assume not. C,(Z) centralizes E/Z and 2 and hence by 16.22, C,(Z) 
is a 2-group. As 3 $ v(D), we may assume 1 Z 1 = 8 and D/C,(Z) z Z, . Let 
X = 02(D). M/C,(Z) E Z, so X < N(T). Let Y E 3, Y < M. : Z j = 8 so 
W = (ZG n T) a YT. Also X < N(T) < N(W) and then X < i\-(W). So 
Y < N(X) < M, as Xd XL. This contradiction completes the proof. 
(16.24) Let F -=J M, F < E, F 4 V. Then D = C,,,(F/F n V). 
Proof. As D < C(FjF n V) = D, and O,(M/D) = 1, either D = D, or D, 
is not a 2-group. The latter is impossible by 16.23 and symmetry between D and 
D n. 
(16.25) Assume I I’ I = 8. Then 
(1) m(M/D, E/Z) = na < 3. 
(2) If M acts irreducibly on EV/V then L acts irreducibly on EVI V and 
M/D e PGL,(7). 
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(3) There exists I/s < T with V!J s D. Vg n D = Vg n O,(LT) = 
(1) gg 2, . CE(t) = CE(X), all x E (VQ)S. 
Proof. Define Wi and Ci as in Section 15. By 15.4, [C, , L] # 1 and W, is 
not normal in LT. As W, is not normal in LT there exists Vg < T with Vg .$ 
O,(LT). As [C, , L] # I, 15.11 implies Vg n O,(LT) = (t) gg 2, . Set 
M = MID. 
Suppose t E E. / BQ 1 = 4, so by 3.11, LV” s A, or L,(2). But now the argu- 
ments in 15.14 and 15.15 supply a contradiction. So Vg n E = 1, and hence 
C,(u) = C,( VO), all u E ( Vg)*. 
Claim t E D. Suppose not. By 16.24 we may assume M acts irreducibly on 
E/V. Now by 4.25 either iliig D,, ): L,(2), n = m(EV/V) = 12, and 
k=m(M,EV/V)=4,orM~DD,,x0,-(2),n=24,k=6,or~~DD,,4:Aj, 
n = 12, k = 6. Then t inverts (x> = F(M) and c E (V+)g n C(g) centralizes a 
subgroup B/V of rank (n - k)/2 in CEVIV(xt). Now C,(u) = CE(t), so 
m(B/C,(t)) < m(V) = 3. Hence if (n - k)/2 > 3, then Co(t) = C,(u) # 1, a 
contradiction. So n = 12, k = 6, and [B, t] = V. Now [B, VQ] = V. By sym- 
metry there is a subgroup B,, of DQ with [B,, , V] = Vg. Hence (B, B,) induces 
L,(8) on VVQ, contradicting 14.1. 
So t E D and I E : CL(t)1 < ’ 2 1 < 8. Hence Vg centralizes a subgroup of 
index at most 8 in E. In particular m < 3. Next assume L is not irreducible on 
EVjV or ME PGL,(7). Then by 4.25 either M g Z, x O,-(2) and k = 3, or 
ME PGL,(7), n = 6, and k = 2, or M g PGL,(7), n = 8, and k = 3. As 
vg is a 4-group with 1 E : C,( Vu)1 < 8 the second case must hold with vg GE. 
Thus W, <z and W, is not normal in Li , i = 1,2, where / LD : Li ( = 7 and 
T n LD < Li . Thus W,, is not normal in L, and [W,(O,(L,)), 02(Li)] f 1. Next 
C,~C(W,)~LD,soC,~C,(TnLD).Finallyby15.15,[C,(TnLD),Li]=1, 
so C, centralizes (L, , L,) > L, against 15.4. 
(16.26) ! V 1 < 4. 
Proof. Assume not. By 15.24, 1 1’ 1 = 8. Define Wi and Ci as in Section 15. 
Let X E % with X < M. Then W, d XT. Let d = VG n C,, . Then d 5 O,(M) 
by 15.25 and d # {V} by 15.4. Thus W,(O,(M)) # V. By 16.25, LT/O,(LT) z 
A, , S, orLa(2). Thus there exists Y E .“2” n L with j YT : T 1 = 3. By 15.5 either 
W,, a YT or [C, , Y] = 1, since [I’, W,(O,(M)] # I. 
If X is always solvable then Z, = .Z( WI) a XT and then if [C, , Y] = 1 
we conclude Y < C(Z,) < N(X), so by 13.22, LD/D g L,(2). On the other hand 
if W, a YT we again conclude Y < N(X) and LD/D g L,(2). But now 
L = <Y, Yr} < N(X) where Yr E % n L, 1 Y,T : T 1 = 3, a contradiction. 
So we may choose X = Xm. Let Vg ,(LT, VQ 4 D. Vg n D = Vg n O,(LT) = 
(t) is of order 2 and CE(t) = CE(3c), all x E (Vg)#, by 16.25. Suppose ( 2 1 = 2. 
Then 1 E : CE(t)j = 2, so each .2* E (Vg)# induces a transvection on E with axis 
CE(t). We conclude 1 E/Z j = 8 and M/D gL,(2). Thus for e E E - 2, 
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3 E r(C((e, 2)) so (e, Z) does not admit the faithful action of an element of 
order 3. 
Let U be an irreducible XT-submodule of V(XT). Assume U is the natural 
module for O,-(2), and let (z) = V r\ U and u E U - (2) with (u, z} a T. 
U < (d) is a normal abelian subgroup of M and (u, z)/(a) < Z(T/(z)), so 
we may take E = (u”) and Z = (z). Set R = C,(u). As [I&‘,, , U] = 1 and 
u $2 ZN(WO), u is not fused into V. Thus R E Syl,(C,(zc)). [C&u), 21 # 1, so 
W, 4 03’(CF(u))R and hence 03’(CG(u)) = 03’(Cx(u)). Now 1 Z 1 = 2 so by the 
previous paragraph 1 E/Z 1 = 8 and M/D g L,(2). Now 1 # 03’(CL(u)) = 
03’(CG(u)) = 03’(Cx(u)), h w ereas x does not centralize 03’(Cx(u)). 
So U is the natural module for L,(4) or L,(2). Thus there exists K E 3 n X 
with jKT:T/ =3 andK$M.Also(z)= VnUisoforder2and(zK) 
is of order 4. But now (a”) < (Ll) so we may set Z = (2) and for x E K - M, 
,a? = e E E - Z with (e, z) admitting the faithful action of an element of order 
3 in K. This contradiction completes the proof. 
(16.27) Let 1 V / = 4 and XE X n N( W,) with X 4 M and j XT : T I = 5. 
Then V 4 V(N(X)). 
Proof. Assume V < V(N(X)) = U. By 13.23, I U / = 16. Let t E T invert 
X/O,(X). Then V = C,(t). Set S = C,(V). Then S = (t) O,(XT). Set 
N=C,(V)andF=(UN).M=TNsoF4M.Foru~U- VletFu=(uN). 
Then [D, Fu] = ([t, ~1) = Z, is of order 2. 
Set W = (FG n T). By 16.18.3, Wg XT. F = (VG nF) < C(V) as V is 
a TI-set. As Wg XT, W 4 D. Suppose N/(N n D) z PGL47). Claim 
W < L(N n D). For suppose Vg < W with ng E Vg - LD. Let a E (Vg n LD)#. 
F, n C(U) = F, n C(Vg). Set A/Z, = (FM/Z,) n C(u). [A, u] < Z, , SO 
I A : C,(wg)] < 2. But / A/Z, : (A/Z,) n C(wg)/ > 4, a contradiction. 
Let R = S if N/(D n N) * PGL,(7). Let R = S n L(D n N) otherwise. 
By 13.22 there exists YE 55 n R with / YR : R j = 3 and Y $ N(X). Then 
W 4 O,(YR), so there exists F” < R with Fg < O,( YR) = Q. Claim Vg < Q. 
Assume not. For each Uh <F, Uhg n Q contains a member of VG, so Fg = VgA 
where A = (VG n Fg n Q). But Uy C C(A) < Mg by 10.2, as Fg = ,4 Vg. Thus 
Uy < <VG n MS) < Ng, SO Vg ,< C,(lY) = Q. 
SoVg<Q.ThusUYCNg.Lety~Y-RandVh<FgwithVh$Q.Set 
<vh)= VhnQ,[Vh. Uv] #l,so UYnC(G)=l.LetB-FgnQ.[B,@]< 
Z, , so u centralizes a subgroup A of codimension 2 in Fg. Thus if m(N/(N n D), 
F/V) > 2 then UY E (D n N)g so [uy, uh] < V n V” = 1, a contradiction. 
Therefore m(N/(N n D), F/V) < 2. 
U/V ,( Z(S/Z), so U/V < [F/V, L] and hence F = (UN) == [F, L]. Let 
U = V x Vx and Vx = (u, w). Then F, n F, < V, so F/V has two distinct 
irreducible submodules. As m(N/(N n D), F/V) < 2, F/V = FuV/V x F,V/V 
with m(N/(D n N), F,,V/V) = 1, a = u and w. If FJZ, is the module for 
O,-(2) then Y < C,(u) < N(U), a contradiction. So / F, : Z, I = 8. 
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Next F,g = Fg n N(Uu) is a hyperplane of Fg and as F,g is elementary, 
F2g = F,g n C( UY) is of index at most 2 in F,g. Thus 1 Fg : F,g 1 < 4. U = 
[P, P] with V-RP E (US)“‘, so ZglJ = Eg n C( V”y) = F2g. But now 
U = [Fug, V”y][F,g, V”Y] admits th e action of an element of order 3 in Lg. This 
is impossible as U centralizes an element of order 3 in L. 
Let d be the set of subgroups E satisfying the hypothesis of this section with 
L irreducible on E/(E n V), E/Z = [(E/Z) n Z(T/Z), L], and Z of order 2. 
(16.28) d is nonempty. 
Proof. We may assume / V 1 = 4. Let d = VG n Z( W,), XE 3 with 
X 4 M, and U an irreducible submodule of V(XT). Assume first X E %* and 
X is solvable. Then by 13.23, / X/C,(U)1 = 3 or 5 and 1 U / = 4 or 16. By 
16.27, V n U = (a) is of order 2. On the other hand if X = Xm then by 12.79, 
X/O,(X) s L,(2) or A, with U the natural module for L,(2) or O,(2). In the 
firstcasewereplaceXbyXrE%t^Xwith1X,T:TI =3andpickI U/ =4. 
In the second case X = (C*(a), C,(b)) f or any pair of distinct elements a and b 
in U, so once again V n U = (.z). 
SoinanycaseVnU=(<z)~Z,.LetuEU-{(z)with(u,z)I]T,and 
u E (Vx). W,, 4 XT, so u E (A). Set F = (,M). A C O,(M) by 15.25, so 
F < (dM) is abelian. Also [T, u] = (z), so (z) = [D,F]. Finally choose 
E/C+ E WMID, Fl(+). 
(16.29) Let E E b, e E E - Z, F = (e, Z), and R = C,(e). Then either 
(1) H,(R, 2) C M, or 
(2) There exists an element of order 3 acting transitively on F#. In particular 
C,(F) is a 3’-group. 1n any case ;fZ = V then F = Ql(Z(R)). 
Proof. Let S be a 2-subgroup of C,,,,(e) containing R. Set Z = (z) and 
I = Q,(Z(S)). C,(D) = Q,(Z(T)) < V. Also 1 D : R 1 = 2, so m(C,(D)) > 
m(1)/2. Hence either I = F, or V = Qn,(Z(T)) is of order 4 and 1 I I < 16. 
Assume P is a 2-subgroup of G with S = C,(e) and P $ M. Suppose first 
I #F. Then for x E NP(S) - S, VV” < I and as V is a TI-set, V n V” = 1 so 
I = V x V” is of order 16. If Auto(l) is not solvable then 3 E n(Aut,&V)), 
a contradiction. So Auto(l)= D,, or D, . In the latter case F 4 N(1) and 
Aut,(F) g Ss , so assume the former. We may take N,(I) E Syl,(N&)). Let 
Os’(N(I)) NT(I) < YE %*. As V = Qr(Z(N,(I)), Y n M contains a Sylow 
2-subgroup of Y, so by 7.3 we may take T E Syl,(Y). Then Y = XT, or 
Y/O,(Y) E A, or S, . In the first case I = ( Vx) = ( VxT) 4 Y, contradicting 
16.27. Let U be an irreducible submodule of V(Y). Then V n iJ # 1, so 
I = [V n U, Xj < U. As 16 = j U j = I I /, I = U is partitioned by Vx, so 
U is the module for L,(4). But now 3 E n(Autr( V)), a contradiction. 
481/.54/1-10 
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Notice that if I = F then (D, NP(S)) is transitive onF#. So in any case N(F) is 
transitive on F*. Define 
X = n (Dv n C(F)) 
@N(F) 
Dh a DhC(F), so X is a 2-group. Moreover Y = (D, Oh> induces Ss on F with 
X = CrQ, so the lemma holds. 
(16.30) Let E E 8. Then m(M/D, E/Z) < 2. 
Proof. Assume m = m(M/D, E/Z) > 2. Then by 16.19 and 4.25, m = 3 and 
either M/D r Z, x O,-(2) with m(E/Z) = 12, or M/D= PGL,(7) and 
m(E/E n V) = 8. Then a = a(M/D, E/Z) = 1, so m - a = 2. Thus by 
16.18.2, IV,, 4 XT for all X E d with X 4 M. Therefore IV, is not normal in 
LT, so there exists EQ < T with EQ 4 D. Set AQ = EQ n D. By 16.16.4, 
m(E/A) = 2, so by 16.16.1, E < MQ. By 16.9 there exists eE E - DQ. 
1 AQ : AQ n C(e)/ < 2 so 1 EQ : EQ n C(e)! < 8. Thus e induces an outer auto- 
morphism on.LQ/O&Q). As this holds for each e E E - DQ, / E : E n DQ / = 2. 
But now by symmetry j E : A / = 2, a contradiction. 
(16.31) Let E E 8. Then one of the following hold: 
(1) E/(E n V) is the natural module for L,(4). 
(2) E/Z is the natural module for O,-(2). 
(3) M/D E L,(2) and m(E/Z) = 3. 
(4) M/D e PGL,(7) and m(E/Z) = 6. 
Proof. As m(M/D, E/Z) < 2 and E E d this follows from 4.25. 
(16.32) Suppose E E 8 and e E E - Z with C,(e) < M and e E Eg. Theng E M. 
Proof. Let R E Syl,(C(e) n MQ). Th en R < C,(e) < M, so we may take 
R < T. As C(e) < M and e $ Z, 16.29 implies T E&(R, 2) C MQ, and hence 
asN(T)<M,gEM. 
(16.33) Let E E b. Then there exists e E E# with C,(e) .$ M. 
Proof. If not by 16.32 E is a TI-set contradicting 16.21. 
THEOREM 16.34. M/D is not PGL,(7). 
Until the proof of Theorem 16.34 is complete assume M/D g PGL,(7) and 
let E E b. Then E/Z = EJZ @ E.JZ where m(E,/Z) = 3 and Ez/Z is the dual 
of EJZ as L-modules. Let e E EJZ, X = C,(e), R E Syl,(X) and choose e with 
R<T.ThenIT:R\=4andIXR:RI==3. 
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(16.35) l&JR, 2) C M and ec n I’is empty. 
Proof. As 3 E r(X) th fi t e rs remark is a result of 16.29. Then R E Syl,(Co(e), 
so ec n I/ is empty. 
(16.36) Let H E J&’ with K = HK #- 1, and let S E Syl,(H). Then either 
(1) HEMS. 
(2) KS/O,(KS) z L,(2). 
Proof. By 7.3 we may take S = T. Assume H # M. Then [V(H), K] # 1, 
so by 12.79 KT/O,(KT) g L,(2). 
(16.37) C,(e) < M. 
Proof. 14.4, 16.35, and 16.36. 
(16.38) If e E Eg theng EM. 
Proof. 16.37 and 16.32. 
(16.39) Let A < E with m(E/A) < 3. Then C(A) < M. 
Proof. Either Z < A or eM n A is nonempty. 
(16.40) W, a M. 
Proof. Assume EQ < T with Es # 1. For each a E E, m(Eg/Eg n C(a)) < 3, 
so by 16.39, E < Mg. Then [E, Es] < E n Eg. Hence by 16.38, eM n [E, Eg] is 
empty, so that Eg induces an involutory outer automorphism onL. By symmetry 
EDg/Dg induces an outer automorphism on (LD)g/Dg. Now Eg n D is a hyper- 
plane of Eg, so for a E E, 1 Es : Eg n C(a)1 < 4 and hence a E (LD)g, a contra- 
diction. 
We now derive a contradiction, establishing Theorem 16.34. For let K E %” 
with K z& M. By 16.40, W, is not normal in KT. So by 16.18.4, K is not solvable. 
On the other hand by 16.36 K is generated by solvable members of X’, a contra- 
diction. 
(16.41) Let E E 8, m > 1 and Eg < M with Zg < E. Then C,,,(Ag) = 
C,(Ag)/Z and CE(Ag) = CE(Eg) for each hyperplane A of E. 
Proof. 16.16.3 and 16.29. 
THEOREM 16.42. Let E E 6. Then E/(E n V) is not the natural module 
forLa(4). 
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Until Theorem 16.42 is established take E to be a counter example. 
(16.43) W, < LD. 
Proof. Assume Eg < T with Es 4 LD. By 16.41, Zg < E so E < Mg and we 
maytakeZZg4T.NowT=D(TnMg)[)EgD,soIEg:EQnDI =4.But 
E < MS so [E, Eg, Es] = 1, whereas 1 Es :EgnDj =4andEg<LDimplies 
[E/E n V, Eg, Eg] # 1. 
(16.44) Z is not weakly closed in E. 
Proof. Assume Z is weakly closed in E. Let e E E - V. L is transitive on 
(E/E n V)s, so by 16.33, C,(e) 4 M. As Z is weakly closed in E, &(R, 2) C M 
by 16.29. Now 14.4 supplies a contradiction. 
By 16.44 we may take g E G - M with Zg = (e) < E. By 16.29, T is of 
index 3 in (T, Tg). Let NE A’((T, Tg)) and K = 03’(N) with KT E Vy*. Let 
YE%nLwithIYT:TI=3. 
(16.45) W,a KT = (YT, Tg). 
Proof. If KT = (T, Tg) then by 16.184, W, 4 KT, so N(W,) < N. By 
16.43, Y < N(WJ < N, so Y = 03’(N) = K, a contradiction. Therefore 
K/O,(K) g L,(2), so there exists Y1 E % n M with 1 Y,T : T 1 = 3. Therefore 
Y = Yl. 
Set U = (Zx), Z = (a). 
(16.46) m(U) = 3 and KT/O,(KT) E L,(2). 
Proof. By 16.45, KT/O,(KT)gL,(2) with 1 ZK j = [ KT : YT 1 = 7. As 
(x, e)# C #, m(U) = 3. 
Set r = {Eh : Z < Eh} and F = Eg. We may chooseg E K withg2 E M n Mg. 
As L is transitive on E - Z, M has two orbits on I’, so 
(16.47) I’ = {E} u FL. 
(16.48) F < D. 
Proof. Assume not. U <F so [lJ,Fj = 1. Hence F < CL,(U) < LD, SO 
[F, E/Z] = U/Z. Thus 1 E : C,(F)1 = 4. As g2 E M, 1 F : C,(E)1 = 4, so 
F E Syl,(z). Let a E Dg centralize Z but not U. Then [a, U/Z] # 1, so a induces 
a field automorphism on L. In particular [p, a] # 1, whereas [F, a] < Zg < D, 
a contradiction. 
(16.49) r _C C and (EN) is abelian. 
Proof. By 16.47 and 16.48, r _C D. EN C rC EG n D C C by 16.9, so 
<EN) is abelian. 
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(16.50) EC n NC C(U). 
Proof. Let Eh < T and A h = EhnC(U). Then [E:AI < 4. so U< 
C(Ah) < Mh. Thus [U, P] < U n Eh, so if [U, Eh] # 1 we may take 2 < Eh. 
But then Eh~ rC C < C(U). 
(16.51) (r) is abelian. 
Proof, Let XEM-N and iF<Eh. Then Eh~rCC<C(U)= 
My n C(U), so [E”, Eh] < U. By symmetry [Eg, Eh] < U n Ux = Z. As m = 2, 
En ,( Do, so by 16.9, Eh < Co. 
(16.52) EC n MC C. 
Proof. Assume Eh < T, Eh -$ D. If Eh n E # 1 then E, Eh E TX for some 
2” < En Eh, against 16.51. Hence En Eh = 1, so [En Mh, Eh] = 1. By 
16.43, U = EnMh<Ch. Let Zk<EhnD and A=EnM”. Then 
/ E : A 1 < 2, SO Zh # Zx‘. Also [A, Eh] < E n Ck by 16.49, SO Ek E C([A, Eh]) n 
EC C N n EC C C(V) < M by 16.50. Hence as 2” < D, Zh < E” < C, a 
contradiction. 
Notice 16.50 and 16.52 imply W,, a KT andLT. This contradiction completes 
the proof of Theorem 16.42. 
(16.53) Let E E 8. Then Z is weakly closed in E. 
Proof. E/Z is the module for L,(2) or O,-(2), so 3 E r(CL(e)) for each e E E. 
?;ow appeal to 16.29. 
(16.54) EC n D c C. 
Proof. Let Eg < D. Then for e E E, E” n C(e) = As is of index at most 2 in 
Eg, so by 16.7, e E C(Ao) < M*. Thus [E, Es] < Eg n 2 = 1 by 16.53. 
By 16.33 there exists e E E with C,(e) 4 M. Conjugating in L we may take 
R = CT(e) E Syl,(C,(e)). Set L, = Oz(CL(e)) and 2 = (z}. Let Y = 03’(CG(e). 
,??rom 14.4 we conclude 
(16.56) YR E g* with YR/O,(YR) E L,(2). 
Let XE .F(R) n Y with (X, L,) z Y and 1 XR : R / = 3. Set K = 02((X, T)). 
(16.57) (1) Kr9*. 
(2) KT/O,(KT) cx S, . 
(3) J(T) % 02VW. 
(4) V(YR) = W = (e) x [W, Y] e E16. 
(5) v = 2. 
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(6) m g L,(2). 
(7) U = (zK) is the module for O,-(2). 
Proof. See 14.4. 
Let zl E &’ - {z} and L, = 03’(CK(z)). Set F = (U”) and r = { UQ : 2 < Up>. 
(16.58) (1) F is abelian. 
(2) r = w. 
(3) (r) = F. 
Proof. [u, T] < (eTLz) = E n U. Set i@ = M/E. Then Z?E Z(T). Also 
E 4 L,T with 1 E : E n U 1 = 2 and Z(L,T/O,(KT)) = 1, so [E, U] = 1. Thus 
u E C. Hence p = (P) is abelian. l,T = C&c), so 1 1” / = 7. Calculating in 
YR, (~~1) g E4, so P s E, . As u E C and M is transitive on P#, F is abelian. 
N(U) is transitive on Zc n U, so r = UM. Hence (r) = F. 
Let d = (Ug : e E Ug). 
(16.59) (d) is abelian. 
Proof. U n W = (e, x, u), U = (f )( U n W) and W = (w)( U n W) where 
f E eL2 and w E uL1. Thus (U, W) <F is abelian. Set C(e)* = C(e)/W, and 
I == (UC@)). [f, T] < (e, x) < W, so f*EZ(T*). Hence as fEC(W)< 
O,(C(e)), I* is abelian. X* = C(e)* n C(f*) so (f*)c(e) is of order 7. Finally 
calculating in M, (P*Lz) s E4 , so I* s E8 . As [U, w] = 1 and C(e) is transitive 
on (I*)#, I is abelian, N(U) is transitive on eG n Cl, so A = UCte). 
(16.60) (UC n T) pi KT. 
Proof. Let A be a hyperplane of U. Then A is conjugate under K to U n W 
or U n E. C,( U n W) = C,(u) n CG(e) n C,(z) < T > Co(e) n C,(f) n 
C,(x) = Co(E n W). Hence C,(A) < iV( U). 
Suppose Ug < T with [Ug, U] # 1. Let A be a hyperplane of CT”. Then 
C,(A) < N( Ug) so [V, C,(A)] < U n Ug. But if e” or P is in U n U” then 
(U, Ug) < (0~) or (P) and hence is abelian. So [Ug, C,(A)] = 1. As 
a(KT/O,(KT), U) = 1, this is a contradiction. 
Let Q = (Uo n T). Q 4 KT, so Q 4 XR. But Q is not normal in YR as 
YR E +V*, SO QC,( W) = O,(XR). Thus P = ( UG n O,(L,R)) = (UC n 
O,(YR)) 4 YR. As T = N,(R) < N(L,), (T, Y} < N(P), contradicting 
YR E V. 
This contradiction shows that the hypotheses of this section are never satisfied 
with L E y*. Hence we have established the following major result: 
THEOREM 16.61. Let G 6 fl be a simple r-group of characteristic 2 type, 
let T E Syl,(G), L E 9* and M = No(L). Assume [L, V(M)] = 1. Then 
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(1) V(M) is the unique nontrivial normal elementary abelian subgroup of M. 
(2) I VP0 = 2. 
Proof. Choose V to be an elementary abelian normal subgroup of M con- 
taining V(M), centralized by L, and maximal subject to these constraints. We 
have shown that V is maximal subject to V 4 M and @(V) = 1. Hence by 
15.30, 1 V I = 2. So V = V(M) is of order 2 and V is the unique nontrivial 
normal elementary abelian subgroup of M. 
17. EXTRASPECIAL GENERALIZED FITTING SUBGROUPS 
In this section G $ .F is a simple F-group of characteristic 2 type, T E Syla(G), 
ME &Y(T), and Q = F*(G). We prove 
THEOREM 17.1. Q is not of symplectic type. 
As a corollary to Theorem 17.1 and Theorem 16.61 we conclude 
THEOREM 17.2. 1fM = No(L) for some L E 8* then [L, V(M)] # 1. 
Throughout this section we assume Q is of symplectic type. Set (z) = 2 = 
J2i(Z/Q)), il?l = M/Z, and M = M/Q. Define m = m(M, Q) and 1 = m(M). 
(17.3) Q is extraspecial of with n > 2. 
Proof. By Theorem 1 in [2], Q is extraspecial. By 4.6 in [3] and 2.5 the width 
of Q is at least 3. 
(17.4) There exists g E G - M with Zg < Q. An element of order 3 acts faith- 
fully on ZZg, so that C&Zg) is a 3’-group. 
Proof. This follows from the main theorem of [3] and lemma 2 of [2]. 
Byl7.4wemaychooseg~G-Mwithzg~Q.DefineP=QgnM, U= 
QnMg,andE=PnQ.Notice/Qg:P[ =IQ:U\=2and@(E)=l.Letn 
be the width of Q and Y C 1 = m(E). 
(17.5) (1) r < n. 
(2) Z>m(P)>n-I. 
(3) m < Z+ 1. 
Proof. As@(E)=l,r+l =m(E)<n+l.Nowm(P)=2n-m(E)= 
2n-r- l.Hencebypart(l)Z>m(P)>n- l.Asm<m(Q)/2=n,part(2) 
implies part (3). 
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Proof. Assume n > 1. Then by 17.5, n = I+ 1 and m(p) = 1. Now 
m(E) = 2n - m(p) = n + 1. Thus E is a maximal abelian subgroup of P, so for 
each g E P# we may choose x with x2 = zg. Next for y E & n C(X), [ y, x] = zc, 
so[y,zQ]=[y,~~]=l.Thatis&nC(~)~~<Q. 
(17.7) L = M” # 1. 
Proof. As m(Q) = 2n with 3 < n < 1 + 1 this follows from 4.24 and 17.6 
(17.8) &? is not PGL,(7). 
Proof. Assume Mg PGL,(7). By 17.5.2, n < nz(P) + 1 < If 1 = 3, so 
as n > 2 we conclude n = 3 and m(P) = 2. As 6 is the smallest dimension of an 
irreducible GF(2), PGL,(7) module, M acts irreducibly on &. 
Let XE 3 with X z& M. By Lemma 4.8 in [3], 3 E n(X). Let V be an irre- 
ducible submodule of V(XT) and C = C,,(V). Then [Q, V] < Q n P < 
Z(C n Q), so m(QC/C) 3 m(Z(C n Q)) 3 m([Q, I’]). Hence if X is solvable 
then V E E, . So assume X is not solvable. Then by 12.79, XT/C g L,(2) and 
replacing X by a solvable member of X n JF we may take V z E4 . 
Now choosing g E X - M, ) T : Cr(ZQ)j = 2. So ZQ < Z(T) and p 4 T. 
But Pg E4 whereas Tg D,, has no normal 4-subgroups. 
Let 1 E Irr(R, Q), F = C,(L), and I’ = I/F. 
(17.9) E z F*(M) and one of the following holds. 
(1) V is the natural module for O4-(2z9. 
(2) V is the natural module for L2(2E). 
(3) m(V) = 3 and &? E L,(2). 
Proof. This follows from 4.24, 17.6, and 17.8. 
(17.10) IfF + ZthenFg Z,. 
Proof. By 16.61, m(F) = 1. Asf = [I,L],p’ is a degenerate subspace of the 
orthogonal space &, so F z Z, . 
(17.11) M 2s not L,(2). 
Proof. Assume MzLL,(2). By 17.9, m(V) = 3. If F # Z then by 17.10., 
F s Z4 . But L is irreducible on V, so I is of symplectic type, impossible as 
F = Z(1) and m(I/F) is odd. 
So L is transitive on (l/Z)# and then @(I) = 1. This contradicts Theorem 16.61. 
(17.12) F = Z. 
Proof. Assume F # Z. By 4.27, V is the natural module for L2(2z). By 17.10, 
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F=ZZ,. n < 1+ 1 and m(V) = 21, so I = Co(F) and n = I+ 1. By 17.6, 
m(p)=l,soeitherP=Tr\EorM=~~~S,. 
Let 1 > 2 and x an element of NE(H) of order 2z - 1. Then there exists 
22 E 0 n f - [f, P] with ZP E 8. Moreover m([z& P]) = m([z?, P]) > Z, so as 
[o n 1, P] < i? n f of rank 1 we conclude [C, P] = i? n I= [zP, P] = [C, Fjz. 
Hence x E N(E n 1) and then [?, P] 7~ [C, P, x] = E n 1. But fl< [?, P] while 
CD(E) = 1. 
Therefore I = 2. Now & is the permutation module for L,(5) on 6 letters. 
Let {q : 1 < i < 6) be a natural basis for &. Then I = (C aizli : C ai even} and 
the singular vectors of r’ are fused to or + yg + z1a + wq, which we may then 
take to generate 20. Now 0 is the subspace orthogonal to J? and hence contains 
2s 
. However there is y E P with [Us , y] = v5 + v~, and Us + u,r is nonsingular. 
[U, P] - E and @(E) = 1, this is a contradiction. 
(17.13) V is not the module for L,(2’). 
Proof. If so L is transitive on I/#, so that @(I) = 1, impossible as 1 Q : I / < 4 
and n 3 3. 
(I 7.14) V is not the module for 04-(2z9. 
Proof. Assume I’ is the module for 04-(2z/2). If I = 2 then every involution 
in Q centralizes an element of order 3 in L, contradicting 17.4. So I > 4. 
Suppose m(p) = 1. Then P = T n E, so [I, P] = [In 0, P] < i?. As m( [I, P]) = 
31/2 > I + 1 > m(e) this is a contradiction. Hence m(p) = I - 1. Hence by 
17.5, n = I= m(B). As E ’ 1s a totally isotropic subspace of the orthogonal space &, 
and m(E) = n, & h as sign +. But 2, + 1 does not divide the order of O&(2), 
impossible as L,(2”) acts faithfully on Q. 
Notice 17.9, 17.11, 17.13, and 17.14 supply a contradiction, establishing 
Theorem 17.1. 
18. MOPPING UP 
In this section G 4 9 is a simple group of characteristic 2 type, T E Syl,(G), 
L E Y, and M = No(L). 
(18.1) L E 9* and L/O,(L) s A, OY L,(2). 
Proof. If L ~g* then by 17.2 and 12.51, L/O,(L) g A, or L,(2). Now 
2 = -Ep*, by 3.8. 
(18.2) If O,(H) # 1 and S is a nonsolvable composition factor of H, then 
S s A, or L,(2). 
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Proof. 18.1 and 7.3. 
THEOREM 18.3. Let 2 = 52,(2(T)). Then C,(Z) is solvable. 
Until Theorem 18.3 is established let G be a counter example. Choose 
L < C(Z). Let V = V(M) and IE Irr(M/C(V), V). By 12.79, m(1) = 16, 
Z r\ I = (z) e 2, and M/C(V) z L,(2). Take e E I - 2 with (e, z) 4 T and set 
R = C,(e). Then j T : R / = 2. Let L, = 03’(C,(e)). Then 1 L,T : T 1 = 3. 
Notice z E (en). 
(18.4) M,(R, 2) _C M. 
Proof. Suppose S is a 2-subgroup of G containing R with S $ M. As 
/ T : R / = 2, S = Tg for some g E G. Let s E S - R and A = SZ,(Z(R)). As 
1 S : R 1 = 2, Zg = C,(s) with m(P) > m(A)/2. As Zis a TI-set in S, 2 n 2” = 1, 
so 2 x 2” = 2.F < A. Hence m(A) 2 2m(Z) 3 m(A) and A = Z x Z”. 
As O,(M) < R < C(A), A < V. Suppose m = m(M/C(V), V) > 2. By 10.6, 
FE’, a LT. Now W, < R < Tg, so W,, = W,g g (LT)g, a contradiction. Hence 
m < 2. As m(M/C( V), I) = 2, [L, V] = I. Now Zg = [A, s] < (Z n I)8 is of 
order 2, so 1 A / = 4. Hence A = (e, z). Hence there exists an element of order 
3 in (T, S) acting transitively on A#. This contradicts L, # 1. 
(18.5) C,(e) 4 M. 
Proof. As 1 Z 1 = 16, 9. I3 implies 1 is not a TI-set. Hence as M is transitive 
on I - Z and, by 18.4, Z is weakly closed in I, Co(e) Q M. 
We are now in a position to appeal to 14.4. Let Y = 03’(C,(e)) and W = 
V( YR). By 14.4, YR E g*, so Q = (IG n R) is not normal in YR. Define Xas in 
14.4. By 10.6, C,(A) = C&g) for each Ig $ C(W) and each hyperplane A of Ig. 
Hence O,(XR) = QO,( YR), so that P = (IG n O,(L,R)) = (IG n O,(YR)> 4 
YR. Notice I < P, so P # 1. Now T < N(L,R) < N(P), so YR < (T, Y) < 
N(P), against YR E V*. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 18.3. 
(18.6) Let V = V(M) and1 E Irr(M/C(V), V). Then m(I) = 3 and M/C(V) E 
-h(2). 
Proof. 18.3 and 12.79. 
(18.7) If O,(H) # I and S is a nonabelian simple section of H, then S z L,(2). 
Proof. 18.6 and 7.3. 
(18.8) Each X E ,F is generated by solvable members of X n X. 
Proof. 18.7. 
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In the remainder of this section let I’ = [Q,(Z(T)), L]. By 18.6 and 12.79, 
(18.9) t- is the sum of one or two isomorphic submodules of rank 3. 
In the remainder of this section let E E Irr(M/C( V), V). 
(18.10) 1 7; 03’(C,(Z)) a C,(Z). 
Proof. By 18.9, 03’(C,(Z)) f 1. By 18.3, 03’(C,(Z)) c C,(Z). 
(18.11) E is not a TI-set. 
Proof. See 9.13. 
(18.12) 121 = LN,(T). 
Proof. By 12.78, No(T) < M. Suppose XE % n M, X $ L and X does not 
act on T. Then 3 + n(X), so as [X, T] = X, 18.7 implies X E ?E*. By 13.1, 
{M} = d(X), so as [X, E] = 1, E is a TI-set, against 18.11. 
(18.13) Let U be a hypetplane of E. Then NF( U) < M. 
Proof. There is an element of order 3 in L acting faithfully on U, so Co(U) 
is a 3’-group. U is normal in a Sylow 2-group of M which we may take to be T. 
Suppose XE .Z n N(u), X < M. Then X < C(U) and 3 $ m(X), so that 
X4 C,(u) for each u E U# by 18.7. Now (C,(u) : u E U+> < N(X), a contra- 
diction. 
(18.14) /EnEgj <2foreachg~G-M. 
Proof. As M is transitive on hyperplanes of E this follows from 18.13. 
(18.15) Let e E E#. Then C,(e) 4 M. 
Proof. As ilil is transitive on E# this follows from 18.11. 
By 18.15 there exists z E Z+ with Co(z) < M. Let K E % n C(z) with K 4 M. 
Set N = No(K). 
(18.16) KE%*, j KT: T / >3,andifXO,(KT)= KO,(KT)withO,(X) # 1 
then {N: = A’(X). 
Proof. As N(T) < M, K = [K, T]. By 18.10, / KT : T 1 > 3. Hence 
K E %* by 18.7. Now appeal to 13.1. 
(18.17) If K is solvable then N is solvable. 
Proof. Apply 18.12 to N. 
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(18.18) Let K be solvable and U = [U, K] a N with O,(N/C(U)) = 1. Then 
m(N/C(U), U) = 1. 
Proof. Assume m = m(N/C( U), U) > 1. By 18.17 N is solvable so by 4.26, 
a(N/C(U), U) = 1. If m=2thenwemaytakem(U)=4,soas UnZfl, 
[U, O”‘(C,(Z))] = 1. Hence in any case 10.3 is satisfied by 10.2. Thus as 
m > a(N/C( U), U), W,, 4 KT by 10.6. Let YE x n L with 1 YT : T 1 = 3 and 
L = (C,(Z), Y). By 10.6, W,, a YT, so L = (C,(Z), NJ W,,)) < V, a contra- 
diction. 
(I 8.19) If u E Z - E then uG n E is empty. Indeed M controls fusion in Z. 
Proof. N(T) < M. 
Let X = 03’(C,(Z)). 
(18.20) Let g E N(XO,(XT)). Then [E, Es] = 1. 
Proof. Assume [E, EQ] = 1. Set Q = O,(XT). E a XQ, so Ey 4 XQ. Hence 
as X acts irreducibly on Q/Co(E), Q = EgC,(E). Now by symmetry Q = 
EEgC,(EEg), so @(C,(E)) = @(C,(EEg)) = @(Co(Eg)). As @(C,(E))gLT, 
@(C,(E)) = 1. [Eg, Co(E)] < E, so E = [Q, L] and then as C,(E) = ECo(EEg) 
4.15 and 4.16 imply C,(E) = E x C,(L). Now j 2: C,(L)/ = 2, so as 2 = Z(Q) 
and Co(L) n Co(Lg) = 1, 1 C,(L)/ < 2. Therefore T = (T n L) ;< (u) with 
I u I < 2. J(O,(LT)) f J(O4(LV), 30 J(OdXTN f J(OdLT)). Hence T n L 
does not split over E, so by Lemma 3.4 on page 85 of [14], T n L is of type MrB . 
By 2.5, u # 1. 
NextEQ=[Eg,;yl<TnL.LetfEEg-EandeEE-Egwith[f;e]=l. 
There are three classes of involutions in L with representatives f, e, and fe. 
Set (c) = En Eg. f is fused to c in Lo and e is fused to c is L, so there are at 
most two G classes of involutions in L with representatives fe and c. i:u, c) = 2, 
so by 18.19 u, c, and UC are in different G classes. Hence either u or UC is fused to 
no involution in L. But now Thompson transfer supplies a contradiction. 
(18.21) If K is soZvabZe then [K, V(N)] = 1. 
Proof. Assume K is solvable but [K, V(N)] + 1. By 4.13 there 
exists 1 # U = [U, K]g N(K) = N with O,(N/C(U)) = 1. By 18.18, 
m(N/C( U), U) = 1, so [03’(N), U] s E4 . As K acts nontrivially on [OS’(N), U] 
we conclude K = 03’(N) and 1 U 1 = 4. Let (u) = 2 n U and YE X n L with 
IYT:TI =3andL=<X,Y). 
We first show E# _C uG. Assume not. Then E n uG is empty. Set W = 
(EC n T). Claim Wg KT. For if not there is Es ,( T with [U, Es] # 1. 
By 18.13, U < C(Eg n C(U)) G M 8, so 1 # [U, E*] < U n Eg, contradicting 
uG n E empty. 
Let (e) = E n Z. Claim Cc(e) < A’. Assume not. By 18.15 there exists 
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1 E X n C(u) with I $ M. Notice 18.16 is applicable to I, so as C(e) 4 N, 
I < N. Hence 1 f [a, I], so we may choose 1 # F = [F, I] 4 N(I) with 
O,(N(I)/C(F)) = 1. NT) < N(I), so as e $ F, eG n F n 2 is empty. Hence if I is 
solvable we have symmetry between I and K, so Wa IT. But thus 
I < N(W) < N. So I E di4 and we have symmetry between 1 and L. In particular 
we may take m(F) = 3. Let J E X n I with / JT : T / = 3 and I = <C,(Z), J). 
As I 4; -V, W is not normal in J, so there exists EQ < T with EQ 4 O,(JT). 
Let A be a hyperplane of E. eG n F is empty so EQ n F = 1. Thus as C,(Ag) < 
Mg, [C,(Ag), EQ] < F n EQ = 1. But then WO,(IT) = O,( JT), a contradiction. 
Therefore C,(e) < N and we may choose a = e. X < K < N(W) andL 4 N, 
so IV is not normal in L. Hence EQO,(LT) = O,(XT) for each EQ < T with 
EQ 6 O,(LT). If A is a hyperplane of E then C,(Ag) < MQ, so (z) = [CE(AQ), 
Eg] < EQ. .4s M is transitive on Es, we may chooseg E C(z) < N. 
Suppose I E 1%^ n C(x) - {K}. If I < M then 14 IL, so K G N(I) B M. 
Hence I $ M, so if [I, V(N)] f 1 we have symmetry between K and I and 
hence I = 03’(N) = K. Thus I centralizes (.zN, U) = F. Now as {N} = A’(I), 
F is a TI-set, and by 9.13, (FC n T) is normal in KT and LT, a contradiction. 
Therefore C,(z) = KT, so we may take (g) E Syl,(K). But now g acts on 
XO,(XT) = XO,(KT), so that 18.20 supplies a contradiction. 
We have shown E# C uG. By 18.15 there exists I E E n C(u), 14 M. As 
u I KW), 11, UG f-7 [WV)), II is empty. Hence if I is solvable then by 
symmetry between I and K, [I, V(N(I))] = 1. Hence I G C(z) G N, so 
N = hr(I). (x) U G V(N) = F, so m(F) 3 3. As (N} = A(I), F is a TI-set and 
by 9.13, <Fc n T) is normal in KT and LT. 
So I is not solvable. If F 4 N(I), m(F) = 3. By 18.19, ZF n F is empty. Now 
replacing (L, E) by (I, F) we have a contradiction. 
THEOREM 18.22. K is not solvable. 
Until Theorem 18.22 is established assume K is solvable. By 18.21, 
[K, V(h’)] = 1. Let V(N) < Ua N with @p(U) = 1 = [K, U] and, subject to 
these constraints, with U maximal. By 15.24 
(18.23) m(U) d 2. 
(18.24) There exists a normal subgroup F of N with (x) = U n F s Z, , 
@(FU) = 1, and N irreducible on F/(z) # 1. Moreover F/(z) = [F/(z), X] if 
IU\=4. 
Proof. If / U j = 2 this follows from 17.1, so assume 1 U / = 4. Without 
loss we take (z) = E n Z. Let g EL - N and v = zQ with (x, v) a T. Then 
(v, x)/(z) < Z(T/(z)) and E = <z, vx), so E/(z) d Z(O,(N/(x)). Let (z(, v) = 
Ug. 1 T : C,(V)\ = 2 and 1 C(v) : C(UQ)/ < 2, so 1 T : C,(u)\ < 4. Suppose 
u $0,(N) = Q. Then we may take u to invert a Hall 2’-group (k) of K. Thus 
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1 Q : C,(h)1 < 16. Moreover by 9.13, lJg < O&T) < O,(XT), so 3 $ n(K) 
and hence j K j = 5 with Q = [Q, K] Co(k), 1 [Q, K](z) : (z>; = 16 and 
VE[Q,K,U] < [Q,k]4N. As [Z,K] <[I’(N),K] = 1 and .Zn[Q,k] #I, 
[Q, K] is not abelian. Hence as K acts irreducibly on [Q, k]/(z), [Q, K] is extra- 
special. As Es z E = <z, v”) < [Q, k], [Q, k] r Qs * Qs . But then 
5 6 r(Aut([Q, k]), a contradiction. 
So Ug < Q. If (( Ug)jv/ is abelian we take F < [v, X], so assume ?a E iV with 
[Ug,U@]#l. Ugh <Q< Tsoas/ T:&(v)1 =2, UQhnC(v) # l,and2.9 
supplies a contradiction. 
(18.25) m(N/C(F,‘(x>), F/(x)) < 2 and m(N/C(F/(z))) = 1. 
Proof. LetE =F/(zjandm== N/C(P). By 16.19,m=m(N,p) <m(N)+ 1. 
As N is irreducible on P and m is solvable, m(p) = 2m < 2(m(m) 7 1). Now by 
4.24, m = 1 or 2. Now as N is irreducible onp, m(m) = 1. 
(18.26) [F, X-j = 1 and j KT : T 1 = 5 or 3”. 
Proof. Let p = F/(x> and m = N/C(F). If m = rn(m,p) = 1 then I E j = 4 
andmsS,,sothatiKT:Ti =3”and[X,F]=l.Henceby18.25wemay 
take m = 2. Now as ,V is irreducible on p, 1 KT : T 1 = 5 and we may assume 
F = [P, XJ. But now Q1( T) a XT, so Q,(T) 4 XT and then even fir(T) a LT. 
Hence Z( f( T)) and J( T) are normal in LT, whereas one of these groups is normal 
in KT by 2.3. 
(18.27) U = (z:.. 
Proof. 18.26 and 18.24. 
Now let g EL - 117 and v = zg with (z, v) 4 T. (v, xj/U < Z( T/U) and 
(z, v”) = E so that E/U < [Z(O,(IVjU)), X-j. Hence by 18.26 there exists K E K 
with [E, P] # 1. Then [E, P] = U. If 3 E r(K) then K acts on XO,(XT) = 
XO,(KT), against 18.20. So 1 KT : T 1 = 5 and m(N/C(F/U), F/U) = 2. Let 
YEXnL with i YT:TI = 3 and L = (C,(Z),Yj. By 16.18, IV,, = 
(FG n Tj 4 YT, so Ai 4 N and hence W, is not normal in KT. Let 
Fg < T, FQ z& O,(KT). By 16.17, UQ < F or U < FQ, say the former. Then 
X < C( UQ) < NQ, so X = XQ and then N = N(X) = NQ, a contradiction. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 18.22. 
Let V be the set of pairs (L, E) with L E 2, E = [E, L] g NG(L), and 
[El = 8. Define Y(L) to be the unique Yc%nL with 1 YT: TI = 3 and 
L = (C,(Z), Y). Set W(E) = (EC n Tj. Given (L, E) and (1, F) E V define 
E -F if elements of E# fuse into F in G. 
(18.28) Let (L, E), (I, F) 6 -Y with E + F. Then W(F) 4 Y(L). 
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Proof. Let Y = Y(L) d an assume Fg < T with Fg Q O,( YT). As E + F, 
E n Fg = 1. Let A be a hyperplane of F. By 18.13, CE(Ag) < N(FQ), so [C,(AO), 
Fg] < E n Fg = 1. As this holds for each hyperplane A of F we have a contra- 
diction to Fg $ O,(YT). 
(18.29) Let (L, E), (I, F) E I ^ with Y(L) = Y(I). ThenL = I. 
Proof. If Y(L) = Y(I) then by 18.10, L = (C,(Z), Y(L)) = (C,(Z), Y(I)) = I. 
(18.30) Let (L, E), (I, F) E 9 with Y(L) and Y(I) normalizing a common 
nontrivial 2-subgroup. Then L = I. 
Proof. Let 1 # B be a 2-subgroup with (Y(L), Y(I)) = J < N(B). If J is 
solvable then Y(L) = Y(I) and 18.29 completes the proof. If not JE 5F and 
either Y(L) or Y(I) is X, a contradiction. 
(18.31) (1) =.?? = {L, K}. 
(2) v = ((4 E), (KF)). 
(3) Z=(t,x)~E~with[t,L] = 1. 
(4) C,(tz) < M n N. 
Proof. By 18.15 we may take a E E. By 18.22, K E 2. Let (K, F) E 9“. As 
z E E and [R, z] = 1, 18.19 applied to K says E + F. Suppose (I, A) E $‘- is 
distinct from (L, E) and (K, F). Let {A, : 1 < i < 3) = {A, E,F} with(Li , Ai) ~-t. 
and Y+ = Y(L,). As E + F we may choose the ordering so that A, + A, + A, . 
Hence by 18.28, W(A,) 4 (Yi , Ya), so by 18.30, L, = L, . This establishes 
part (1). Moreover A, # A, so by 18.19, A, + A, . Now interchanging the 
rules of A, and A, we have a contradiction to K #L. Hence (2) holds. Now 
I’ = E so 2 = (2 r\ E) x C,(L). C,(L) is a hyperplane of 2 and C,(L) n 
C,(K) = 1, so 2 = (t, z> s E4 with [t, L] = 1. (4) follows from (I), (3), 
18.19, and 18.22. 
(18.32) Let A < EZ with m(EZ/A) = 2. Then C,(A) < M. 
Proof. Either A is a hyperplane of E or (t.z)M n A is nonempty. Now appeal 
to 18.13 and 18.31.4. 
(18.33) (EZ)G n T C C(F). 
Proof. Let (EZ)g < T. Then (EZ)g n C(F) is of index at most 4 in (EZ)g, so 
by18.32,F,(Mg.Hence[Eg,F]<EgnF=l. 
By 18.33, W = ((EZ)G n T) a KT, so as Y < N, W is not normal in YT. 
Hence there exists (EZ)Q < YT with (EZ)g 4 N. Wa KT, so Wa XT and 
hence (EZ)gO,(LT) = OZ((XT)B) f or some h EL, and /(EZ)g n C(E)1 = 4. 
Next A = (EZ)g n N is a hyperplane of (EZ)g. Let B be a hyperplane of A. By 
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18.32, C,(B) < MQ, so [C,(B), A n EQ] <F n EQ = 1. Hence C,(B) = C,(A) 
for each hyperplane B of A. Moreover [z, EQ] # 1, so by 18.33, F Z& MQ. 
Therefore AO,(LT)Q) = Oa(YT)g) and hence [A, F] is of order 4. Next 
E < C((EZ)Q n C(E)) < MQ, sol #[E,EQ]<EnEQ.By18.14,EnEQ= 
(xx), some x E M. N is 2-transitive on F# and hence also on r = {Eh: z E Eh). 
Therefore j(EZ)k (EZ)h n C(E)1 = 4 for each Eh E r - {E}. By symmetry 
jFZ:FZn C(F”)I = 4, as x E M = C(t) so that t EF n F”. But by 18.33, 
P&F1 d C,(F3”), so ES z (z)[A, F] < FZ n C(F”), contradicting 1 FZ : FZ n 
C(F”)] = 4. 
This contradiction shows the hypothesis of this section are never satisfied. 
Hence we have established the following fundamental result: 
THEOREM 18.34. Let G be a simple r-group of characteristic 2 type. Then 
GE9-. 
19. THE COMPONENT TYPE CASE 
In this final section we assume G to be a minimal counterexample to the main 
theorem. Then G # 7 is a simple F-group. Let V be the collection of components 
of centralizers of involutions and V* the set of members of V maximal under 
inclusion. 
(19.1) Let H be a 2 local subgroup of G. ThenL(H) = E(H). 
Proof. As G is thin O(F(H)) is cyclic so [L(H), O(F(H))] = 1. 
(19.2) Let L E @7. Then L e L,( p), SL,( p), J1 , L,(2’3 Sx(2”), OY a covering 
of Sx(8). 
Proof. By 3.1 and 3.2, L/O,(L) g L,(p), J1 , L,(2”), or Sz(2”). Hence 
inspecting the multipliers of these groups we get 19.2. 
(19.3) Let L E V*. Then L is standard in G. 
Proof. Let z be an involution centralizing L. There exists an involution t 
with L a component of C(t) and we may assume [t, Z] = 1. By 19.1 and by 2.7 in 
[l] there exists a component K of C(Z) such that either L < K or K # Kt. 
The latter is impossible by 3.2 and in the former as L E %7* we conclude K = L. 
By 3.2, L = (LG n C(Z)). It follows that Co(L) is tightly embedded in G and 
No(C,(L) = No(L). Suppose [L, LQ] = 1 and let H be a 2-local of L such that 
n(H) contains an odd prime Q. Then HLQ < N(O,(H)) has noncyclic Sylow 
q-subgroups, a contradiction. 
(19.4) Let L E W*. Then L is not J1 . 
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Proof. See the main theorem of [9]. 
(19.5) LetL E V*. Then L is not SL,( p). 
Proof. Assume L G SL,( p) and let (z) = Z(L). By 19.3, L is weakly closed 
in C(Z), so by Theorem 6 in [4], G has sectional 2-rank at most 4, against 2.5. 
(19.6) Let L E +?*. Then L gg L,( p). 
Proof. Assume L/Z(L) g L,(2”) or Sz(2”), n > 2. Then by the main 
theorem of [l7], G g Ru. But if x is an element of order 3 in G then 
~(W)/(x) = 4 and a Sylow 3-group of C(X) is of exponent 3. Thus the 
normalizer of a 4-group in E(C(x)) h as noncyclic Sylow 3-groups, a contradiction. 
(I 9.7) Let L E V* and R E Syl,(C,(L)). Then R is cyclic. 
Proof. By the main theorem of [7] either m(R) = 1 or G z HJ or A,. This 
contradicts 2.5. Hence we may assume R is quaternion. N(L)/C(L) has dihedral 
Sylow 2-groups, so R is weakly closed in a Sylow 2-group of G. 3 E r(L) so 
3 $ rr(Aut(R)). Now Theorem 6 in [4] supplies a contradiction. 
(19.8) Let L E%?*. Then 1 C(L)l, = 2. 
Proof. Assume R E Syl,(L) has order at least 4. By 19.7, R is cyclic. By 2.5 
in [2]. R is not weakly closed in N(R). Let S E Syl,(N(R)) and W = (RG n S). 
By 2.6 in [2], W is abelian. S/R is isomorphic to a subgroup of Aut(L,( p)) and 
hence has a unique subroup WI/R isomorphic to R. We conclude W = W, . 
Let Rg E RG n S - {R}. sZ,( W) < Z(S), . so Rg a S. Now there is an involution 
t EL n S < C,(R) inverting W/R and hence Rg, so there is an involution 
s E C,(Rg) inverting R. But Q,(C,,,( W/R)) < W/R, SO Q,(C,(Rg)) < W < C(R), 
a contradiction. 
(19.9) V is empty. 
Proof. Let L E %?* and SE Syl,(N(L)). By 19.6 and 19.8, 1 C,(L)1 = 2 and 
SIC,(L) is dihedral. Hence there is a subgroup A of S of order 8 containing 
C,(L) with C,(A) = A. Now A is self-centralizing in a Sylow 2-subgroup of G, 
so by Theorem 2 in [ 181, G has sectional 2-rank at most 4. This contradicts 2.5. 
We now obtain a contradiction to the existence of G, hence establishing 
the main theorem. By 19.1 and 19.9, L(C,(t)) = I for each involution t in G. 
As G has sectional 2-rank at least 5, G is connected in the sense of [15], so by 
Theorem A of [I 51, G is of characteristic 2 type. But now Theorem 18.34 
supplies a contradiction. 
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